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Abstract 

Sixteen of the twenty papers presented at the Symposium are herein published. 
They provide a reasonable balance between balloon-borne experiments and recent 
developments of balloon technology.   Balloon technology presentations include plas- 
tic balloon capabilities, both in-being and projected, current shape studies for new 
designs, a survey of sensing elements for the balloon environment, and the develop- 
ment of a new heavy load balloon material.   Two balloon astronomy programs and 
related stabilization systems arc presented, as is the ca^e for manned balloon 
astronomy.   Other scientific applications of balloons include atmospheric optics 
and atmospheric sampling programs, jet stabilization of a balloon ^cnuoia, and the 
ROBIN and ROSE balloon systems.  Other types of balloons discussed are tethered 
balloons, hot air balloons, and the neoprene vertical sounding balloon. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE AFCRL SCIENTIFIC 
BALLOON SYMPOSIUM 

I   Introduction 

Robert M. Slavln 
atlon Laboratoiy 

Air t'orc« Cambridge Research Lab« 
Chief, Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratoiy 

Fo 

In a nation where, in the past five years, the technology of rockets, missiles, 
satellites, nxui if I may, astronauts, has captured the imagination of the scientist, 
engineer, and academician, the hearts of the entire population« and the lion's 
share of the tax dollar, the science of ballooning has made tremendous strides 
forward with no national recognition by the scientific community, the principal 
user of the balloon.   The purpose of the Symposium is to re-introduce the scienti- 

fic community to the capabilities of the plastic balloon, through a free exchange of 
ideas and information concerning balloon-borne scientific experiments and a re- 
view of recent developments in balloon materials, design, and instrumentation. 

But first, u word on who we are and what we do.  Our Balloon Group at AFCRL 
has existed as a unit for approximately thirteen yeara.   Our overall responsibility 
has been the design oi balloons, companion instrumentation and launch procedures 
to meet both the operational and scientific needs of the Air Force.   In 1962, our 
mission was expanded with the acquisition of the balloon activity at Holloman AFB, 
New Mexico.   The subsequent establishment of the Research and Development 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 



Test Branch at Holloman has brought us into more frequent contact with icientists 
formulating and preparing balloon experiments and with governmental agencies 
interested in the functional testing of rocket and satellite components.   The 
Holloman launch site and its adjacent White Sands Range facilities, when combined 
with our Chico, California launch site, enables us to launch scientific balloon pay- 
loads year round with tracking, control, and recovery capability. 

The subject matter of our Symposium can be broken down into four general 
areas.   Balloon Technology, Scientific Uses of Balloons, Balloon Astronomy as a 
Specific Use, and Unique Types of Balloons.   Each of the speakers has been selected 
because of his contribution to the advancement of science through research and 
development, using balloons.   Of course, as we all know, the government, through 

its many agencies, supports most balloon research programs, either directly, or 
indirectly through grants and contracts.   So it can be said that, as taxpayers, we all 
have had a part in the development of balloon technology and its increased applica- 
tion to scientific research. 

I hope that this symposium will provide a reasonable balance between balloon 
borne scientific experiments and the more recent developments in balloon tech- 
nology, and that each of you will fino the time spent here to be rewarding. 
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M    Balloon Capabilities and Futures 

Thomaa W. Kelly 
Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory 

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 

Abstract 

A resume of the present luad/altitude capabilities of plastic balloons, including 
taped and tapeless polyethylene, Mylar-scrim, superpressure, and air-launched, is 
presented.   Objectives of present research in balloon technology are described: 
namely, extensions of present altitude and load limits through material and design 
studies, increased reliability, longer duration and reduced costs of very heavy- 
load balloons. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

If you take a moment to peruse the program, you will find that this sesBlon is 
entitled. "Balloon Capabilities and Technology".   The afternoon session tomorrow 
and the talk by Dr. Ross on Friday morning will be concerned with specific aspects 
of the same general topic.   The discussions of balloon technology will deal entirely 
with the variouB types of plastic balloons, both free and tethered, and will include 
space inflatables. 

Within the scheme of things, this is a technology of comparatively recent 
vintage--a product of cooperative university, contractor, and governmental efforts 
during the past fifteen years.   Prior to World War II scientific ballooning as we 
know it today was confined to an exceedingly small number of projects which were 
severely limited by the rather expensive and heavy rubberized fabrics in use at 
the time.   Some of you may recall the flights of the Explorers I and II. and the several 
fli£ht£ of Dr.  Picard and his wife.   Each individual flight was a scientific under» 
tak'.ng of major proportions. 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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After the War,  the advent of commercially available plastic sheeting of 

comparatively high quality made the creation of inexpensive balloons for high- 

altitude experimentation a most attractive possibility.    The early work by General 
Mills,  New York University,  and others was largely successful, and this success 

with rather light payloads cieated a burgeoning of demands for vehicles to carry 

heavier payloads to higher altitudes for longer durations.    With heavier payload 

flight came problems which dramatized the need for more detailed materials data, 

for improvements in fabrication techniques and flight control instrumentation, and 

for a clearer understanding of the oynamics and thermodynamics of flight. 

In 1951, a tri-service contract was initiated with the University of Minnesota 

to study the physics of ballooning.    This study, together with independent work at 

Tufts University under Dr.  Howell,   work by the balloon manufacturers, and an 

active in-house program undn taken on a continuing basis by the Air Force, has 

provided the technologtcj.l framework within which we operate today. 

Surely there are ntlil unsolvod problems,  but the rapidity with which the 

technology has advanred ran be judged from the fact that in the late 40's payloads 

were limited to the few hundred-pound range,  altitudes to 100, 000 feet,  and dura- 

tions less than one day; whereas today,  payloads exceeding 5, 000 pounds,  altitudes 

above 140, 000 feet,  an i flight durations to 30 days have been achieved.    Balloon- 

borne experiments not possible ten years ago are now conducted on a virtually daily 

basis. 

1.1   Foreign Balloon Technology 

Before launching into the .specifics of my talk, I have two items which may be 

of general interest.    I find,   in my contacts,  that most people assume that ballooning 

is now a wholly American institution and that at the present time,  virtually all of the 

world's scientific ballooning is being done in thib country.    Of course, this simply 

is not so.    During the past two years, balloon-borne scientific experiments have 

been flown in France, India,  and Australia,  relating to problems in meteorology, 

atmospheric  composition, atmospheric structure,  and astronomy.    You may re- 

member an article and pictures in LIFE magazine several years ago,  showing 

Professor Dolfus of the Paris Observatory using an enormous cluster of rubber 

balloons as the vehicle for a manned astronomy experiment.    The Soviets have also 

been involved with balloon experimentation.    One article released in February of 

this year discussed an experiment much like the extended parachute jump of Captain 

Joseph W. Kittinger Jr.    Let me read just a short excerpt:    * 

"On 31 October 1962,  at 7:40 a.m.,  the aerostat,  "Volga",  with Col.  P. Dolgov 

and Maj.  Ye Andreyev aboard,  lifted off.    Andreyev was scheduled to make a 

•Romanyok,  V., Kryl'ya voding.  No 2, Feb 1963,   12-13. 
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delayed-release jump,   while Dolgov, holder of the Order of Lenin for testing and 
perfecting the outfitting of the cosmonauts, was to test a parachute system he had 
developed and which,  in earlier tc sts with a dummy,  worked faultlessly.    At an 
altitude of 13, 000 m. the temperature was -65*C.    By 10.09 am the Volga had 
attained the scheduled jump altitude of 25, 458 m.  The atmospheric pressure at this 
altitude was 18nirn Hg.    At 10. 13 am Andreyev left the gondola dropping 24, 500 m 
in 270 seconds.    His rate of fall through the rarified atmosphere was 900 km/hr. 
Andreyev's parachute opened at an altitude of 958 m.    With this Jump, Andreyev 
demonstrates that although difficult,  it is possible to control one's body in free fall 
from the stratosphere and not use a stabilizing parachute.    Dolgov,  who left the 
gondola 1 min 18 sec after Andreyev, jumped from an altitude of 25, 608 m, his 
parachute opened immediately, as scheduled.   However, upon touchdown,  38 
minutes later, Dolgov was dead (cause of death not given)." 

In another article,  the Soviet interest is expressed in one of the many potentials 
of the tethered balloon.    To quote from the translation:* 

"A group of Soviet Engineers - 1. Spitsyn and R. Gokhman. both of them 
aviators, with the cooperation of Lev Konstantinov, Candidate of Technical Sciences. 
Vladimir Ustinov and G.  Vaynshteyn - conceived an idea of using the energy of 
winds blowing in the tropopause, the discontinuity surface separating the strato- 
sphere from the t.oposphere.    The tropopause varies in height from about 55, 000 
ft at the earth's equator to 25, 000 ft above the poles. 

Scientists found that in the tropopause, in a comparatively thin layer of air, 
about 1 to 1-1/2 miles thick,  extremely strong winds are blowing permanently with 
an energy 1000 to 2000 times greater than near the ground.    Wind velocity amounts 
there to 80 up to 100 ft/sec.    These truly inexhaustible resources of wind energy 
attracted the attention of the authors of the project of a "Tropopause Wind-Electric 
Power Station".   The technical solution of such a power station presents innumerable 
difficulties.    In all of the many variants of the projected station, it has to be carried 
out by an aerostat.   Considering the weight of about 30 tons of such a 1. 5 to 2 mw 
station,  the aerostat would have to be about 330 ft long.    The problem of maintaining 
such a station above a certain point of the earth is hard to solve considering the 
length of the cable which,  if made of steel,  could not sustain its own weight.   Only 
synthetic cables could be used, for example enanthic or polypropylene ropes whose 
rupturing capacity exceeds 40 to 50 miles. 

Other problems to be considered and overcome are such as lightning protection 
of the cable and rope in the near-the-earth layers,  protection against its being 
covered with ice, protection of the enormous envelope of the aerostat against 
various atmospheric and cosmic effects,  and so on. 

•A. Blokhin, Izvestiya.  No.  291,  Dec 9,  1962,  p. 6. 
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The station would have to be assembled in its entirety at the factory and be 

hauled by planes to the place of future operation.    There it will be attached to a 

surface anchor and a step-down transformer substation with automatic equipment 

will have to be built at this spot. 

According to preliminary estimates, with continuous mass production of surh 

wind-power stations the cost of installed capacity of 1 kw would amount to about 5 

to 6 times less than at existing small rural electric power stations.   In the future. 

even this low cost could be considerably reduced,  which would help in solving the 

problem of electrification of remote virgin-land state farms and Siberian-forest 

settlements and industries which are located far from electrical power transmis- 

sion lines.   In addition to their basic purpose,  such high-altitude electric power 

stations could be used for radio and television relay stations and automatic meteo- 

rological stations. 

The project of such tropopause power stations haH been discussed by the 

Technical and Economic Council of Ministers of USSR for Automation and Machine 

Building under the chairmanship of Academician A.  I. Berg, and was evaluated as 

presenting an indisputable interest.   This project underwent, at the beginning of 

1062, a serious discussion at an enlarged meeting of the Technical Council of the 

Ministries of Power Engineering and Electrification where, in addition to power 

engineers and electrical engineers, several specialists on aeronautics, aerodynamics, 

meteorology, and aerology participated.    The Council expressed an opinion for 

continuation of work for the realization of such a station. 

From the time of the meeting of the Council,  almost a whole year olapsed. 

And the vice-chairman of the Technical Council of the Ministry, I.  Ugorets,  still 

has not found the time to legalize this decision and to push forward further inves- 

tigstion.    'We think that also to the readers of Izvestiya it will   not ba indifferent 

to know how many more months (and maybe years) UgoretH will need in order to 

determine at last his own attitude to this daring project'." 

2.    DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this talk is to present a thumbnail sketch of the immediate 

capabilities of balloon flight,  to consider briefly some of the contemporary bal- 

loon flight problems and to discuss the future of ballooning. 

To most people,  all balloons are the rubber,  meteorological type.    To be 

sure, such balloons are enormously useful for carrying lightweight,  expendable 

instruments to probe the troposphere and lower stratosphere.   In general,  these 

bslloons rise at rate of I. 000 to 1, 500 ft/min,    reach their design ceiling altitude, 

and then burst.   A balloon of this type, having a limited capability for short 



duration constant level flight, has been developed both by the Australian« and by 
companies within our country.   However, since the rubber balloon is inherently 
unstable, altitude control is dif icult.   In my mind, one should consider the rubber 
balloon ideal for its chief mission as a radiosonde carrier, but Inherently un- 
suitable for constant level flight. 

2.1  Zero Pressure Balloon 

To most of this audience, the word balloon probably brings to mind the sero- 
pressure, constant level type.   Fig. 1 illustrates the typical time-altitude flight 
curve of such a balloon.   After an early morning launch, this flight is characterized 
by an ascent rate which is nearly constant to the designed ceiling altitude; flight at 
the mrximum altitude until noon or shortly thereafter; a protracted, slow descent 
during the afternoon; a rapid, post-sunset descent to a night-time flight level that 
is determined by pressure-controlled ballast; constant level flight during the night, 
then a rapid ascent following sunrise to a daytime level that is slightly higher than 
that of the previous day.   Of course, the ballast control level can be altered to 
provide either nearly constant day-night performance, or widely diflering day- 
night floating levels as needed.   Gas valving and ballasting can also be controlled 
by radio command to make the balloon flight performance conform to f >ecial 
scientific or mission requirements. 

Figure 1.    Normal Flight Profile of a Zero Pressure Balloon 

r 
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Such balloons are most frequently launched by the "platform1' method wherein 

the size of the gas bubble is carefully controlled to limit the amount of loose balloon 

material that is presented to the wind during the launching period.    The successive 

steps in this type of launching are shown in Figs.   2 through 6.   As these pictures 

indicate, the lifting gas is fed to the balloon bubble through a small diameter tube 

connected to the gas trailers or gas source.    The bubble size is permitted to 

increase slowly as inflation proceeds.    When the inflation is complete,  the bubble 

is approximately 1/20 to 1/630 of the full volume of th» balloon, depending upon the 

design ceiling altitude.    That part of the balloon below the launch platform,   is still 

uninflated.    The balloon base is connected to a deployed parachute which,   in turn, 

is connected to the payload.    Depending upon the size,  weight, and configuration of 

the payload, different payload launching vehicles are utilized, however,  all are 

mobile to permit the payload to reach a point directly below the balloon before final 

release.    While the capability of this launching system is dependent on balloon type, 

total inflation, payload size, experience of the launching crew, and so on, a major 

limiting factor is the surface wind.    A reasonable maximum allowable surface wind 

velocity is 8 knots,  although launching» have been made at more than twice that 

value. 
Until recently,  nearly all such zero pressure balloons were made from poly- 

ethylene.    Polyethylene has a moderate tensile strength, low cold brittleness 

temperature (-68*C),  moderate extensibility (this is rate and temperature de- 

pendent) and excellent storage properties.   In addition, the heat scalability of this 

film and the inherent low cost of the resin make this an eminently suitable film for 

the low cost balloons required by the majority of scientific experimenters. 

As in earlier days,  the advent of increased payloads forced reassessment of 

the balloon capabilities.    Tests of polyethylene balloons in the 4,000 pound payloid 

range simply were not sufficiently successful to risk using such balloons to carry 

men or even expensive scientific experiments.    For these extended requirements 

stronger films were developed.   In many of the heavy payload programs the 

material now being used is a Mylar film of 1/2 or 1/3 mil thickness bonded to a 

leno weave of Dacron fibers.    This laminate provides an exceedingly useful balloon 

film approximately eight times as strong as polyethylene (on an equal weight basis), 

having extremely high tear strength.    As might be expected, the scrim balloon is 

expensive,  costing nearly five times as much as an equivalent polyethylene balloon.* 

Figure 7 shows the altitude-payload capability of several balloons of different 

sizes, both polyethylene and scrim.   It seems reasonable to expect that the re- 

*NOTE:   It is appreciated that the heavy payload high-altitude performance of a 

scrim balloon may be unobtainable with a polyethylene balloon and,  therefore,  such a 

comparison may be unreasonable.    However,  the comparison is perfectly valid if one 

considers payloads within the range of polyethylene balloon capability. 
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Figure 4.   Launch Vehicle Driving Under Balloon 
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Figure 5.    I-aunrh Vehiclr Almost in PoaitifNI I'ndcr Balloon 
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liability of balloon flights would tend to decrease as one proceeds diagonally out- 

ward from the origin, to the heavier payloads and higher altitudes.    However,  the 

success of the scrim "3. 2", (that is, 3. 2X106cuft)   and the 11.88 polyethylene 

balloon violates this rule of thumb. 

Naturally, we at AFCRL are anxious to get the maximum "mileage" from the 

low cost polyethylene, or unsupported film balloon.   Several programs now in 

progress - - materials evaluation and balloon shapes studies now underway at 

Litton Systems, Inc.; studies of balloon stress distribution at Raven Industries 

and in-house investigations of the mechanisms of balloon failures -- are all 

directed, in part, toward this end.    The Office of Naval Research task for 

development of polypropylene balloons is also aimed toward producing a more re- 

liable,  low cost balloon. 

Twc other approaches toward lowering the cost of balloons are worth men- 

tioning.    Unquestionably,  the price of scrim balloons can be lowered through 

strict attention to each phase of manufacturing,  and through a continuing search 

for less costly materials without necessarily compromising quality.   A second 

possibility is the recovery and reuse of scrim balloons.    Were it possible to 

recover and reuse a scrim-reinforced balloon,  the arguments favoring search for 
a lower cost scrim material or a better balloon made from unsupported film would 
be considerably weakened.   Such balloon recovery and reuse is considered to be 

entirely feasible and will be incorporated in the U)64 balloon development program. 
Anoiner realm of balloon technology is the creation of balloons to fly at heights 

above the 150,000 ft    altitude range.    In this case,  the necessary approach is that 

of devising a lighter shell to encu.se the lifting gas.   A number of balloon models 

have been made using films m the 1/4 to l/7th mil thickness range,  reinforced by 

steel,  nylon and dat »-on fibers.    To date,  low-temperature environmental tests of 

these models (Figs. 8andf))   have been promising but not conclusive.    The unsupported 

plastic films,   a possible alternative,- appears to offer little promise for flight of 

appreciable payloads to altitudes above 150,000 ft. 

In summary. Figure 10 illustrates the realms within which balloons of various 

types of construction may be expected to operate.    The ultra-lightweight,   supported 

film balloons fall in section A. the normal polyethylene types and un-reinforced 

balloons fall in regions B and C; and the scrim reinforced Mylar balloons satisfy 

the requirements shown in the C region. 

2.2 Superpressure Balloon 

The superpressure balloon is an entirely different sort of vehicle.    The essence 

of its performance is that it changes neither volume nor weight during its entire 

flight,  consequently,   remains at a constant air density level both day and night.    AB 

might be expected,  the temperature of the balloon changes diurnally,  causing the 
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Figure 8.    Ultra-thin Film Model Balloons 
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Figure 9.    Inspection of Ultra-thin Film Balloon 

lifting gas pressure to vary accordingly.    However,  as long as the lifting gas pres- 
sure does not fall below that of the surrounding air,  the balloon stays full and the 
constant density, level flight perforn.anoe is maintained.   Figure 11 illustrates 
both the constant altitude profile and the diurnal variation in differential pressure. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the trajectories of our flights P-27, P- 29, and P-34. 
In each case,  the time of flight termination was controlled by pre-set timer, or by 
radio command, as indicated.   Thesr flights represent the limit of the demonstrated 
capability of guperpressure balloons, as of today.   The existing technology and the 
available high-strength, gas-tight materials can unquestionably support the exten- 
sic n ot the superpressure balloon flight capability to higher flying balloons carrying 
greater loads (1, 000 plus pounds to 100, 000 ft). 

It is most desirable to launch balloons from fixed ground installations when- 
ever possible.   However, when it is required to launch in remote areas, or to 
locate the balloon in space at a specified time,  mobile ground launching stations 
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are used in conjunction with forecasts of the ascent trajectory.    In placing a balloon 
within a very limited spatial region, for example, within the eye of a hurricane, mobile 
ground launching is not an adequate solution. 

2.3 Air Launched Balloon Device 

To answer the requirement for very accurate balloon placement,  a system was 
conceived for the air launching of a balloon from a fully self-contained package 
shown in Figure 14.    Simply described, the package, containing balloon, parachute, 
lifting gas source, and instrumentation pay load is released from an airplane.    Sub- 

ItO 

1000 10,000 

Figure 10.    Realms of Operation of Balloons as of November 1962 
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Figure 12.    Trajectory of Superpressure Balloon Flights P-27 and P-29 
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Figure 13.    Trajectory of Superpressure Balloon Flight P-34 
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si'qi —nt to deployment of the main parachute the balloon unrolls from a protective 

bag at the parachute apex and a time programmed gas inflation begins.   The lifting 

gis flows from the compressed gas cylinder through a high pressure hose to the 

parachute apex and into the balloon.   After a period of 60 to 90 seconds, the in- 

flaticn is completed and the balloon is released from the parachute and launching 

device.    The balloon then ascends to its design ceiling altitude and performs as 

programmed, the launching device descends and may be recovered and reused. 

Although such a launching system is costly and surely will not fill all needs, it is 

not dependent upon surface winds,  places no weight penalty on the balloon by 

virtue of the launching technique and can be extended to balloon  and payload com- 

binations well in excess of the 70 pounds launched to date.   Release of these 

launching devices has been achieved at altitudes up to 45,000 feet at MACH 0.9, and 

beyond separation of the launching device from the aircraft,  there appears to be 

no serious problem related to higher altitudes and greater speeds.    Figure 15 is 

useful for determining "ball park" figures for balloon size and package size for a 

given payload-altitude requirement.    However, the launching speed,  device cost, 

launching altitude, and time at altitude are all exceedingly important considerations 

which in selected cases can considerably alter this graphical information. 

3.    SUMMARY 

It is apparent that this talk amounted to a simple broad-brush treatment of the 

entire field of ballooning and left much unsaid.   However, it was my intention to 

provide something of a framework for the specific balloon technology talks which 

follow.   Surely these talks will both fill the voids in my integrated picture of the 

field of ballooning and provide an insight into the course of current developmental 

efforts.    Since many areas have been discussed,  let me emphasize a few important 

points. 

1. Unsupported film balloons have carried payloada to 4500 pour ds, but the 

reliability above 3000 pounds leaves much to be desired.    A great deal of develop- 

mental effort is being directed toward obtaining more reliable low coat balloons, 

since a majo    segment of the scientific balloon experimenters simply cannot afford 

expensive ballcons. 
2. 'the flight of payloads in the 10, 000 to 20, 00U pound rang; is clearly 

feasible wii- supported film balloons.   The current coat of such balloons is high. 

Major cot.X savings can be made through value engin     > ing,  redesign,  careful 

materials »election, and recovery.    Such prot-CMlures will,  it appears,  result in a 

substantial reduction .n costs with little ur no redur-tlon in quality. 
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3. Flights in the greater than 160. 000 foot altitude range with several hundred 
pound payloads will be possible with the advent of ultra-thin reinforced films. 

4. Aerial launching of balloons for flight of 100 pound payloads to an altitude 
of 100, O0U feet is perfectly feasible. 

5. Superpressure balloons with flight dura* ans well in excess of 3 months can 
be made with very little further development.   The extension of the superpressure 
balloon to altitudes and payloads of 100, 000 feet and 1000+ pounds appears to be a 
straightforward extension of the already existing technology. 

And finally,  it is evident that substantially improved flight capabilities will 
result from programmed developments.   The ultimate usefulness of the balloon 
vehicle will, however, depend primarily upon the imagination and inventiveness of 
the user. 



Stresses and Configurations 
of Natural-Shaped Balloons 

Justin H. Smalley 
Applied Science Division 

Litton Systems, Inc. 

Abstract 

The equations derived In the early work by the University of Minnesota for the 
stresses In free balloons have been verified.   The coordlnales for natural-shaped 
balloons as determined by the University on an analog computer have been refined 
by digital computer techniques.   In addition« a larger cluss of balloon shapes have 
been computed, Including larger slgma values, both super- and sub-pressures, non- 
zero circumferential stresses, and other than "flat-top" balloons.   The meridional 
stresses have also been Investigated. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

This is a report on some of my investigations of the theoretical shapes and 
stresses of fully-inflated free balloons.    The most recent published report on the 
»hape of balloons appeared in 1953   and concerned work performed at the university 
of Minnesota.    Since that time, new manufacturing techniques have been devised, 
new materials have become available, and new operational methods have been put 
into use. Thus a new look at balloon design was indicated.   Furthermore, I was 
interested in comparing my results, using a digital computer, with those of the 
University, which utilized an analog computer. 

2.    DISCUSSION 

With these items in mind, I began a search of the literature for earlier papers 
on the shape of inflated devices.   The earliest references that I found were to 

2 1 graphical   and mechanical' solutions for the shape of a lighter-than-air craft, such 
as an airship; this work was done in 1914.    These authors assumed that the weight 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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of the material was negligible.   In Reference 3 a closed solution to this same 
problem,  in terms of elliptic integrals,  was reported.   In the determination of the 
shape of an airship it is possible to separate the meridional and longitudinal stresses. 
With some modification, these same works would be applicable to the shape of a 
balloon with zero circumferential stress.   It was also found that there is a con- 
siderable body of literature on parachutes where studies had been made of the shape 
of inflated objects of that kind.   For their purposes, these investigators assumed 
that the pressure inside the parachute remained constant. 

The next significant contribution was the development of the "natural shtpe" by 
the University of Minnesota, and the puolication of their famous sigma tables. 
These authors assumed that the material was thin, perfectly flexible, and non- 
extensible and that the solution would be a balloon which is rotationally symmetric 
about a vertical axis.   Furthermore,  they assumed that the density of the gas with- 
in the balloon and that of the surrounding air was constant and they also specified 
that the circumferential stress should be zero.   I have used the same assumptions, 
except that I have, in addition, considered the case of non-zero circumferential 
stress. 

In the development of the equations,  it is convenient to non-dimensionalize the 
equations.   In so doing, the expression for sigma falls out.   Sigma is nothing more 
nor less than the unit weight of the balloon material made non-dimensional.   Sigma 
is a very important parameter for two reasons:  If we make an assumption concerning 
the general shape of the balloon--for example, one having a flat top and we make an 
assumption concerning the circumferential stress (zero, for example)--then sigma 
uniquely determines the shape of the balloon.   In addition, sigma is made up of three 
factors:   the unit weight of the balloon material, the balloon payload, and the buoyancy 
of the gas at the float altitude.   These three factors axe those most apt to be known 
by the designer at the outset of his design.   Thus, having made the general assump- 
tions mentioned above, the designer can, with very little effort,  determine the 
shape, volume, and size of his balloon.   I do not mean to oversimplify this process 
but, in principle, this is what occurs. 

In my  calculations, I used a modification of the Runge-Kutta method for the 
solution of simultaneous differential equations.   I do not have a closed solution. 
The solution is found by trial and error.   Some of my results are indicated in the 

following figures. 
Figure 1 shows several variations on a natural-shape balloon.   I would like to 

see the term "natural-shepe" reserved for balloons with zero circumferential stress. 
By zero super-pressure is mernt that the pressure inside the balloon at the bottom 
apex is equal to the pressure of the outside atmosphere at that point.   In Figure 1. 
the middle shape represents the standard flat-top balloon.   Many different sizes with 
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many different weights and types of material have been flown.    The shape on the 

left is a balloon with part of the payload mounted at the top.    A variation on this 

design could involve a cord or cable connected from the top to the bottom of the 

balloon with all the payload mounted at the bottom.    Another variation might in- 

volve several cords from the pay'.oad at the bottom to several points at the top. 

The shape at the right is a double-balloon shape.    Although the total payload is 

carried at the bottom,  part of the payload is supported by the upper balloon.    An 

obvious variation of this design would be a change in the size of th'.* upper balloon. 

There is no fundamental reason why there could be no more than two balloons.    There 

could be three or even more.    In any case,  the top balloon will have a flat top. 

Figure 2 is the result of calculating the shape of the flat-top balloons when 

sigma ranges from zero to 1.0.    This range will cover practically all balloon 

designs.    The University of Minnesota calculated only shapes for sigma from zero 

to 0. 4.    It is of particular interest to note that all of these shapes will lift exactly 

the same payload.    The smallest balloon (sigma equal to zero) has just enough 

volume to lift the payload.    The larger volumes represented by the larger shapes 

are required to lift the payload plus the weight of their own balloon.    The largest 

balloon has a volume approximately 22 times that of the smallest balloon. 

Figure 3 shows the total load in the balloon material,  that is, the vertical load 

tangent to the surface of the balloon.    The same range of sigmas is used as given 

in Figure 2.    For sigma equal to zero, the total film load is constant from the 

bottom to the top of the balloon.    As sigma increases,  the total film  load increases 

until,  for sigma equal to 1.0,   the total film load at the top of the balloon is approxi- 

mately 24 times the payload itself.   For large sigma,  the payload becomes a 

relatively small portion of the total weight of the system. 

Figure 4 shows shapes jf balloons that have some load at the top.    For this 

particular design,  half the load is mounted at the top.    Again,  each of these shapes 

will lift exactly the same payload.    The crosses marked near the curve for sigma 

equal to 1.0,  represent the shape of the balloon that has no load at the top. 

Figure 5 again shows the total load in the balloon material for balloons with 

half the load at the top.    The shape of the curvt-s is much the same as for the flat- 

top balloon.    The dots indicate the position of the corresponding sigma-equal-to- 

1. 0 curve for flat-top balloons.    It Is seen tiiat the material load has been somewhat 

reduced when part of the load is at the t )|> of the balloon.    As a result, for the 

same payload one could use a slightly lighter material in this design of balloon. 

Figure 6 shows three different shapes of double balloons.    I have chosen to 

present belloons wherein half of the load is carried by the upper balloon.    For 

comparison, the dotted curves are the corresponding shapes of the flat-top balloon 

for the same payload.    I wish to call your attention to the upper balloons.    In each 

case,  the same sigma was used for both the upper and lower balloons.    The two 
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would be much the same shape except that ttie upp'T balloon is subjected to a 

super-pressure.    The super-pro:iMire is fprtfMMltod by HM height of hellunn in 

the lower balloon.    Figure 7 prest-ntK the total material loud In the duuble-balloon 

design.    The striking differeme in these ( urvts is the rednc tion in film load in the 

upper balloon. These results ure for the sum«   hiKtna In both the lower and upper 

balloons, but with such a redm tion in material one would use u i onslderubly re- 

duced sigma.    I ronc-lude that froin outely loud-' arryliiK • onaiderutions,  the fully 

inflated double-balloon sysiem wouM be heavy ■ )I|II|IIII cd <>> oUier designs. 

Figure 8 summari/.es son e of the weigM intoMiia'iori for these natural-shape 

balloon designs.    These datu .tie for  u Hlgma id U. i.     Ihe bottom < urve c-ompareti 

the weight-to-payload ratio for bulloons with /••to loud a) the top     tin reusing to an 

abscissa value of 1/2 where one hall the puyloud IN ut the top of the bulloon,   and 

der i easing to an abst issa vuhie ol     \   2 wher«' «me hull th<   puyloud is supported by 

a second balloon.    Again,   it is seen thut the double  hulloon system is  heavy.    The 

upper curve compares the weight-to-payloail ratio for balloons with various values 

of super-pressure.    One method for Obtaining super-pressure would be to hang a 

duct below the bottom of the balloon.    If the duct length were equal to the height of 

the balloon,  the abscissa value would be 1.    It in seen that balloons with negative 

values of the abscissa, that is, sub-pressure,  are heavy.    The minimum weight for 

a balloon occurs when the  duct length is approximately one half the height of the 

balloon. 

The foregoing have all had the circumferential stress specified as zero.    When 

considering non-zero circumferential stress,  I have found that the variety of 

balloons becomes so great that it is not practical to attempt to give generalized 

balloon designs.    For that reason I have investigated a balloon which is designed 

to lift 40 pounds to 70, 000 feet.    One and one half mil Mylar material was used 

with a super-pressure of 5 millibars.    This results in a sigma of 0. 24 (Figure 9). 

These two curves are for a balloon with zero circumferential stress and one with a 

circumferential stress of 5 pounds per inch.    Roth of these balloons are wider than 

the corresponding spherical balloon.    Figure 10 presents the stresses in the 

balloon.    In this case,  I have chosen to present actual stresses rather than total 

film loads.    As one might expect, introduction of a circumferential stress results 

in a reduction in the corresponding meridional stress.    The two balloons have con- 

stant circumferential stresses of zero and 5 pounds per inch,  respectively. 

r 
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3.    SUMMARY 

In conclusion,  the results of my inveHtigation have been:   The work of the 

University of Minnesota has been verified,   .tlthough there was never any doubt as to 

the validity of their work.    The sigma tables have been extended to cover most 

balloon designs.    Various shapes have been studied and ways to reduce weight have 

been investigated; some mpthods of reducing their weight have been shown here. 

Certain knowledge of the stresses in the balloons has been determined.    Finally, as 

a result of my work in calculating the shapes,  I believe that special designs should 

be investigated carefully using computer analysis rather than by reliance on slgma 

tables alone. 
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IV    Expanded Use of Inflatables 
Through New Materials 

R. J. Slater 
G. T. Schjeldahl Company 

Northfleld, Minnesota 

Abstract 

This paper covers the latest advances made in laminate materials which have 

made possible heavy load carrying balloons, long duration flights without ballast, 

space communication satellites, and space inflatables.   Scrim-reinforced plastic 

films have made possible balloons capable of carrying loads like ine 14,500 pound 

gross of the Stratoscope II program and 7,000-pound gross of the Stargazer pro- 

gram, and at the same time permit shock-free static launches in 20 MPH winds. 

Bi-lam Mylar spheres have demonstrated 30-da.y flights at a constant altitude 

without ballast.   The Echo II communication satellite is built of a 7-layer laminate 

material which is less than 1 mil thick, yet whtr. this thin plastic is deployed in 

space, it becomes rigid enough to hold its shape against the forces of solar pres- 

sure, drag, and micrometeorites. 

41 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

The last three years have brought a number of significant advance« in balloon 
technology, expanding the usefulness to heavier payloads,  longer duration flights, 
and to space inflatables.    The most significant accomplishments are   1) the 13. 500 
pound Stratoscope II balloon system, incorporating a cable restrained pilot balloon 
attached to a reefed main balloon and permitting shock free static launches in 
moderate winds; 2) the 34-foot diameter spherical balloons flown by Air Force 
Cambridge which carried a 50-pound payload at a constant altitude of 66, 000 feet 
for a flight duration of 30 days; 3) the 100-foot diameter Echo 1 communication 
satellite placed into orbit approximately three years ago. 

The high altitude research balloon has always relied to a large degree on the 
packaging industry.   The polyethylene balloon came as a result of the carrot bag 
and the very thin films available today are a direct result of a competlMve substi- 
tute for paper in the dry cleaning industry.   Mylar and other high performance 
plastics are also an outgrowth of the demand in the United States for a better, 
stronger, and more attractive package for marketing products.   The relatively 

limited amount of film consumed in balloon work and the high cost of development 
of a new plastic film capability has been a prime factor in limiting the industry to 
basic packaging materials. 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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These basic films have served well for the early research flights of the 40*8 
and 50's which were in most cases light payloads and relatively inexpensive equip- 
ment.    Today, however, with the more complex requirements of our space age, 
such as expensive and complex telescopes and research equipment, requirements 
for better balloon control in air-space, and special payload handling conditions, the 
payloads are becoming heavier and the requirements for reliability ar > more im- 
portant.    These more complex requirements require a good deal of time and work 
to design and set up.    Ideal flight conditions .annot always be obtained with respect 
to geographical location, time of day,  season, or cost of field operations.    The 
balloon system,  therefore,  must be capable of survival with a high degree of 
reUability. 

The standard packaging films by thermielves have not beer   able to satisfy these 
advanced requirements.   However,  througli combining the properties of existing 
materials in such a way as to produce a hybrid material approaching the balloon 
designer requirements,  some outstanding results have been achieved.    We have 
designed a material to meet a vehicle requirement,  we have not designed the 
vehicle around an existing material. 

2.    DISCUSSION 

2.1  Heavy-Load Balloons 

Under Contract with ONH,  a study was cscablished to develop a heavy load 
material with the following requirements: 

1. High tensile and impact strength. 
2. Low service temperature -100 C. 
3. Absolute tear stopping properties at low tornperatun; and room temperature. 
4. Weight equivalent to 2-mil poly or less. 
3.    forgiveness,  a high degree of latitude in handling and fabrication to reduce 

the probability of fabrication defects and flight damage.   It is impractical to con- 
sider that a large plastic balloon can be given 100 percent inspection and« of 
course,   it is Impossible to pretest the balloon prior to flight,    Therefore, it is 
important to design the reliability into the basic material and balloon design. 

This study resulted in what we call the GT-10. GT-11. and GT-12 laminates 
consisting of 1/4-mil,   1/3-mil, and 1/2-mil Mylar respectively, laminated to a 12 
by 4, two ply fill,  320 denier Dacron leno with GT-301 adhesive syutem (Figure 1). 
This ill-polyester film has thermal properties similar to Mylar with added tensile 
and tear strength (Figure 2).    The GT-10 weighs the same per unit area as 1. 8-mil 

^*^^l^^     ' ft» 
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STRENGTH TO 
WEIGHT RATIO TEAR RATIO 

POLYETHYLENE I I 

MYLAR 7 0.2 

GT-10 17.2 40 

GT-U 16.6 40 

GT-12 15 40 

Figure 2.   Comparison of the Mechanical Properties of Five Balloon Films 

polyethylene and has an ultimate tensile of 40 pounds per Inch in the machine 
direction and 30 pounds per inch in the transverse direction.   Seals can be made 
on this material which have the same strength as the film. 

Other combinations of plastic films and woven materials were also investigated. 
However, this particular combination (Mylar-Dacroni resulted in the best balance 
oi" properties at a moderate cost. The substitute of less expensive materials, for example 
Maxially oriented polypropylene film, polypropylene fibers,  rayon fibers, would 
reduce the cost of the material slightly, however, some loss in strength properties 
of the materials also resulted from the substitutions. 

Although the GT-10 series material has been in existence only three years its 
records have been outstanding.   Four of the five major telescope and camera 
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flights are now being carried on GT balloons.   Some 75 balloon flights have been 
made to date with no catastrophic failures in flight.   These balloons have nof. been 
found to be sensitive to ascent rates,  dynamic launches, high shears, or low 
temperature environments.   Balloons built of these materials have carried payloads 
up to 11, 000 pounds and gross system weights of 13, 500 pounds.   In the case of the 
Stratoscope II balloon system (Figure 3) the top balloon not only carries the gross 
system of 13, 500 pounds but also experiences an additional stress due to the 
superpressuring of the top balloon during gas transfer.    This more than doubles the 
loading in the balloon skin. 

Most balloon users today recognize the merits of the GT- 10 balloon and would 
use them except for one factor:   Cost.   A GT-10 balloon sells for three times that 
of the tape poly balloon of the same size.   However, I would like to emphasize that 
balloon costs alone are not a valid comparison in establishing which balloon is the 
most economical in a given application.    Reliability, cost of a second flight, 
instrumentation calibration and possible lous, helium, flight operations, and most 
important,  loss of valuable time on the part of the scientists should also be taken into 
consideration.   In the case of most research flights, the operational costs of a 
second flight alone arc greater than the cost of one GT-10 balloon. 

A major part of the cost of these balloons is in the basic material.    Polyethylene 
costs approximately 90 cents per pound   while the Mylar used in GT-10 costs $3. 50 
per pound and must 'hen be processed by bonding to a woven fabric.    The cost of 
these GT-10 balloons has over the past six months been reduced by a factor of 30 
percent dut to value engineering and a larger volume.   The G.  T. Schjeldahl 
Company is under contract with the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 
for this value engineering and for the development of a lower cost material to ex- 
tend the applications of these balloons to other programs.    The present cost of the 
GT-10 series balloon along with the new non-woven material now being developed 
for Air Force Cambridge (GT-2929) are shown in the following table.   (Figure 4) 
As volume increases through a broader use of these reinforced balloon materials, 
we expect the cost to be reduced even further. 

Work is continuing on the recovery and reuse of these balloons.   If provisions 
are made to reef or sleeve the balloon on descent, recovery with minimum damage 
is possible.   Figure 5 shows a concept which is being evaluated for balloon re- 
covery.    The feasibility of recovery and reuse has already been demonstrated.   Two 
balloons have been damaged in launch,  repaired,  and reflown.    Two out of four 
3. 2 million cubic feet GT-12 balloons flown at Holloman have been recovered and 
returned to the factory for inspection and repair.    These balloons had no reefing 
sleeves or provisions for quick release of the gas on impact.    They were merely 
picked up by the recovery crew in the field and placed in a large box with no pro- 
tective sleeve. 

i 
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Figurr 3.   Stratoscopt II Dalloon System Ready for Launch 
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Figure 4.    Balloon Costs for GT-Scrim Reinforced Balloons 

3.     SUPERPRESSURE SYSTEM 

Materials development also played a very important part in the superpressure 
balloon program.   Some success had been achieved with a plain Mylar sphere with 
flight durations of from two to ten days.   In each case,  however, the pressure in 
the sphere gradually reduced each day until the balloon descended.    The per- 
meability rate of Mylar balloons as determined from small model balloons indicate 

leakage and permeability rates which would permit flight durations of several 
months or longer.   It appears therefor«? that the leakage problem is not due to the 
permeability of the Mylar, the seams, or th«. minimal handling given the small 
model balloons used in this evaluation.    Rather the leakage is due to gross pin 
holes resulting from either a lack of quality control on the fabrication of larger 
balloons or developed from abrasion of the Mylar against itself. 

In order to correct this proHlem the Schjeldahl Company developed a bi-laminate 
Mylar (Figure 6) which exhibited a high degree of abrasion resistance and appears 
to cancel inherent materials defects.    This, coupled with a bi-tape seam gave a 
tight balloon system capable of flight durations of 30 days or longer.    Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories has flown u number of these bi-lam Mylar 
spheres with a high degree of success.   One of these spheres, a 34-foot diameter 
made of a lamination of 3/4-mil by 3/4-mil Mylar carried a 50 pound payload to 
66. 000 feet for a flight duration of 30 days.   No ballast was used on this flight. 
The flight was terminated after 30 days on coi.imand indicating that even longer 
flight durations may be possible. 

—T" 
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With Mylar film available in variou« thicknesHeB from 0. 15-mil, 0. 25-mil. 

0.35-mil,  0.50-mil,  0.75-mii,   1. 0-mil, and soon, multi-layer laminations canbe 

made to satisfy most balloon design requirements.    Although at the present time 

the heaviest payload carried on a Mylar superprcssure balloon has been approxi- 

mately 80 pounds,   heavier loads are within the capability of present designs. 

4.     COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 

The Echo I communication satellite extended the use of the plastic balloon from 

the stratosphere into space orbit.   Echo I was an inflatable sphere 100-foot in 

diameter made of 1/2-mil metalized Mylar.    The aluminum thickness on this sphere 

was approximately 2, 500 angstroms, or equivalent to approximately 4 pounds of 

aluminum on the entire surface of the 100-foot diameter sphere (Figure 7). 

before launching,   10 pounds of benzoic acid and 20 pounds of anthraquinonc 

were inserted into the deflated sphere.    The balloon was then folded accordion 

fashion and placed inside a 26. 5-inch diameter magnesium container which carried 

this sphere into orbit.   Two minutes after the payload was injected into orbit the 

magnesium container was separated by an explosive charge and the benzoic acid 

expanded to inflate the Echo I sphere into a spherical shape.    The artraquinone 

provided a progressive subliming inflation material to keep the sphere inflated for 

approximately seven days,  even though micrometeoritr punctures of approximately 

0.5 square inch per day were expected. 
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Echo I has performed well as a communication satellite research tool.   It is 

believed that the skin of the Echo has become somewhat wrinkled due to the effect 

of the deforming forces of solar pressure,  electrostatic drag, and micrometeorite 

punctures.    However,  the satellite is still being used for communication expcrinicntH 

after three years in orbit. 

As a result of the success achieved with Echo 1,  a program was undertaken to 

develop the 135-foot diameter Echo II or A-12 sphere designed to have twice the 

cross-sectional area of the Echo I and to be rigid enough to withstand the deforming 

forces of space.    Again the problem which faced the balloon designer was finding a 

material which 1) was exceedingly light weight,   2) could be packaged In a minimum 

space,  and 3) then deployed and rigidizi'd in space.    The result of this study was a 

seven-layer material approximately 3/4-mil thick (Figure 8).    Thib material is 

basically a lamination of 0.UUU18 inch thick aluminum foil on both sides of 0.1)0035 

inch thick Mylar.    In ord-T to control the inflation material (acetamide) and keep 

the temperature of the sphere within that which the acquisition beacons would 

operate, it was necessary to thermal balance treat the inside and outside surface 

of this material.    Alodine 401-45,  an inorganic chemical treatment of the aluminum, 

was used to increase the emmissivity of the outside surface from 0.02 to 0. 18,. 

The inside surface of the sphere was coated with a carbon black to increase the heat 

transfer from one side to the other thereby helping to control the temperature 

gradients and reduce hot spots. 

6T301 
AMSIVE 

000003" THICK 

OUTSIOC 
THCMML COATING 

ALOOMC 401-45 
ODOOOTTMCK 

0 OOOir 1080 ALLOY 

0 00035 MYLAR WSBC TMHNIAl COATING 
CAM0H BLACK X-OI 0 00007 THICK 

Figure 8.   Echo II Lanination 
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In Echo I the Mylar exhibits a memory to the folds generated in packing the 

sphere into the canister.    In the Echo II material these folds are removed when the 

sphere is deployed and the skin stressed to the yield point of the aluminum foil. 

The aluminum, being dead soft and having a higher modulus than the plastic,  main- 

tains and rigidizes the spherical surface.    The stress-strain characteristics of this 

lamination are shown in Figure 9.    As can be seen by this curve,  the material must 

be stressed to approximately 4, 500 psi to reach the yield point of the composite 

luminate.    However   through model tests it was determined that a stress of 2,000 

psi would remove the wrinkles in sufficient degree to satisfy the reflection require- 

nicnts of the Echo experiments. 

This seven-layer lamination was calculated to be approximately 50 times more 

rigid than the Echo I satellite,  even taking into account that the measured rigidity 

falls to approximately one-third that computed for this material, based on the bulk 

modulus of the components.    A number of testing techniques were used in evaluation 

of the rigidity of this material including taper or deflection tests,  diaphragm tests, 

hemispherical deflection tests,  and cylinder compression lusts.    Testing of a 

material of this type is not easy,  since small wrinkles or imperfections in the 

surface being measurL-d often exceeded the thickness of the material and therefore 

influenced the results.    The cylinder test, however,  appeared to give the most con- 

sistent results and was considered a standard for evaluation of materials (Figures 

10 and 11) .    The discrepancy in rigidity observed from these tests was believed to 

be from the aluminum foil.    The ability to produce an aluminum sheet 54 inches 

wide to a thickness of 0. 00018 inch is a significant advancement.    It is believed that 

small pin holes and imperfections in the rolled sheet accounted for this discrepancy 

in the modulus.   It was impossible to run strain curves on the aluminum itself as 

the samples tended to tear well before reaching the yield point of the aluminum. 

The Echo II satellite has completed all of its qualifying tests and is presently 

ready for shooting into orbit early next year.    Figure 12 shows the Echo II satellite 

during static inflation tests at Weeksville, North Carolina. 

Concurrent with the work oh Echo II, the Schjeldahl Company has been engaged 

in advanced materials for space inflatable».    One of these programs with NASA has 

resulted in the development of a lighter weight,  rigidizable material for larger 

passive communication reflectors.   Studies conducted by NASA have shown th.vt, for 

an operation communication satellite network,  a 425-foot diameter sphere will be 

required to give adequate band width for one television channel. 

The feasibility portion of this materials study has been completed and prototype 

spheres are now under evaluation.   This material, like Echo II, is a lamination of 

plastic and aluminum (Figure 13).    The plastic in this case is biaxially oriented 

polypnnylene with u tensile strength of 30, 000 psi in both directions and a density 

of 0. 92.    Polypropylene was chosen because of its high strength-to-weight ratio 
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Figure 1 1.    Pictorial Results of Cylinder Compression Test 
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Figure l.J.    Advanced Muterial for Rigidized Communicalion Satellit'.'s 

and its rosistanco to disculoration in a ;jpace environment.    The aluminum in this 

case is milled out in a hex pattern to 1) reduce the satellite weight,  and 2) allow (*0 

percent of the solar energy (1. 3 X 10      psi) to pass through the satellite and therefore 

reduce the required rigidity. 

Further study to reduce the weight of these communication satellites is presently 

under study.   One technique employe a lenticular chape reflector which is oriented 

by means of gravitational gradients (Figure 14).    This system ha.i a potential of 

reducing the weight of a given reflector by as much as 40 percent.    Also by using 

solar reflective and absorbing coatings and passing a current through the torus it 

would be possible to change the orientation of the reflector when it is not in use. 

This can be used as a stntion keeping function or it might be used to move the 

satellite into a higher orbit. 
Each of these balloon applications has been made possible by 1) availability 

Of a wide range of packaging materials in this country and 2) a decided effort by the 

balloon engineer to make use of the materials or combination of materials he has at 

hand.    As I said earlier,  first establish the design requirements,  temperature, 

strength,tear, permeability, and soon, then choose the material which best meets these 

requirements.    If one does not exist,  do not be afraid to combine or modify these 

materials to give the desired results.    This may be contrasted with the approach of 

designing the system around a material, 

It is not possible here to go into all of the new materials developed or being 

developed for inflatables.   1 will therefore list only a few of the programs in existence 

or being considered for inflatables. 

1.    HOHIN - A one-meter diameter sphere v-ontaining an octahedral corner re- 

flector which is ejected from a rocket nosecone at 250, 000 feet and used to determine 

meteorological parameters from 250,000 feet down to 100,000 feet. 
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Figure 14.    Lenticular Shaped Keflertor 

2. Targets or decoys which art* carried aloft in a rocket IMMMCOM and then 

ejected and inflated (Figures 15 and Ifi).    The canisters,   inflation mechanisms,  de- 

ployment,  and inflatables used in these prograrms have been thoroughly evaluated and 

in some cases are presently iti production.    These systems use either RF reflective 

materials with a plain plastic backing or systems which will rigidize when erected 

in space. 

3. Antennas - Space inflatable antennas ate another ideal application for in- 

flatables.    (Figure 17)   The ability to pack these inflatables in a minimum space and 

their  light weight requiring a minimum torque moment to orient,   are important 

factors. 

4. Solar Concentrators and Solar Cell Arrays - Some work on inflatab'e solar 

concentrators has been done although the main problem still is obtaining high effi- 

ciency.    To date we ha\e achieved approximately 50 percent efficiency fron, an in- 

flatable and rigidi/.able concentrator.    Inflatable mattresses   -an also be used to 

deploy and serve as a rigid mounting for solar cell panels. 
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Figur* 15.    Space Inflatable» 
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Kitfurr 10.    Spue«' Influtablcs 
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fi.    Solar Sails - TIH-S«   iirv anotlitT application lor iinlit wri^ht intlalablr iji'vices. 

Larga ■urfaro ar«- ;:-. rontaininjj reflcctivi' and absorbing ' oatmj{s ran be uHrd for 

Ktation kirpitnj,  orifntatton,  or an a truo solar sail f«»r propelling an oljjt'ct through 

s;)acc. 

'i.    He-Efury Devi» TH - A considerablr amount td work has ix-i'n dot»- on in- 

flatable typ;   r«-entry deviies.     These inelude the Mallnte whi< h in   a spherical .shaped 

rlra)4 device ami the Ib-^allo \\u\£ which is a steerabie patachuto type glider for re- 

entry of space vehicle!.    Many other type's of re-entry devices are hein^; considered 

wliu h make use of the inflatable concept.   One of the more intereKtinj{ is a noserone 

or umbrella shaped device  which  cradles a man re-entering from spate.    This 
device would work similar to a parachute.   If a man had a malfunction of his space 

vehicle he could eject himself,  inflate the cone shaped re-entry device and return 

safely to earth.    Most of these devices require extremely high temperature reaia- 

tarn (.lateiM l>.     The most auccessful have been metal fabrics impregnated with 

ailicone compoundH.   II him, a new product of Dul'ont which has a aervlce tempera- 

ture exceeding HOD I , is also being considered for some of these applications. 

7.     Manned-Spare Station (Figures  IB,   l!t,   and 20) - This series of pictures 

denionatratea one concept for the use of inflatablei in connection with an orbiting 

space station.    Materials for such an application are not available today,   however, 

a yood deal of effort is now being placed on their development.    The advantages of 

this concept are obvious.     First,   inflatable« are lighter weight and caj   ~>le of being 

packaged in a riunimum sp.o e,  and,   secondly,   they can he deployed in .space without 

having astronauts exposed to the space environment in bolting,  welding,  or fastening 

sections of the space station together, 

Inflatables are playing   i bigger role today than ever.    Through new materials, 

I am sure we will see an even greater expanaion in this field in the year,   to come. 
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Figure IB.    Th<" Krfctable Space Station in Folded Condition As It Would Be 
Mounted on the Nose of a Launching Boosier 
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Figure 19.   Space Station Is Shown About Half-Erccted 
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Figure 20.    View of the Completely Erected Space Station 
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V     Reaction Jet Azimuth Control 
System tor Gondola Stabilization 

James G. Nelson 
Senior Staff Engineer 

Space and Armament Systems 
Honeywell Aeronautical Division 

Abstract 

An azimuth control systrm for orientation and slabih/ation of a 3000 pound 
balloon-born»' gondola abou' the vertical axis is described in this paper. Thecontrol 
■ystem smploys nitrogen g is stored under high pressuic as th«' itirustingpropriiant. 

A magnotomt'ter and a tatr gyro pfovicb? attitudt- and attitudt- rate information'for 

the nonlinear on-olt lonitol system.   Attitude control is held to a tolerance of t 0,1 
degree with a maximum deadband rale ol 0.07 degree pi-r second. 

87 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

llt-avy-loa! balloons represent near-ideal vehicles for basic research and 

developmental testing above the principal part of ihe earth's atmosphere.   Many 

possible applications require or would be greatly expedited by a simple control sys- 

etn for orienting ami stabilizing the instrument gondola about the vertical axis. 

One experiment of this nature is the Aerospace Photographic Keconnaissance Exper- 

iments (APRE) being conducted by Honeywell Aeronautical Division as prime con- 

tractor to the Reconnaissance Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems Divii ion, USAF, 

under Contract AF 33(657)-7l71, 

In tins application, as in many other potential experiments, an azimuth orien- 

tation system was required to control the orientation of a large gondola to t 0.1 

degree of geographic reference with minimum rate disturbance during the stabili- 

zation moie. 

A stabilization mechanization utilizing cold nitrogen gas as the propellant was 

selected be< ause of as inherent simplicity and reliability and the minimum con- 

straints placed on over-all vehicle design.   In the past, azimuthal stabilization of 

large gondolas lias been obtained by employing the inertia-wheel approach in which 

a large port ion of the gondola load (for  example, batteries) or added weights are mounted 

so as to present a large inertia against which force can be exerted by the payload to 

maintain the desired reference.   'Ihe payload is pivoted below the inertia load with 

(Author's manuscript received lor publication SI December 1963) 
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inertia load "rigidly" attached to the balloon suspension. The balluon itself contri- 

butes to the total inertia load and aitually provides -nheient rotational damping for 

dissipation of integrated inertial forces (for example, Inertia-wheel velocity). 

A reaction jet control system allows the complete gondola to be independent of 

the balloon system with the total gondola load lUBpended below a pivot lu-aring.   In 

the application to be described the total gondola weight is approximately H0Ü0 pounds 

with a vertical polar moment of inertia of 250 slug-It^. 

2.    SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A photograph of the over-all gondola assembly being used in the AI'KK pro- 

gram is shown in Figure I.    The gondola consists basically of a pressurized and 

temperature-controlled gondola structure housing prensinn photographic and other 

electronic «'(luiprnt-nt for high-altitude photography of object! located or llown below 

the gondola and within tin- narrow camera field of vii'w.    The camera is equipped 

with a 4ri-iruh F/4 lens and weighs approximately 400 pounds.    Ihe entire gondola 

is suspended by a bearing assembly which, except for Irictional coupling, isolates 

the gondola from the balloon ar d parachute.   A slip-ring array is an integral part of 

the pivot bearing assembly to allow signal and power' transmission from the gon- 

dola to the upper part of the over-all flight train. 

Program operations require that a specific camera 'gondola) axis be oriented 

and stabilized to a known geographic reference,   A block diagram of a cold-pas 

reaction jet control system developed for this purpose is shown m Figure 2.   A 

magnetometer is used .is the basic attitude reference.    Hate information is obtained 

from a body-mounted spring-rest rained rate gyro. 

Attitude and/or rate information control, via logic circuitry, electromechanical 

valves to release propellent in the appropriate direction to maintain the desired 

attitude position and rate stability.   'Ihe propellant in this case   is dry nitrogen gas. 

The basic characteristic or stability of the system operation is determined by the 

switching line or Ihe ratio of rate to attitude authority and th«   allowable system 

deadband. The rr"charu/.ation results in a nonlinear on-ofl control system with con- 

trol exerted only when rate and/or attitude exceed the design limits.    In the APRE 

application, these limits were t  0.1 degree attitude and 0.07 degree per second 

rate. 
An analytical block diagram ol the system is shown in Kigure .'t where control 

torque is shown as   !(• and disturbance torque as   Ij).   The disturbance- torqueinput 

is the effect of frictional coupling of the gondola to the- balloon suspension through 

the pivot bearing.   Large balloons typically exhibit, in the flout condition, a contin- 

uous rotation or large-amplitude oscillation with a period on the order of 4-5 revo- 
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Figure 1.   Over-all View of APRE Gondola 

lutions per hour.   This rotation is coupled to the gondola through the pivot bearing 

friction.   The transmitted torque must be overcome by the reaction thrust to main- 

tain th«- gondola in the dcsireu attitude position. 

I 
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Figure 2.    Functional Block Diagram of Azimuth Control System 

Figure 4 illustrates a generalized phase-plane plot on which are shown irntan 

taneous values of 4/ and ^ resulting from control and disturbance torques during 

attitude hold.   The abscissa of the plot is attitude error and the ordinate attitude 

rate.   The two parallel lines are the switching lines, that is, the region beyond 

which control authority is exerted by rate and/or attitude error.   The relative con- 

trol authority between attitude error and attitude rate is determined by the slope of 

the switching line.   The region between the switching lines is the region of no con- 

trol and represents the system "deadband".   The selection of the slope of the 

switching line and the deadband are calibrated values determined as the result of 

extensive system simulation work. 

Over-all system operation in the presence of a disturbing torque is described 

in the following paragraphs (refer to Figure 4). 

Commencing at point A, assume balloon rotation is such as to produce a posi- 

tive disturbance torque (+T£)).   +T[) acts to increase both i//anl i//along ABC.   At 

point B control torque is commanded (-T^).   Because of the pull-in time of the 

solenoid valve and the thrust buildup time, 'TQ does not become effective until 

point C.   {-TQ +TD) then acts to decrease t// and ^/ along CDA as   jT^I > |T[)| .   At 

point D, zero control torque is commanded but because of the dropout time of the 

solenoid valve and thrust decay time, TQ does not actually go to zero until point A 

' 
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Figure 3.   Analytical Block Diagram 

is reached.   The disturbance torque carries the system to point B and the cycle 

repeats.   If the balloon rotation is continuous, the gondola will oscillate slowly as 

illustrated about one edge of the deadband.   If the balloon rotation should reverse, 

the sign of T[) reverses requiring control torque of opposite sign.   The system will 

then operate about the opposite side of the deadband. 

A linear recording of attitude error (magnetometer output) taken during a 

flight operation is shown in Figure 5.   The trace illustrates the gondola attitude 

during the acquisition process and after attitude hold has been achieved.   Although 

the response is typical of the response of systei ts similar to Figure 3, the specific 

time constants and the decrement during acquisition are, of course, characteristic 

of the specific gondola described.   The maximum attitude error is t 0.1 degree 

with a maximum rate of t  0.07 degree per second. 

Control system fuel consumption is a direct function uf the disturbance torque 

(in this case bearing iriction) and rate deadband.   The limit cycle frequency (that is. 
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frfqucnry of (Jrudhurui use-illation) is: 

f1r 
1 

where 

Ai^ rati' change to produce control thrust 

'! I) distui hanci'  torque 

Tp «■ ontrol torque 

,1 -      i'( .i, lol.i iru rtia 

ReactKjn jet duty cycle tune is simply 

Tc 

Thus ßiv«'ii a total impulse, I, total operatinj» time is calculated as 

I I I T( 

1      TDXD      TDXTD/TC      T^ 

id«' principal unknown etlect here, of course, is the time existence of TQ.   The 

abov«- expression for t is actually an accumulated operating time.   If the balloon is 

in continuous rotation, ti is total time.   However, if the balloon is actually oscillating 

slowly or not rotating or oscillating at all, the available control time is appreciably 

extended.    The most logical and conservative assumption is to at.sumr that TQ exists 

for the length of the mission (or (he controlled portion of the mission) and to calcu- 

late the gas storage requirements on that basis. 

The subject program required a total control time of six hours.   The following 

parameters resulted in the most nearly optiiium system for the application: 

Nitrogen Storage ;1600 cubic inches at 4500 psig 

Total Impulse 1800 lb-sec 

Disturbance Torque 0.5 Ib-ft 

Control Torque 3 lb-ft 
1 
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A photograph illustrating the install.iMon and mounting of the reaction control 

jets is shown in Figure 6.   Two jet and nozzle assemblies, one for each direction of 

thrust, are mounted on the end of a tubular moment arm.   A detail view of the reac- 

tion jet valve and nozzle assembly is shown in Figure 7.   An identical moment arm 

supporting an identical jet and nuzzle assembly is located on the opposite side of the 

gondola so that a torque couple is produced for each direction of rotation.   Although 

a single thrust arm could be employed, the application of a coupling greatly allevi- 

ates thrust alignment tolerances with respect to gondola center of gravity.   Low- 

pressure gas is supplied to the jets at 170 psig via low strength tubing from a 

mechanical pressure regulate     located within the gondola bin 11,   The gas is stored, 

in this application, at 4500 psig in four stainless steel sphc-ical tanks each con- 

nected to a stainless steel manifold which terminates after filtering in the regulating 

device.   Photographs illustrating the installation of the storage tanks and associated 

plumbing during early phases of system fabrication art- shown in Figures 8 and 0, 

3.    GROUND HANDLING 

The gas storage tanks of the azimuth control system must be charged prior to 

each flight operation and topped off prior to launch to replenish gas used during pre- 

flight testing.   The high-pressure gas transportation cart shown in Figure 10 is used 

for transport of gas to the launch site or other areas as required.   At Holluman Air 

Force Base, New Mexico, the gas transportation cart is filled with clean, dry nitro- 

gen to about 5500 psig at the Sled lest Facility.   Gas transfer to the gondola tanks 

is by simple pressure equalization.   The transportation cart tanks have a total inter- 

nal volume of nine cubic feet.   With a gondola tankage internal volume of about two 

cubic feet the equalized pressure during transfer is about 4700 psig. 

The transportation cart tanks are forged of high strengt'i steel and have a burst 

p. «ssure of 20,000 psig.   Tank manifolding is stainless steel tubing.   A view show- 

ing location of the ' ransportation cart on the vehicle used to transport the gondola 

to remote launch sites is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 6.   View of Gondola Showing Reaction Jet Installation 
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Figure 7.    Detail View (if Reaction Jet Valve and Nozzle Assemblv 
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Figure «.    Photograph Showing Inatallation of Azimuth Control System F'umblng. 
Only one arm of control syntem jet couple is shown. 
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Figure 9.    Photograph Showing Gas Storage Manifolding 
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Figure 10.   Photograph of Gas Transportation Cart 
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FlK'Jre 11«    Photograph Showing Installation of Gas Storage Cart in Transportation 
Whi-le 

4.    SUMMARY 

Th« reaction jet approach to a/imuthal control and stabilization of balloon- 

borne payloads has potential for- a broad range of applications requiring moderate 

control accuracy.   Although this approach cannot optimally achieve the precise con 

trol possible with fine inertial devices, it provides a refreshing simplicity over the 

cu.nbetsome and large inertia wheels commonly associated with balloon azimuth 

stabilization systems.    I hese inertia wheels, frequently loaded with batteries and 

other paraphanelia, present very difficult structural and power transfer problems 

which are never totally solved. 

The structural simplicity possible using reaction jet control is evidenced by 

the relatively clear structure shown in Figure I. 

Although a magnetometer has been discussed us the system attitude reference, 

other bamc sensors such as sun sensors for sidereal time orrentation or- radio- 

frequency devices for specific ground-based orientation are certainly applicable as 

the situation demands. 

> 



VI   Status of Meteorological 
Sounding Balloons 

Robert Levlton 
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Abstract 

8:^ 

The curnnt status of the various types of balloons used in meteorological 

sounding operitiuns is discussed.   Balloon» include the expansible neoprene kind 

used for standard radiosonde flights, as well as the rocket-ejected HOBIN falling 

sphere and the ROBE rising riyid sphere.   Kecent advances in the design and per- 

formance of these balloons are described along with problem areas for future con- 

sideration. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

In uHBc-Bsing the status of mctcorologirul sounding balloons this paper will be 

conrernrtl with ba'.loons quite a bit different in nature than most of those that will be 

under discussion at this Symposium.    Meteorological balloons include, of course,  the 

expansible neoprene type normally used by Air Force,   Weather Bureau and other 

agencies in routine sounding operations,  und in addition some special purpose plastic 

types also useH   or meteorological observations.    In the latter category are the 

rocket-ejected KOHIN falling sphere and the HOSE rising rigid sphere. 

1.1   Radiosonde 

Almost everyone is familiar with the standard balloon-borne radiosonde teoh- 

niijue of sounding the atmosphere.    The radiosonde carried aloft by a balloon from 

which it is separated by about 1UÜ ft. of cord telemeters to a ground receiving sta- 

tion information on various thermodynamic parameters of the atmosphere.    Its space 

position as fietermined by the ground tracking equipment permits calculation of wind 

uata.    Although improvements are continually being made in both the ground and air- 

borne equipments the major problem ab far as consistency of performance and 

adequacy of the data-gathering is the balloon carrier.    Thus a comprehensive balloon 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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research and development program is being carried on to improve balloon perfor- 

mance.    Practically all of this type of balloon work in the United States is funded by 

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories and the Army's Meteorological Division 

at Ft.  Monmouth, N. J. 

The seemingly simple weather balloon is in fart a rather complex fabrication. 

In addition to the basic neoprene latex, a balloon film contains such materials as 

plasticizcrs, accelerators,  anti-ozonants,  anti-oxidants and reinforcing agents,  to 

name some of them.    The film must have elongation,  modulus and tensile strength 

characteristics to achieve the desired height and rate of rise requirements and to 

permit inflation and launching handling and wind buffeting without damage.    Since 

there is usually a long time lapse between the fabrication of a balloon and its actual 

fligh ,  the film must have an adequate aging capability.    It must perform in weather 

extremes of temperature,  precipitation and winds.    And with all this it must be low- 

cost. 

A film study contract during the past few years with the Kaysam Corporation of 

America by the Army has endeavored to investigate many of the areas mentioned 

previously.    Without doubt this program has been very productive.    As an example 

one of its results has been the currently standard ML-537 balloon,  a relatively small 

800 gm balloon capable of reaching 10Ü, ÜU0 ft.  in height at a minimum rate of rise 

of 1000 ft. /min. both at night and during the day.    The ML-537 represents a 10-20, 000 

ft. height improvement over the separate day and night balloons it replaced.    It also 

has a specified 80% reliability,  as compared to the previously required 60%.    The 

cost of this balloon In procurement is in the order of $7-$8. 

Recent advances in the balloon study program indicate that an operational balloon 

capable of rising consistently to about 1 25, 000 ft.  is not too far off.    This should be 

only a little larger and slightly more costly than the ML-537.    We believe that 

considerable progress will continue to be made beyond that.    Meteorological balloons 

have already been flown to 150, 000 ft. on several occasions,  although admittedly 

they have been of a fairly large size and consistent performance has not been possible. 

As has been pointed out,  progrCM in meteorological balloons is in general very 

satisfactory.    However there are also some definite problem areas with which we are 

concerned.    The foremost of tnese is the cold temperature effect on a balloon film. 

This problem exists in the tropics,  where the extremely cold tropopause temperatures, 

as low as -90°C,  often cause freezing oi the film during nighttime flights.    Solar 

heating of course,  prevents this freezing occurrence in the daytime.    Special purpose 

tropical balloons are now being used to penetrate the cold tropopause  layer.    Ilow- 

ever these balloons, because of the extra plasticizer required for freeze resistance, 

are fairly soft and easily damaged.    Another cold temperature problem is found in 

wintertime arctic flights.    Here the temperatures are not as extreme as the tropical 

r 
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minima, but the consistent cold throughout the duration of the flight tends to de- 

teriorate balloon performance. One of the major goals in our curren' RfcD pro- 

gram is to try to overcome these cold temperature effects. 

1.2  Fast-Rise Balloon 

Another balloon effort which continues to be somewhat of a problem is the de- 

velopment of a satisfactory 100, 000 ft. fast-rise balloon.    The requirement for a 

fust-rise balloon is two-fold- (1) It will cut down the time needed to make a flight 

(it takes about an hour and a half at the present time with the standard balloon), and 

(2) It will permit more accurate and complete data to be received from radiosondes 

launched when strong jet stream wind conditions exist,  resulting in very low tracking 

angles.    Low elevation angles could mean distorted transmitting signals because of 

ground reflections and also data deterioration because of the trigonometric nature 

of the data reduction technique used. 

Several configurations h.ive been investigated for a possible optimum fast- 

rising balloon.    These included a thick walled spherical balloon and a two-piece 

streamlined or tear-drop type.    The current design being investigated utilizes the 

principle of one balloon inside another,  with an attached tail for streamlining pur- 

poses.   The inner balloon is a 2000 gm size, with the outer one somewhat smaller 

and designed to break and drop off at 50, 000 ft.    The inner balloon then continues 

on essentially as a sphere.    Preliminary results with this balloon look encouraging. 

Design criteria are day and night performance to at least 100,000 ft. with a minimum 

asrension rate of 1700 ft. /min. 

Before leaving the expansible balloon discussion it might be of interest to men- 

tion that at least three efforts have been made in recent years to design plastic 

balloons as radiosonde carriers.   Unfortunately,  none of these programs came even 

close to success with respect to height or rate of rise performance.   In any case it 

does appear that cost-wise the use of a plastic operational balloon at this time is 

prohibitive.    Perhaps in the not too distant future,  materials and techniques will be 

available to produce a reliable and low cost plastic sounding balloon. 

1.3 ROBIN System 

With Air Force requirements now existing for obtaining meteorological informa- 

tion far above the capability of the balloon-radiosonde system, in particular for 

support of the missile program. AFCRL has become deeply involved in the develop- 

ment of meteorological rocket systems.   One of the payloads developed which has 

proved to be highly successful is the ROBIN sphere.    The ROBIN is carried aloft in 

a deflated form by the rocket (the ARCAS and LOK1-DARV are the two types of 

metnorological rockets currently being used).   Ejected at apogee - somewhat above 
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200. 000 ft.  - the sphere is Inflated to a superpreasure of 10 to 12 mbs by the 

vaporization of 35 cc of isopentane liquid contained in a capsule within.   As it falls 

the one meter diameter, half-mil mylar ROBIN, weighing about 100 gms.  is tracked 

by ground radar.   Accurate space-time data permit the calculation of wind, density, 

temperature and pressuie as a function of height through usf of the basic equations 

..f motion, gas laws and hydrostatic relationship.   The sphere has a built-in metal- 

lized mylar corner reflector for radar tracking although a simpler metalliznd skin 

has also been successfully flown. 

This rather radical technique for atmospheric sensing is currently being stan- 

dardized for Air Force operational use.    It is also being used to obtain high altitude 

meteorological data by the Navy and NASA.    When tracked by an extremely high 

precision radar such as the C-band AN/FPS-16 wind accuracies of the order of a 

few knots and density accuracies of about 2 to 3% are obtainable.    Temperature and 

pressure data,  also computed from the ROBIN flight,  are somewhat less accurate 

ihan the density.    An error analysis of the ROBIN system shows that these accuracies 

are essentially dependent on three factors:   the sphere drag coefficient,  the measure- 

ment of fall velocity and acceleration,  and the tolerance to which the sphere is 

fabricated.    The first of these,  that of drag;  has been the subject of a very com- 

prehensive program in the high-speed variable-density wind tunnel of the University 

of Minnesota where tests of small spheres ranging from 3/4 to 2 in.  in diameter 

were performed over a wide range of Mach and Reynolds Numbers that the falling 

ROBIN experiences.    In this region (M ■ 0. 9 and below and R -■ 1000 to 40. 000).   a 

good part of the data represents spherical drag information never before obtained, 

a sizable contribution to aerodynamic stato-of-the-art.    Velocity and acceleration 

measurements are a function of the tracking accuracy.    In the case of the FPS-16 

Its angular accuracy Is about 0. 1 mil and range about S yards.    As for fabrication 

the required ROBIN dimensional tolerance and weight measurement is l/2<,o - no 

problem has been experienced In attaining this. 

The advantages of the passive ROBIN technique are its simpllclty (no mechanical 

parts,  no electronics) and Its cost,  currently about $100.    On the debit side are Its 

need for a high precision radar and a fairly good-sized computer.    As for the latter 

problem,  It appears that an IBM 1620 might be ratlsfactory.    In any case the opera- 

tional use of the ROBIN system Is restricted mainly to the various missile ranges 

where the required facilities exist.   For general weather service rocket applications 

AFCRL is developing a rocketsonde telemetering payioad similar to the balloon-borne 

radiosonde - In fact, both systems will use the same basic ground equipment. 
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One of the more serious problems that has been encountered in the ROBIN 

development has been that of premature balloon deflation.    This problem is gradually 

being overcome by redesign of the inflation capsule,  improved fabricating and 

packing techniques and elimination of powder burn holes on the film from the rocket 

separation charge.   A technique has been built into the computer program to analyze 

the fall rate curve to detect the occurrence of the deflation.    Print-out of the ther- 

modynamic data then automatically stops.    Wind data, however,  are still valid - 

although the accuracy in tracking a deflated sphere is only slightly less than a fully 

inflated one. 

In addition to the deflation investigation current efforts are arrived at getting 

ROBIN data to higher altitudes.    Using a vehicle such as sidewinder - ARCAS,   we 

believe it is feasible to eject the ROBIN at 450, 000 ft, and make useful measurements 

from about 33Ü, 000 ft.  down.    The program encompasses a study of the sphere 

configuration for optimum performance in that rarefied atmosphere as well as a 

continuation of the Minnesota drag work to cover the added height. 

1.4  ROSE System 

The other plastic balloon applic: tion, that of the ROSE rising rigid sphere, 

evolved from  in Air Force requirement for more detailed information on the struc- 

ture of the wind field in tht region from the surface to at least 65, 000 ft. for the 

design and test of missile and rocket «ystems.    While gene rally good wind data can 

be obtained from the standard rawinsonde flightp,  these are actually winds averaged 

over a two minute time interval (approximately 2000 ft.).    Much more detaileu in- 

formation was needed for certain uses in missile design and testing.   Various wind 

shear probes under investigation,   including a rocket-smoke trail technique,  appeared 

to be too complex and costly for operational use. 

The ROSE balloon is similar to the ROBIN in that it is a superpressured sphere 

and is tracked by a high precision radar to get accurate space-time data.    It is solely 

■ wind sensor, however,  whose accuracy is a function of the radar accuracy and its 

response to extreme wind shears such as are encountered in gusts.    Preliminary 

anu.yscs of the ROSE performance indicate that it is capable of measuring wind data 

through a layer of 100 ft.  to an accuracy of about 1 m/sec. 

In its current configuration the ROSE balloon has a diameter of 2 meters and is 

fabricated of 1/2 mil metallized mylar.   It has two exhaust valves and an inflation 

valve made of teflon, positioned such that the sphere is statically balanced.   In 

operation it is inflated with helium or hydi-ogen to an overpressure of 8 mbs.    Upon 

release from the ground it exhausts enough gas to maintain approximately this over- 

pressure, as it rises at an average ascension rate of 1000 ft. /min. to a maximum 

height of 75, 000 ft.    The weight of the balloon is 280 gms.    It costs about $55 in 

relatively small procurement quantities. 
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ROSE is presently being used at the Atlantic Missile Range and other sites to 

support both Air Force and NASA missile prog.aniH.    In addition, the Climatülogical 

Branch of the Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory is conducting a program at 

Eglin AFB whereby a ROSE flight will be made daily for a year to determine day to 

day variability of the wind.    In addition,  on some days multiple flights will be made 

to investigate the diurnal variability. 

The ROSE program has its problem area also.    Recent flights in the Lakehurst, 

N. J.  Hangar under calm conditions indicate a somewhat oscillatory pattern to the 

flight path in several tests.    We are investigating this phenomenon at the present 

time to try to determine its cause and magnitude.    While future events could con- 

ceivably force us to modify the ROSK system,   we believe it will still continue to be 

a valuable tool for meteorological sounding. 



VII   Balloon.Born« Sampling 
Program in th« Stratosphere 

Arthur A. Anderson 
Applied Science Division 

Litton Systems, Inc. 

Abstract 

Programs involving unmanned balloon flight! have been successfully conducted 

to determine the concentration and distribution of radioactive debris and viable 

microorganisms in the stratosphere.   These programs have required development 

of high-efficiency filtration and impaction units, associated with high-volume, high- 

velocity air-moving equipment.   By proper design of sampling equipment and suit- 

able programming of the flight, it is possible to minimize contamination from non- 

stratospheric sources.   Balloon flights provide a suitable and inexpensive method 

for conducting routine probes for aampline of large volumes of air within discrete 

strata of our stratosphere. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

During the last two dtcadt's, significant amounts of terrestrial debris have been 

added to the patticulate material native to our stratosphere.   The possibility of fur- 

ther high-altitude nuclear detonations, and the proposed re entry burnup of nuclear- 

reactor-powered space vehicles, promise to increase concentrations of man-made 

contamination. 

The study of local concentrations, settling rates, and circulation patterns in this 

epvclope of patticulate matter   is of considerable significance to man because it 
affects his earth environment and his future travels, through and beyond, into space. 

Space travel requires a knowledge not only of the inanimate particulate make-up of 

our stratosphere, but of any living organisms in this layer -- because of the possi- 

bility of contaminating sterile vehicles destined to ne landed on other planets. 

Early recognition of the importance of monitoring the effect of man's activities 

upon ttlfl make-up of the particle sheath which envelopes the earth, led various 

government agencies to initiate programs aimed at sampling and identifying partic- 

ulates from various strata above the earth.    Malloons are well-suited to thii task 

because they are relatively inexpensive, can b«  launched from diverse sites, and 

can carry relatively large sampling payloads to altitudes as high as 150,000 ft, 

(Author's manuscript received for publication M Uef'mber 1963) 
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keeping them there for hours or days with little expenditure in energy. 

This paper describes several high-volume balloon-borne sampling systems 

that have been developed in our laboratories to obtain information on the particulate 

make-up of the stratosphere. 

2.    COLLECTION OF RADIOACTIVE PARTICULATES 

The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) for several years has sponsored 

a worldwide program geared for collecting samples from a variety of geographic 

locations at altitudes principally from 60.000 to 110.000 ft.   These samples were 

for radioactive assay, primarily.   This began as a crash program because of the 

pressing need for information concerning the nature, concentration, and distribution 

of radioactive debris injected into the stratosphere during tests of nuclear weapons. 

In the early planning stages of this program, it became evident that large-volume 

filter samplers capable ol efficiently collecting submicron particles and suitable 

for use with high-altitude balloons did not exist.   The "Ashcan" filter sampler, so- 

called because of its classical shape (Figure 1), was developed to overcome this 

void. 

In 1957, a critical re-examination of the Ashcan system was undertaken by our 

organization in a research program supported by the AEC.   Early in this investiga- 

tion, the Ashcan system was shown to have a number of deficiencies, the most im- 

portant of which wac a low and unpredictable collection efficiency. 

To overcome these deficiencies, the Direct-Flow Particle Sampler, shown 

schematically in Figure 2, was developed in our laboratories.   The Direct-Flow 

Sampler is a balloon-borne device designed to filter very large volumes of strato- 

sphenc air at altitudes between 50,000 and 100,000 ft.   It utilizes a 0.5-hp Torring- 

ton blower to pull air at high velocities through 1 sq ft of filter paper.   The physical 

size of the sampler is indicated in Figure 3. 

The filter mat used in this sampler is a high-porosity poper, fabricated by the 

Institute of Paper Chemistry (IPC-1478).   High-collection efficiency for submicron- 

sized particles is achieved by operating well into the impaction regime,that is,  the 

high velocity of air moving through the filter (600 cfm at 80,000 ft) promotes collec- 

tion of small particles on the filter fibers by the impaction mechanism. 

A flowmeter mounted in the blower exhaust-duct counts the number of ambient 

cubic feet of air drawn through the system.   The flowmeter is essentially a low- 

drag propeller anemometer. 

In operational use this unit is lifted to a pre-determined sampling altitude 

where a timer-programmer actuates the blower.   During the sampling period, the 
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Figure 1.    AEC "Ashcan"' Particle Sampler 
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Figure 2.   AFC Direct-Flow Particle Sampler Model DFS-2B (Balloon Borne) 
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Figure 3.    Photograph of Model ÜFS-2B Direct-Flow Particle Sampler 
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balloon floats at a constant level.   The length of the «ampline period (set into the 

programmer) varies from IS minute» to 4 hourH, depending upon the operating alti- 

tude.   Normally such a range is sufficient to allow the proceaaing of a volume 

equivalent to 1000 standard ft' . 

Direct-Flow Samplers are presently being flown in research flights by our 

group at Minneapolis and, operationally   to monitor radioactive debris in the strato- 

sphere by the U, S. Air Force at San Angelo, Texas, and by the Australian govern- 

ment at Mildura. Australia. 

All of the operational sampling equipment with which we are familiar, including 

th« Direct-Flow Sampler as just one example, employ blowers driven by dc electric 

motors to move air through the sampling system.   At alMtudes below 80,000 ft the 

i'iformance of 'he motor-blower system has been reasonably good.   At altitudes 

abovr 80,000 ft, however, the problems of motor burnup and decreasing blower 

efficiency begin to appear.   Above 110,000 ft, these problems l<ecome so acute that 

the motor-blower combination is extremely ineffective. 

liven at lower altitudes, motor-blower systems tend to contaminate the local 

ambient air with oil   ■ 'pors, and carbon dust from the motor brushes.   Also, the 

electric storage 'latteries, required to operate the motors, frequently boil off sign- 

ificant quantities of electrolyte during a sampling mission, thus adding to the con- 

tamination.   Another disadvantage of this system is the relatively high weight of 

these storage batteries. 

To overcome these difficulties, and to provide a balloon-borne sampling capa- 

bility at altitudes above 100,000 ft, a new air-moving device hae been developed in 

our laboratories under contract to the AEC.   This device is an air-ejector pump. 

Karher, ejectors have been used in such diverse applications as ventilating mine 

.shafts and providing thrust augmentation for jet aircraft.   The air-ejector pump 

has several very desirable characteristics:   it is light-weight, mechanically tUmple, 

highly reliable, gives off no contaminating by-products, and has a high volume 

capability. 

A preliminary theoretical evaWation of the operation of jet-ejector pumps at 

reduced pressures indicated that this device should substantially exceed the per- 

formance of motor-blower air-moving systems at altitudes from 80,000 to 150,000 

ft. 

On the basis of these evaluations, a program wac initiated to develop an ejector- 

powered aerosol sampler, capable of operation at altitudes to 150,000 ft, sampling 

rates to 1000 ft** per minute, and total-sample capacity of 100,000 ft** ambient air. 

The first unit developed, an air-ejector-powered filter sampler, is shown schema- 

tically in Figure 4. 

In principle, the operation of the air-ejector pump is exceedingly simple.   The 
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only moving element in the pump is the air itself.   The power supply consists of a 

titanium storage vessel in which compressed gas (in our case, nitrogen) is stored at 

a pressure of 3000 psi.   Gas issuing from the storage vessel is called the primary, 

or driving gas.   The primary gas passes through a regulator in which its pressure 

is adjusted to the desired primary pressure.   This driving gas, upon discharging 
from the primary nozzle at high velocity, impinges upon the air molecules in the 

mixing tube and, through a process of turbi lent exchange of momentum, induces a 

velocity in the secondary, or driven gas.   The outflow of the combined primary and 

secondary gas through the mixing tube and diffuser produces a decrease in local 

static pressure at the secondary nozzle, thus causing air to be "pumped" into the 

system to satisfy the vacuum. 

The primary-gas system is utilized to open and close the inle« door to the sam- 

pler by means of a pneumatic cylinder.   The outlet is left open until completion of 

sampling, at which time a spring-loaded butterfly door is shut by severing a tie-back 

line with an explosive actuator (squib).   The outlet of the filter horning is connect! d 

to a  flowmeter . 

In order to eliminate as many variables as possible in the evaluation of the 

ejector pump, it was deciaed to mate it to a collection medium identical to that used 

in the Direct-Flow Sampler (Figures 2 and 3).   For this reason, IPC-147Ö filter 

paper was used. 

A family of curves was developed from the combined theoretical and experimen- 

tal data for use in predicting the performance for the air ejector sampler operating 

at various altitudes.   Figures 5 and 6 show the operating characteristics of the sys- 

tem at 110,000 ft and 130,000 ft respectively.   It should be pointed out that these 

graphs are peculiar to the specific ejector-pump design presently used. 

The curved lines in Figures 5 and 6 represent the performance of the sampler 

for the case of 2 ft2, 4 ft2, and 8 ft2 of filter paper.   These lines show how much 

ambient air will be drawn through the filter collector in the time required to expend 

30 lb of compressed nitrogen.   The vertical dashed lines correspond to primary- 

pressure ratios and enable the selection of a primary-pressure setting which will 

produce the desired rate of secondary air flow. 

It is evident from these curves that an increase in sampling rate obtained by 

raising the primary-gas pressure incurs a penalty in the form of a lower mass ratio, 

that is, less air will be pumped by each pound of primary gas. 

The use of these curves facilitates setting the system parameters prior to the 

flight so as to achieve any desired operating point within the capability of the pump. 

The system is launched and samples are .ollected with the pump hanging verti- 

cally on a three-cable suspension harness as shown in Figure 7. 

Gn descent, an explosive actuator severs one of the cables to allow the gondola 
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Operating Altitude   -   110,000 ft 
Power - 30 lb compretaed N2 
Pump - RO-1 air ejector 
Collector • IPC No     1478 filter 
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PigureS.   Sampler Characteristics.   110,000 feet 
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Figure 7.    Photograph Showing the Hump Hanging Vertically on a Three 
Cable Suspension Harness 
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3.    EXPLORATION OF THE STRATOSPHERE FOR VIABLE MICROORGANISMS 

The sampling systems described above are designed primarily for the collection 
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to rotate 90°.   In this impact attitude the pressure vessel is positioned below the 

Hamphng appdrutus.   Additional protection is afforded in the form of a fiberglass 

hemispht-r« lined with 2 inches of polyurethane foam attached to the underside of the 

pressure vessel.    In the event of severe impact-shock, the main frame of the gon- 

dola is designed to fail in a predictable manner to sever the mixing tube and diffuser 

while leaving the filler housing intact. 

The development of the air-ejector pump has now made feasible the routine use 

of lightweight balloon-borne samplers in altitudes ranging from 100,000 to 150,000 

ft.   BHCII a sampling system need not be confined to the use of filter paper. 

At these altitudes, jet impactors do not suffer from the deficit ucies associated 

with Ijwer «Ititudes -- namely, the need for small, high-velocity jets, involving 

relatively high-pressure drops that require the use of heavy pumping systems.   At 

high altitudes, the particle-slip factor becomes extremely large, permitting low- 

velocity jets to be used for the efficient collection of submicron aerosols.   Also, by 

using a multiple-jet concept which we are currently developing for the AEC (Figure 

8), flow rates attainable through impactor collectors can be made to compere 

favorably with those attained with filter collectors. 

The advantages of impactors are obvious when the interest centers on deter- 

mining partic'e size, concentration, and morphology.   Samples are collected on a 

flat surface and are concentrated in a small area readily available for microscopic 

analysis.   Cascading of sharp-cutoff impactor-stages permits inflight classification 

of the aerosol cloud with respect to particle size. 

The air-ejector pump described in this paper was designed to fulfill a very 

specific purpose.   Perhaps the most significant finding of the study leading to the 

development of this apparatus was the excellent agreement between theoretical pre- 

dictions and experimental results.   The ability of the design equations to accurately 

define the optimized values of the design parameters suggests that ejector pumps to 

fulfill other specific requirements could be designed directly from these equations 

without need for intermediate steps such as model-building and testing. 

In summary of this particular work, it may be said that the proved ability of 

the air-ejector pump to move large quantities of air at high flow rates with no 

moving parts and no injection of heat or particulate matter into the ambient sur- 

roundings, should make this device a suitable tool for many stratospheric-sampling 

programs involving balloon-borne instrumentation. 

. 
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of submitron particle» in the stratosphere.   Under contract to the National Aero- 

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) our organization also has developed an 

autoclavable# large-volume air sampler to collect, detect, and identify viable micro- 

organisms in thf stratosphere.   Scientists are interested in this field for several 

reasons:   because of information that could be gained about 1   e m hostile environ- 

ments, because such information is needed to determine the probability of contam- 

inating sterile vehicles destined to be landed on other planets, because quantitative 

and qualitative biological data would help elucidate unknown facts about global air 

movements and long-range, long-time dispersal of terrestrial organisms, and, 
above all, oecause studies of the microbiology of our own stratosphere would help 

in the design of experiments to detect life on other planets. 

To our knowledge, only one serious attempt had been made, prior to our work, 

to detect the viable flora in the stratosphere. This was performed HO years ago by 

Rogers and Meiert who released a stenle-tube sampler from the balloon. Explorer 

No. II, at about 70,000 ft. Although these investigators found organisms in their 
sampler, the lack of adequate controls, the absence of quantitative air-flow mea- 

surements, and the nonreplication of the work has permitted reasonable doubt con- 

cerning the validity of their findings. 

In 1962, our group undertook a comprehensive study o'' this subject for NASA. 

Our objectives were to design and fabricate several large-volume air samplers 

capableof withstanding autoclaving; to test this equipment for reliability and contam- 

ination control; and to fly these samplers by balloon and acquire samples of the 

viable microflora in the stratosphere for subsequent laboratory enumeration and 

identification. 

The major problems faced in this study were the following: 

1) Design of a sampler that would efficiently trap 1-micron particles under 

stratospheric conditions of temperature and pressure, without interfering with the 

viability of living cells it entrapped. 

2) Acquisition of large and known volumes of stratospheric air. 

3) Design and fabrication of a piece of equipment capable of being autoolaved 

at 120 C under 15 psi for 1 hr, that would then operate at -50 C and 0.01 atmosphere; 

such an instrument should be sufficiently large to sample 100,000 ft** of ambient air 

in a short time, and sufficiently refined to exclude 1 microgram of extraneous dust 

while impacting at 1000 ft/mm on the ground upon recovery. 

4) Development of an analytic technique which could assay the collected micro- 

organisms and simultaneously exclude extraneous contamination. 

Rogers,   L. A. and Meier. F. C.    The collection of microorganisms above 
36, 000 ft.   In National Geographic Society -- U. S. Army Air Corps strato- 
sphere flight of 1935 in the balloon.  Explorer II.    Washington,  D. C. 
National Geographic Society,   1936.  pp.   146-51 

r 
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5)     Programming of the Btratosphft ic flight so teat all known and most unknown 

MttrOM of contamination would be minimi/ed. and incorpo  ution of controls that 

would diacern the distinction between organiHms trapped in the stratosphere and 

those entrained by error before launch, aftt-r impact, und during analysis. 

Some of these problems are truly formidable   While we are not cer'ain that 

they are all PatisflCtOTily solved, we have made certain advances in this field.   We 

have within the last yur succrssfully flown tour piobes to altitudes between 65,000 

and '10,000 ft as part of the program. 

As shown in Figure I) the sampling unit cOMiSia essentially of the modified 

direct-flow sampler.   Each sampling unit IH fitted with a circular filter of polyure- 

thane foam approximately I ft    in area.   Collection efficiency above 40,000 ft is 

greater that 90 percent for I-micron particles at UM programmed air flows (500 to 

1000 fpm).   Polyurethane was chosen, after evaluating a variety of potentially use- 

ful filters, on the basis of its efficiency, chemical, and biological inertness, low 

pressure-drop, ease of sterilization, and ease of recovery of biological particles 

for culturing and identification. 

We recognized that filtration, as a collection method, might be inimical to the 

viability of vegetative cells.   This was weighed against the need of acquiring large 

samples with relative ease in a limited time period.   We hoped that any organism 

already present in the stratosphere would be sufficiently hardy to withstand our 

collection precedure. 

Air was pulled through the filter by a Torrington blower powered with a West- 

inghouse dc aircraft motor.   The air was exhausted through a high altitude flow 

meter to measure the volume sampled. 

Each unit contained a spring-loaded, self-locking gat« that remained cocked 

open during launch, ascent, and sampling.   At the termination of a given ., Miphng 

sequence, a squib was fired releasing the spring on these sealing gates-.   The gutes, 

when shut and locked, protected   and filter from eMraneous contamination during 

descent and impact. 

To protect the interior of the sampler from contamination during launch and 

ascent, the sampler units were fitted with dust covers and nylon shrouds after as- 

sembly.   The units were then wrapped in »urgu al paper and sterilized in hospital 

autoclaves. 

The sampling payload (Figure 10a) consisted of four of these sampling units 

mounted vertically on the four corners of a gondola in which were nested the power 

packs and the regulating and recording instruments.   The air inle* WBN pointed 

downward for sampling during descent. 

After the samplers were attached to the gondola, the complete payload was 

kept under ethylene  'Xide pressure until ready for launch (Figure 10b). 

During launch (Figure 11) the sterile interior of each unit was maintained invio- 
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a)   Unit Ready for Attachment to Gondula 

Flowmeter, PR-2 

Motor-Blower 
Torrington 704 

Exhauat Duct 

Valve Closure, 
Spring Loaded 

^Qjmsmnm    Intak« 

Filter Collector 

Tachometer 

b)   Airflow Pattern through Unit in "Cocked-open" Poaition 

Figure 9.   Individual Sampling Unit 
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a)   After Attaching Samplers to (iondola 

h)   Storage in Ethylene Oxide Atmosphere 

Figur« lu.   Final Payload 
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a)  Sealed Unit in White Room 
Preparatory to Filter Exposure 

b)   Aseptic Exposure of Filter PnH 

c)   Dissection of Filter Material 
from Frame 

d)   Bagging of Filter Segment 

e)  Extraction and Membrane 
Filtration 

f)   Plating Membrane Filters 

Figure 12.    Laboratory Sequence of Filter Analysis 
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late by the dust covers and shrouds which were jettisoned a« the balloon approached 

sampling altitude.   !n order to avoid any contamination by fail-off from the balloon, 

the samplers were programmed to initiate their collection only after descent had 

started.   By coordinating the descent rate, the sampling rate, and the dimensions 

of the air inlet, contamination was minimized by achieving isokmetic sampling of a 

virgin column of stratospheric air.   Thus, 3mall particles from the balloon would 

"fall away" from the inlet and large particles would "fall past" the inlet.   Flight 

plans called for sequential sampling of several profiles during descent from 90,000 

to 40,000 ft.  One unit was programmed to take a sample of the initial thousand feet 

ol descent to dete-mine the amount of contamination from fallout.   A second unit 

ascended and descended closed, and was designed to measure incidental contamina- 

tion during storage, from leakage in the stratosphere, and from impact.   These data 

were then excluded in evaluating samples for the stratosphere. 

Upon recovery, the samplers were removed to a laboratory sterile room as 

shown in Figure 12 wh»re surgical cleanliness was employed for opening the units, 

removing the filters, and extracting the contaminants. 

We believe that four flights constitut«' a mere exploratory study, and that our 

data are insufficient for the derivation of reliable inferences.   Furthermore, on 

several occasions, minor malfunctions of the sealing mechanisms permitted exces- 

sive contamination with dust-borne bacteria after impact.   When such a malfunction 

occurs the signal from 100,000 ft3 of stratospheric air can easily be masked by the 

normal bacterial content of several micrograms of dust.   Statistics tell us that 

experiments dealing with very few organisms have to be repeated many times to 

establish reliability.   Nonetheless, we are of the opinion that we have had some 

success, and we have gained a wealth of experience.   We feel confident that we can 

estaolish a limit on viable microorganisms in the stratosphere as being somewhat 

less than one organism p«..  1000 ft3 of ambient air. 1 he predominant organism above 

40,000 ft appears to be a small green mold, Cladosporium.   Above all, we know that 

we are standing on the edge of some very useful and intriguing methodology in our 

use of balloon-borne instruments for biological quantitation in the stratosphere. 

4.    SUMMARY 

This report coi.cerns two of the programs in which we are engaged that involve 
balloon-borne sampling probes.   For this particular work which, of necessity, 

requires sampling large volumts of air within discrete strata of our stratosphere, 

we have found the high-altitude balloon to be an indispensable carrier vehicle. 

I 



VIII    The AFCRL High Altitude 
Atmospheric Optics Program 

Robert B. Toolln 
Optical Physics Laboratory 

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 

Abstract 

A review of Ihc atmospheric optics program conducted at AFCRL for the past 

several years is presented.    The experimental program has developed into three 

routines of measurements which utilise the high altitude balloon vehicle.    These 

are sky brightness,  near-sun brightness,  and albedo measurements.    The physical 

structure of each system is described and earlier results are presented.   Ad- 

junctive measurcme.its of gondola rotation and pendular action are included. 

Future developmen's outlined in terms of vehicular requirements and experimental 

apparatus are presented. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

There would appear to be two practical and most probable reasons for the 
presence of this paper in the program.   These are age and continuance.   The work 
to be described was commenced in the year 19S3, under the direction of Dr. Vincent 
J. Stakutis,  and was termed Atmospheric Visibility Studies.   The effort has been 
continuous since that time except for the period 1959-1061 when the group was in- 
volved in systems work,  regretfully. 

It is hoped that this paper will convey two impressions.   The first is that there 
does exist a tangible product resulting from this work.   The second is that our group 
has a rather deep attachment to the high altitude balloon as a test-bed vehicle.   Indeed. 
it is only in this most recent period that we are preparing instruments for rocket and 
satellite probes. 

2.    DISCUSSION 

Perhaps the age of the program will be excuse enough for a brief reminiscence. 
The work was established in response to an Air Force aeromedical query.   What 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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would be the level« of natural illumination available for cockpit lighting when an air- 

craft is at a cruising altitude greater than 5U, Üüü Teet ?   This immediately defines the 

measurement program.    The spectral region is confined to the visible (broadly 4000 

to 7000 Angstroms).    The measurements are to establish the daytime radlational con- 

tributions of the sunlight,   skylight,   earthlight and airlight to the cockpit environ- 

ment.    It is also easily recognized that the high altitude balloon meets well the ex- 

tem'^d period of data sampling which is implied by such a requirement. 

A    with many others who have worked in experimental programs, our earlier 

field endeavors were heartless.    Our "learning how" process ran the gamut from 

cranky mechanics,  through erratic electronics to bursting balloons.   Gradually,  a 

meafurement program and results developed. 

It seems somewhat remarkable that the earliest configuration of this program 

is still recognizable but has broadened into a more fundamental consideration of the 

process of transfer of optical radiation.    Nevertheless,  the basic considerations 

remain - the measurement of sunlight,  skylight,  groundlight and airlight,  but at 

increaäing altitudes and over a much wider spectral region. 

The wide dynamic range of intensities to be found in any sequential measurement 

of direct solar radiation and sky dictate either some re markable electronics and 

optical designs or the separate measurement of these two radiational levels.    This 

latter course we have adopted. 

Measurements of the sun and near-sun radiances are accomplished by the 

accurate pointing of the instruments with a biaxial solar pointing control,   developed 

and fabricated by the il.-Altitude Instrument Co.  of Golden,  Colorado.   The pointing 

method is most convcrlional.   Optical sensors (coarse and fine eyes) generate off- 

target error signals.    These signals are part of a closed servo loop.   Its purpose 

is to minimize the amplitude of the error signal.    The result has been a system which 

has a pointing accuracy of i M min. of arc,  for 90% of the measurement period. 

Fig.   1 illustrates the major structure of the pointer and the measurement units. 

Within the yoke is the near sun photometer and mounted above this is the direct sun 

photometer.    External to this unit at the center of the light frame is the occulter 

disc.    This is of such a size and at such distance from the near-sun entrance op'.ics 

as to prevent the direct photospheric light from being incident on the objective lens. 

The diffracted radi.xtion is eliminated within the optiral barrel by proper apertures 

and baffling.    Rotating scan apertures to the rear of collector optics perform the 

near sun radiance sampling at selected angles from the center of the solar disc. 

The semi-vertical c an on the outboard side of the yoke contains the "eyes" of the 

pointer. 

p^ 
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Not visible in the illustration but located in the main frame of the gondola is a 

small airborne FM/FM seven channel tape machine being used as the primary data 

recorder. 

Fig.  2 presents some of the data obtained from a high altitude balloon flight in 

the Spring,   1962 above New Mexico.   It presents the measured near-sun brightness 

at angles of 2',  2-3/4* 5*, and 7-1 '4* from the center of the solar disc in four 

quadrants about this center.    There is the obvious and marked decrease in the near 

sun brightness for all angles as the altitude increases.    Further at two different 

altitudes there is a marked increase in the brightness values suggesting the inter- 

position of "scattering clouds" into the optical path.    The temporal and spatial nature 

of such stratospheric anomalies is further emphasized by the results of an earlier 

flight of that day in which no such increases were observed at correspi tiding points. 

Fig. 3 presents the measurement of the direct solar radiation and the  ilmost 

logirithmic change as a function of altitude.   Actually,  it is a very smooth curve 

since the excursions are within the recording inaccuracy.   The most prominent 

feature is that the brightness value at float is about 95% of the extraterrestrial 

value of the direct solar flux. 

For the sake of verbal convenience only, the second part of the measurement 

program is termed albedo.    Since this term defines a ratio of upwelling to down- 

welling radiation in presence of real surfaces the designation is not correct.    Rather, 

only the upwelling light is measured and the values are correlated with terrain 

photographs,  altitude and meteorological status of the atmosphere. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the first spectrograph which was used to tecord photographically 

the upwelling radiation spectrally, from 4000 to 7000 Angstroms.    A Dallmyer lens 

and BliL plane diffraction grating form the principal elements of the littrow mount 

unit and produce a reciprocal dispersion factor of 80 A/mm at the film plane.    The 

instrument is suspended within a conduit framework by means of springs and held 

in the* nadir direction.    A continual framing camera, originally developed by the 

University of Minnesota for balloon studies, provided the terrain identification record. 

The entire frame except the optical aperture was enclosed in polyethylene to effect 

the "greenhouse" condition and a stable temperature of +25*0 during the flight 

period.   A series of models, of varying volumes and material reflectivities, had 

been flown by pi-balls oyt of the local area,  in order to establish the most effective 

greenhousing. 

While the data developed from such flights is more comprehensive. Fig. 5 is 

presented to illustrate a particular formalism of some results.    The overall display 

is a chromaticity diagram (of the right angle type).   Its purpose is to illustrate real 

colors in compact mathematical form.   Its validity is based upon the tristimulus 

color representation.    Herein the spectroradiometric values of the radiation are 
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Figur« 3.    Direct Solar Luminance as a Function of Altitude. 
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Figure 5.   Chromaticity Diagram to Illustrate the Loci of Radar for Desert 
Terrain.    Standard Illumlnant Is "C". 

combined with standard photoplc response values to prodn^e the trlstimulus values. 

These numbers when presented as coordinates of a point In the chromaticity 

diagram Illustrate several of the more important color properties of the object. 

Since the color of an object Is markedly dependent upon the nature of the Incident 

radiation,  It Is necessary to compare the plotted value with a standard which most 

nearly approximates the given condition of natural Illumination.   In this flight, the 

position C,  whlrh describes the color of the average daytime sky. Is the standard 

source.    Ai.y color which Is found on the perimeter of the diagram has a spectral 

purity of 100%.    A color coincident with point C has then a spectral purity of 0%. 

The dominant wavelength is that pure spectral color, which when mixed with the 

standard,  will reproduce the given color.    This Is determined graphically by the 

Intersection of the line drawn through point C und the given color with the chromatic 

perimeter.    For this Fig.   5,  each point represents a different altitude of measure- 
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ment of desert area,  except for points 6,  7 and 9.    For example, point 1 is at 

10, 000 feet, point 2 is at 20. 000 feot, and so on.    All show approximately a 

dominant wavelength of 6000A but the value   wanders about 2Ü0A during the period 

of changing altitude.    The purity is quite low,   2Ü-25'!'... 

The failure to recover this instrumentation after a flight resulted in the design 

of a new set along entirely different lines.    Fig.   6 presents an overall view of this 

balloon-borne system.    Directed toward the nadir is u set of twenty-seven individual 

photometers and centered in the cluster is a Beattie-Colenan 35mm camera to 

record the terrain features.    The collimating optics (3* total angle) are common for 

all units and most have the same type detector - a CdS cell.    Each is different by 

reason of an interference filter,  centered at every 200 Angstroms from 3900A to 
• a 

9100A and each having a bandpass of 75A. 

The output of these detectors,  calibrate levels, pressure,  temperature and 

camera operations are commutated and recorded on the on-board seven channel 

FM/FM tape recorder.    The recovered tape is played back through conventional 

equipment and displayed on a recording osc illograph.    A Benson-Lerhner "Oscar" 

is used to measure the amplitudes and card-store for automatic plotting. 

Fig.  7 illustrates a particular record for a measurement over cultivated area 

in the North Central region of the United States.    The» difference between the two 

graphs is due to atmospheric change.   Both observations are at 86, 000 feet.    The 

broken curve is produced by a very thin cloud at the fringe of a cumular formation 

which was moving into the photometer field of view.    The result is a decrease in 

apparent radiance of about 10% and a shift at the peak wavelength of 150 Angstroms. 

The final part of the atmospheric optics program is the sky radiance task. 

These measurements are ace omplished by studding one side of a rectangular 

parallelepiped shaped gondola with photometer units oriented at different vertical 

angles.    A/.iimitlial scan is dependent upon gondola rotation.    Each elemental 

photometer consists of a Fresnel lens and a photovoltaic cell,  modified with a 

viscor filter.    Mounted atop the balloon is a loosely-gimbaled radiance and 

irradiance measurement equipment as shown in Fig. 8.    A 16 conductor cable 

running vertically down the perimeter of the balloon furnishes the signal leads into 

the main gondola.    All signals activate microammeters and these are recorded by 

Keystone A-9 cameras.    Photographic recording of a sun dial furnishes the 

azimuthal information.    Fig.  9 illustrates these principal elements.   But the 

principal feature which is not at all obvious in the foregoing is the very arduous 

task of data reduction. 

Fig.   10 is intended to display in a quick fashion the results of some earlier 

measurements.    For this display, one should imagine himself as a pilot flying at 

an altitude of 90, 000 feet and located at the center of the display.    The difference 

between these two displays is the condition of the atmosphere.    The less turbid 

i 
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Figure 6.   The Present System Designed for Albedo Measurements.   Lower Center 
is the Array uf Photometers. Nested about a Camera and Spring-linked to the 
Gondola Frame.    The Tape Recorder is at the Upper Right Foreground. 

'. 
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Figure 7.   Apparent Spectral Radiance of Cultivate .1 Avea During Growing Season 
as Measured from 86. 000 Feet. 
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Figure 8.   The Apex-mounted Unit of the Sky Radiance Measurement System. 
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Figure 9.   The Sky Radiance Gondola.   The Radiance Boxei  are Mounted on the 
Top Tier.    Recording of the Data is Performed at the Serond Level.    At the 
Lowest Level, partially hidden,   arr the Horizon Radiance Optics and Control 
Mechanisms. 
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COMPARISON OF 7/19 
AND 9/13 SKY LUMINANCE 

(IN CANDLES / FOOT2) 
VALUES AT 90K FT. 

P'tguri ii*    i)< i  > Iki *   <• inn hu KNI OUtofftm «'ondiuona of UM 
Allll|ir.(>h(  I i 

Ml|IMil|illt<| i«  I«  In ll< Minn i<v   Mi'   lllyht    "I  »•    M       111*  llinr.l  IlilrlrHllti^ ffutuir deliber- 

ttlHv IN IHM   NIIHMTII    Utt   IHI»I   IIU'MIIIII I«MI*<IIIB MIHK* tiir  uhv ili'iiic iii-lghtnr««es at 

liu, lino ii i( i.i in  in*»') MIMM HitM VMIUMM liy • fai lui nf unc half, 

II la nlwaya lütt« i *• all II| In uai- nnMilu'ta lo ilariva othfft' iraiillM  uid poBHlble 

t<|i|<'|i ■llofMi    I'm uigri I|«*I»>I tinii a) iii||ii ai)iiiiii«<ri,   lha protilam bacomaa one of 

Slg .<il   In  Nnlat' MMIII-      I'In     II  la Mia|Miiialvi< In »m li a i|u*ry.    ^pacifically,   given 

a iia< kgtotm.l In igliliit'aa «if  H* > amllaa/fl   ,   al wli'i Ii wuvrlfngth« and flrld« of view 

wil! liu    .I»JM,.I nf a a*M timl inagnlliiili» "i «i  i ».inl Ihr liarkgi'oundV   With reference to 

Klg,   (•.  and Ihr iful tha Imtk aiiglf la tltVllMl t" < oinrlde with the aolar elevation 

unglr hut la .Itaplui fd ,10" in arlnmlh fnun Ihr nun.     I lif cum lu»ion as illuatrated 

by Fig.   iU la haafil upon two pii'iiuanH.    The 4tar aignal haa a apectral distribution 

like the nun.    The acuttrrlng la ai>lfly a Hayleigh-typi  and ia of auch magnitude that 
2 

it rcsultB in a phutopir otmervation of a IU candle/ft    value at the stated location. 

I'Hually,  the rotation of the gondola ia to our advantage since it will provide the 

a/.imuthal scan action with reference to the sun.    A necessary measurennent for any 
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of our flightB ia the sensor look angle with reference to the sun.   During the pro- 

gram a sundial in various forms has been used and the sun Image or a sun-enst 

shadow has been recorded photographically to establish the azimuthal orientation 

of ihe gondola. 

Data from nine flights have been compiled and analyzed.   The rate of sampling 

has been as follows:   for two flights, once every ten seconds; for four flights, once 

every five seconds, for three flights, continuously for twenty seconds every fifty 

seconds.   In all flights, the suspension is a single load line with the length varying 

from 90 feet to 500 feet.    The system, then.  Is loosely coupled and the discussion 

is concerned with motion-time of the g< ndola, and not of the balloon . The coordinate 

system is orthogonal and is established by the vertical load line.   Rotation or os- 

cillation is in the plane ncrmal to this line.   Pendular action refers to the motion 

out of this plane. 

In every instance, from altitudes greater than 15, 000 feet to rutdown, in a 

normal flight profile, there is no pendular action in excess of a 1/2* displacement. 

The method of measurement is insensitive to a motion less than this value.   It 

should be noted that in any of the gondolas there are no large Internal moments 

because of peripheral actions in the gondola. 

The motion in the plane is a combination.   We speak of a rotation and of an 

oscillation.   There is a general rotation of the gondola in a particular direction (cw 

or ccw) and superimposed on this are the oscillations. 

The rotational speed has a wide range of magnitudes - from 6*/sec to 0. l*/sec. 

This latitude of values appears to be associated with density-altitude and vertical 

rate through the medium.   For example, at the lower altitudes and a rapid rise rate, 

the rotational rate is low.   At the higher altitudes   (with a rapid rate of rise) the 

rotational speed is high.    Whereas, with a low rate of rise, the rate of rotation is 

correspondingly low. 

The oscillatory rate appears to depend upon two conditions.   These are the bag 

surface condition (its flaccidity) and the vectorlal change in the horizontal wind 

profile with ahitude.   At the Jowet altitudes and with a change in the second factor, 

the oscillation rate is 6-12 degrees/sec.   At float altitude, the rate never exceeds 

1 degree/sec. 

Our present program is configured to gain spectroradiometric measurements of 

all that has been discussed here and to OIBO perform spectropolarimetric analysis 

of natural sky and earth radiation using instrumentation,  similar optically to the 

unit described by Sekera and Rao. 

1.    Photoelectric Skylight Polarimeter by C. R. N.  Rao I.Z. Sekera AFCRL-63-809 
(June 1963) 

* 



IX      Orientation of 
Balloon-Borne Instrument»* 

Russell A. Nidcy 
Kitt Peak National Observatory! 

Abstract 

Balloons have proven to be valuable platforms from which to make scientific 

measurements,  Including high resolution photography of the sun in particular. 

These and other astronomical observations require accurate orientation of the 

instrument relative to a celestial frame of reference.    Appropriate sensors must 

be included in the orientation system to sense deviation of the instrument from 

the desired orientation,  actuators must be provided to correct the orientation 

error,  and a suitable gimbal system must be devised to minimize the restraint 

of the instrument by the balloon system. 

Though the suspension system and balloon environment pose many design 

constraints,  such as the order and configuration of the gimbals, the choices are 

usually compromises.    Photoelectric sensors aided by inertial rate detectors 

used in conjunction with torque motors and three or more gimbals have proven to 

be a popular and effective combination. 

*To be Included In a Contribution from the Observatory. 

fOperated by the Association of Universities for Hesearch in Astronomy, Inc. , 
under contract with the National Science Foundation. 
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The orientation of a balloon-borne instrument entaila the use ol one,  two,  or 

\hvti- gimuuls,  depending on whether simple umaxial control, biaxial pointing,  or 

triaxiai stabilization is required.    I'niaxial control suffices if it is necessary only 

to have one side of the instrument oriented,   sav.   toward the sun, biaxial,   if the 

instrument,   such as a telescope,  must be pointed at a celestial target such as a 

star, an ! »rijxial,   if the target is an extended source,  the image points of which 

must lie held stationary in the focal plane of the instrument, as for high resolution 

photography of the moon.    I'niaxial control is perhaps best exemplified by the solar 

a/imuth-pointing platfoi .n (SAI'lM shown in Figure 1.    In this instance,  the platform 

is the gimbal,  the axle of which is a vertical shaft attached to the load lines of the 

balloon through .1 swivel and a universal joint and to the trapeze bar beneath, 

through .1 universal joint.     This platform was built b'' the Ball Brothers Research 
Corporation for the Air Force Cambridge RcFearch Laboratories ( Dolder and 

Johnson,   I960] for use on long duration balloon flights to accommodate various 

solar instruments including a solar sextant.    The upper and lower universul joints 

««•re used to decouple the platform from asymmetrical rigging of the load lines 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31   December 1963) 
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.»nd asymmetrical loading of the trapeze bar,  r 'spectlvely.    In thlH control system, 

the platform was torqued in azimuth against the trapeze bar used as a reaction 

wheel.    Friction in the swivel and air drag on the trapeze bar prevented exreeding 

the maximum speed of the torque motor.     \ D.C  torque motor was used to drive 

the platform relative to the trapeze bar in a direction dictated by photoelectric 

solar sensors [ Nidey and Stacey,   1956). 

Inasmuch as the balloon may be rotating in azimuth some tens of degrees per 

minute.   It is apparent »hat an azimuth gimbal such as the one used on the BAPP is 

a necessity in any balloon-borne orientation system.    If the instrument is to br 

pointed at a targ"! not on the horizon,  a second gimbal is required.    The second 

gimbal is usually an elevation gimbal as on Stratoscope I [ Danielson,   1961) shown 

l-'igure 2.    The orientation system for Stratoscope I was built at the nnivernity of 

Colorado by the author and associates for the Princeton University Observatory, 

The telescope was supported on a composite shaft by three bearings,   as shown in 

figure S,    Overconstraint of the »haft was obviated by a flexure membei used as a 

zero-backlash universal joint.    A pair of magnetic clutche« were used to drive the 

telescope in elevation against the azimuth gimbal. 

The adviinta^cH of the magnetic clutches included the absence of backlash,  ■ 
twenty-fold power amplification, proportionality of torque with excitation, and 

independence of torque with speed of slippage.    Nonetheless,   with tlie advent of 

transistor unpllfitrii   the clutch«! have been supplanted by the more stable and 

efficient torque motor. 

The azimuth gimbal in turn w.is driven by clutches againnt a reaction wheel 

which consisted of six batteries mounted on a rigid framework between the gimbdi and 

the load lines.    The lower separator of the multiline suspension system was coupled 

to the reaction wheel by a torque limiter and an aircraft universal joint.    The 

limiter was used to avoid twisting the load lines during initial orientation in which 

the torque derived from the clutches could easily have.exceeded the wlndup torque of 

the suspension system; and the U-joint to relax the tolerances on the distribution 

of the mass and the equality of the lengths of the load lines. 

Though adequate control torque could have been derived directly from the 

suspension system,  the reaction wheel was deemed necessary to maintain proper 

slippage of the clutches, as well as to place the torsional ost illation frequency of 

the reaction wheel with concomitant phase shift well below the critual bandpass of 

the control system.    Similar considerations will in general favor the choice of a 
suspension system with a low torsional constant used in conjunction with a large 

reaction wheel.    The low torsional constant in turn permits a relatively long period 

for the pendulum motion of the gondola beneath the balloon. 

One difficulty associated with the component of the  pendulum motion norm il to 

the elevation axle is rotation of the image in the image plane of the telescope.    At 
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Figure 1.    The Solar Azimuth-Pointing Platform 
| Hull Brothers Research Corporation photograph) 
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Figur« 2.    The Stratosrope I System 
jCirnpral Mills photograph) 
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Figure :J.    The Stratoscope I Elevation Shaft and Drive System 

float altitude (he half amplitude of the motion has been measured to be of the order 
-3 3 of 0, I dearer or 2X10"   radians.    The angular subtense of the moon is 2 X 10 

sec of arc.    Henrc,  if a photographic exposure of the moon were to require 1U 

seconds,  a major fraction of the pendulum period,   the maximum resolution at the 

limb of the moon would be 4 sec of arc,  or some twelve-fold less thin that obtaln- 

able on thr ground. 

A second difficulty is forced oscillation of the azimuth gimbal [ Nidey,   1963J. 

The amplitude of the oscillation varies as the tangent of the altitude of the target: 

at 45* a 0. 1* half angle pendulum motion would require an equal forced oscillation 

of the telescope.    A third gimbal decouples the telescope from the pendulum motion; 

hence, obviates both the image rotation and the forcing.    The third axle is usually 

normal to the elevation axis,  making the telescope ring a cross-elevation gimbal. 

This gimbal arrangement is illustrated by the Umveisity of Arizona's Polariscope 

.shown in Figure 3.    One of the chief advantages of this gimbal system is that the 

cross-elevation axis is always normal to the axis of the telescope; and the elevation 

axis,  nearly so.     Ituu ,   the control gain about these two axes can be adjusted to 

nearly the optimum value ir spite of a large difference in the longitudinal and 

transverse moments of inertia of the instrument.    Control signals for these two 

axes may readily be derived from a photoelectric guide telescope | Nidey,   1961) 

mounted collincarly with the instrument. 

A single photoelectric guide telescope can produce only two independent control 

signals, however.   Thus the control signal for the third gimbal must be derived from 
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limit stops between the croHS-plevationunclflcvation gimbals, A second offset guide 

telescope, an inertial element, the magnetic or gravitational fieldof the earth, ora 

combination (if two or more of these sources.   I'emlulum motion of the gondola 

limits the accuracy obtainable froiu the gravitation field, whereas the magnetic 

field is variable with geographic position.   Hence, an inertial element, such as the 

floated rate integrating gyroscope, torqued by signals from the limit stops or from 

the offset telescope, is a nure eff ctive source of the third control signal.   Indeed, 

it maybe advantageous to use an orthogonal pair of rate integrating gyros on the instru- 

ment ring to provide primaly control of the elevation and cross-elevation gimbals. 

This is especially true if one wishes to select a number of different celestial targets 

by remote control.   ()f late,  »ne floated gyroscopes have become available on the 

surplus market at a fraction of the original cost; thus, the chief remaining deterrent 

is the complexity of ihe power supplies and the control circuitry. 

Figure 4.    'Hie I'olariscope (ombal System 
( University of Al izona photograph] 

7 
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With floated gyroscopes and torque motors,  accuracy of control of a few seconds 

of arc is now being reported.    The accuracy of control is limited by the sensor and 

by the perturbations.    With a photoelectric guide telescope the former limit is set by 

the photon noise; that is, the random arrival of quanta at the photodete^tor.    For a 

4-inch objective telescope trained on a first magnitude star,  the photon noise limit 

is of the order of 3 millisec of arc,  assuming an integration time of 0.05 sec and 

average transmission and sensitivity.    This limit is well beyond that currently 

required.    The limit set by perturbations is not. 

I have already mentioned the perturbation due to gimbal restraint, the forcing 

of the azimuth gimbal.   Another perturbation is presented by the friction in the 

gimbal bearings.    The bearing friction can be ameliorated by using floated bearings 

such a»; oil pad, pneumatic, or mercury bearings, by using flexure members, or by 

using dynamic bearings such as a triple race bearing,  the intermediate race of 

which is continuously driven. 

Inertial and viscous reaction in the motive element can be avoided by the proper 

choice of motors and by proper design of the power amplif^r.      Geared s«;rvo- 

motors should be avoided,  not only because of backlash, but also because of the 

reflected rotor inertia and back EMF.    As the gondola oscillates, the rotors must 

be correspondingly accelerated and decelerated,  necessitating inertial and viscous 

reactions which perturb the instrument.    The viscous reaction can be minimized 

by designing the output stage of the power amplifier as a high impedance driver; 

the inertial reaction can be eliminated only by direct coupling the rotor to the 

gimbal.    Hence, the torque motor is superior in this regard to the geared servo- 

motor. 

To avoid perturbations with translational motion of the balloon, the gimbals 

must all be carefully balanced.   Furthermore, film transport mechanisms, and 

BO on.   must be carefully engineered to maintain balance throughout the flight and 

to provide counter-motion to negate inertial reactions when components are 

accelerated and decelerated. 

Though I have used three specific systems to illustrate the principles of 

orientation of the balloon-borne instrument,  it must be appreciated that the varia- 

tions are legion.    The choices of gimbals,  motors and sensors can be made only 

by careful evaluation of the scientific objectives of the mission.   It must be recog- 

nized that even the more ideal components do not combine all th'^ desired character- 

istics, hence,  compromises must be made. 
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X     Bal-Ast Daylight Tracking System 

Murk Bottema 
The Johns Hopkins University 

Abstract 

In the H.-il-Ast program for ir.rrarcd planetary spectroscopy off-set suntt acking 

is used lot   coarse orientation of the spectrometer-telescope, so as to keep the 

planet in the field of the telescope lor the duration of a 1-2 hour observation period. 

The planet's image is then transferred to the entrance slit cf the spectrometer by 

means of an optical relay, controlled by a startracker.   A final tracking accuracy of 

5-10 arcseconds is achieved.   This paper describes details cf the suntracking sys- 

tem and its performance during a May 1963 flight. 

141 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

In 1959 the presence of water-vapor in the atmosphere of Venus was established 

in a flight made by Ross and Moore.1   The amount of precipitable water over the 

effective reflective layer was estimated to be 6 » 5 mg cm'2.   Repeated measure- 

ments were highly desirable on account of the large experimental error.   For this 

purpose the Bal-Ast program was developed, which is based on observations in day- 

time.   This has the advantage that Venus can be observed at culmination, thus min- 

imizing residual absorption by the earth's stratosphere.   At the same time a system 

for automatic acquisition an I tracking was Introduced, in which the sun is used 

advantageously as   a unique tracking reference point.   This eliminates the necessity 

of an observer, which simplifies flight procedures and permits a quieter control of 

the gondola 
The water-vapor content of the Venusian atmosphere is derived from the atten- 

uation in an absorption band at 1.13 microns.   The Bal-Ast equipment consists of a 

Schmidt telescope of 30 cm effective diameter and a Czerny-Tumer grating spec- 

trometer in which a multiple exit slit array is used to obtain high luminosity.     Off- 

set sun tracking is used to keep Venus in the field of the telescope during a 1-2 

hour observation period.   Planet tracking is then achieved by locating the Venus 

image in the focal plane of the telescope and transferring it to the entrance slit of 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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the spectrometer.^ 

This system was completed and flown for the firbt time in May 1963.   Unfortu- 

nately, due to an electrical breakdown, no da.a were obtained.   Down-camera motion 

pictures, taken during the flight, revealed, however, that the sun tracking system 

had worked satisfactorily.   Another flight Is now planned early in 1964.   Recently 

estimates have been made of the water-vapor content of Venus, based on observa- 

tions from the grouMJ.   These estimates an? in agreement with the Moore-Koss data, 

but are considerably impeded by the water-vapor content of the earth's atmosphere. ' 

Continued high altitude observations are, therefore, still imperative. 

2.    TRACKING SYSTEM 

2.1 Off-set Sun Tracking 

The position of the sun relative to Venus can be characterized by the Venus 

elongation ß and by angle p between the line Sun-Venus and the vertical through 

Venus.   (Figure D   During the observation period ß can be considered as constant. 

The angle p. however, increases with time due to the earth's rotation.   This provides 

the basis of the Hal-Ast sun tracking system.   1 he telescope is kept pointing at 

Venus by tracking the sun at an off-set angle equal to jl, the plane of this angle being 

rotated so as to follow the change in p.   The mechanism involved is called the   ß-ß 

device.   It consists of a email unit, mounted on the telescope.   (Figure 2)   The off- 
set angle is introduced by means of a reflecting prism, the angle p by its rotation. 

(Figure 3)   The nunsensor is a rotating semi-circular silicon cell.   After pre-ampli- 

fication the output is resolved in elevation and azimuth servo-signals, which are fed 

into the telescope elevation drive and an azimuth torque motor respectively, the 

latter rotating the telescope platform and the gondola against a heavy reaction 

wheel. 

The angle p is a periodical function of time, which is. however, practically 

linear in a 2-hour interval around Venus transit time.   A constant speed rotation of 

the prism is therefore adequate to keep Venus in the field of the telescope.   The 

angle p varies slightly with the geographical position of the balloon.   In program- 

ming a flight, the prism-drive is set for the best approximation to a pre-fllght pre- 

diction of the balloon trajectory.   Deviations from linearity can thus be limited to u 

fraction of a degree. 

2.2 Planet Tracking 

The transfer of the Venus image to the spectrometer is made with the help of a 

startracker, mounted in a gimbal system so as to pivot around the center of curva- 
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Figure 1.    Geometry of Off-Set Suntracking System.   Explanation in Text. 

turc (monocentnc point) of the telescope mirror.   AH is evident from Figure 2, the 

Venus image is transmitted to the monoceniric point from any position in the focal 

plane, the instant the startracker is centered on Venus.   The light is then reflected 

towards the condenser system of the spectrometer (not shown in Figure 2) by means 

of the monoceniric mirror, which at all times bisects the angle between the startracker 

and the fixed direction of the outgoing beam.   The monocentric Venus  image   can 

therefore be considered as an immobile light source for the spectrometer, as long 

as the startracker is operative. 

The sensing system of the startracker consists of a 10 cm Cassegrain telescope 

with a vidicon tube as a sensor, covering a field of 1°.   Venus is located by means 

of an image dissecting scan across the photocathode while the startracker is cen- 

tered in the telescope.   After acquisition the startracker ia servo-adjusted to center 

Venue in its field where it is held with a precision of 5 to 10 arcseconds during the 

tracking mode.   Considering that the diameter of Venus atdichotomyis approximately 

30 arcseconds,  this precision is satisfactory for the present observations. 

■» 
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Figure 2.    The Bal-Ast Balloon Borne Spectrometer - Telescope With Tracking 
Devices.    (Spectrometei Not Shown). 
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Figure 3.    The ß -p Device, Schematic. 

2.3 Tracking Procedure 

With the ab >ve system« acquisition and tracking is achieved in the following 
steps: 

1) After arrival of the balloon at float altitude (25 - 30 km) a programmer 
switches on a set of 4 sunsensors (so called coarse eyes) mounted In pairs outside 
the gondola, which adjust the platform in azimuth, so that the telescope, preset in 
elevation, is pointing at Venus within a few degrees.   At the same time, the sun is 

brought into the 20° field of the sun tracker. 
2) Shortly after the sun has been acquired the sun tracker is switched on.   If 

the balloon is close ei )Ugh to the predicted position, (for example within 50 km) the 
ß -p device will bring Venus into the 1° field of the centered startracker and Venus 
acquisition follows.   Unexpected deviations from the predicted balloon trajectory 
may, however, occur.   In such an event the startracker may not be able to locate 
Venus, in which case a scanning mode of the prism rotation is initiated.   Since ß is 
invariable, a scan in p uf sufficient amplitude (for example 3°) will necessarily in time 
time bring Venus in the startracker field. 

3) After Venus acquisition the ß -p device and the startracker remain in oper- 
ation for the duration of the observations.   During this period the startracker can 
follow Venus out to 3° from the telescope axis, thus allowing deviations of the 
balloon trajectory up to several 100 kilometers in the later part of the flight. 
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3.    SUN TRACKER PROGRAMMING 

3.1  Priam Rotation Rate 

The angle p is the sum of the parallactic angle v and th*: angle p0 (North-pole, 

Venus, Sun), which can be considered as invariant during the observation period. 
(Figure I) 

p  ■ Po -  »/ (1) 

The characteristic properties of V can be derived from the following equations: 

sin v » cos 0 sin (t_ -  AA )/cos Z (2) 

sin Z • sin 0 sin  Ö   ♦   cos  0 cos Ö  cos (^ - 4X1 (3) 

Ö   • declination Venus 

Z  »   Venus elevation 

J^  ■   Venut hour angle relative to reference meridian 

AX   ■    latitude difference balloon and reference meridian 

0  ■   longitude balloon 

First the dependence of V on time will be considered (0 fixed,  A A   -   o).   The  v- 

func'ion has an inflection point at t -  o (Venus transit time) and is therefore practi- 

cally linear in the time interval of interest (-150< t_ <      15°).   The rate of change 

at  t  =  o is given by 

1/  =  cos 0 /   cos  (0  -  Ö ) (4) 

Deviations from linearity are of the third order in   t_.   These can be partly compen- 

sated by choosing u prism rotation rate that is slightly lower than indicated by 

Equation (4).   An example is given in Figure 4.   The prism rrtation rate is set to 

give correct p - values at 9:21, 10 04 (Venus transit) and 10:47.   The deviation Ap 

is smaller than 15 mm of arc within t 50 min Irorn Venus »ransit time.   Due to this 

deviation the position ol Venus in the telescope changes with time.   The errors in 

elevation and cross-elevation are respectively given by 

x  - -T—• COB Z Ap  ■   -cos  Z tan (or    -  nf  ) cotan p    Ap (5) 
0— " s 
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Figure 4.    Example uf the p-Function and the Deviation Ap From a Linear 
Approximation. 
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.1* 4P cos Z tan (df df8)    Ap (8) 

with 

a    B azimuth Venus 

a    ■  azimuth Sun 

AB a result, Venus describes a trajectory in the field of the telescope as is shown 

in Figure 5.   Venus is off-center by 23 min of arc at the most.   The Venus declination 

in this example is +2°.   With greater declinations the p-rate and non-linearity In- 

crease, which may in certain instances lead to a reduction of the usable observation 

period. 

3.2  Resolver 

The function of the resolver in the   ß -p  device is to derive azimuth and eleva- 

tion servo-signals from the sun-sensor output.   If the sun is off-center, a 50 cycle 

A.C. signal is generated,   /huh lias its maximum value in the direction of the sun 

image.   After amplification, this signal is fed through magnetic reed switches into 

the azimuth and elevation servo circuits (Figure 3).   The switches have to be placed 

in proper position in order to minimize cross-talk, which necessitates programming 

of the resolver.   The image of the sun on the sun-sensor is formed through reflec- 

tion by the Dove-prism, the reflecting plane being the bisecting plane of the off-set 

angle.   (Figure 1)   Upon diuplaceruent of the gondola in elevation, the sun moves in 

the direction EL}, in a plane parallel to the vertical plane through Venus.   The angle 

y between ELj and the line Sun-Venus is given by 

tan y      tan  p  cos ß (7) 

The sun image therefore moves in a direction BL« at an angle rf with the vertical 

through Venus, given by 

y +   p 180 (8) 

In order to prevent elevation signals entering into the azimuth servo circuit, the 

azimuth reed switch must be placed such that it is closed when the ■MMor dividing 

line lies in the direction EL2, as is shown in Figure '».   For not too large value« of 

ß the angle y is approximately equal to p .   At greatest VenuM elongation [ß      47   ) 
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Figure 5.    Calculated Trajectory of Venus in a Telescope, Guided by Off-Set 
Suntracking. 

the maximum possible difference is approximately 10°.   A 1:2 ratio between the 

rotation of the prism and the azimuth reed switch mounting ring is therefore satis- 

factory.   Using an optimized averügp value for   >  , the error in the azimuth switch 

position can be kept smaller than 5°. 

Upon movement of the gondola in azimuth the sun image on the sunsensor is 

displaced in the direction A/^» at an angle {  with the vertical, given by 

$ - p * a 90c <0) 
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where a Is the angle Zenith-Sun-Venus.   In this case the situation is complicated 

becausr the angle a changes non-linearly during the observation period.   A compro- 

mise can be made by using the same 1:2 ratio and an optimum average value of a for 

each particular occasion.   Some crosstalk from azimuth into elevation will remain, 

but this was found to be tolerable, the elevation drive being rather sluggish. 

3.3 Balloon Trajectory 

In programming the fl-p device the change in balloon position has to be taken 

into account.   On the basis of a predicted balloon trajectory p is calculated for var- 

ious times during the observation period and tin? prism rotation is set to give the 

closest approximation to these values.*   The trajectory prediction can, however, 

never be completely exact.   If the balloon misses the predicted position by distances 

A0 and A A In latitude and longitude respectively, and error Ap  results, given by 

Ap cos  /.      A0 sin nr .  I   AX cos  a    cos 6 (10) 
V V 

V 
The tolerances Tor   A0 and A A  depend on various factors.   At acquisition time nr 

is approximately I50u.    The balloon position therefore has to lie in a NW - SE band 

If it were required that Venus he brought in the Htartracker field, without making 

use of scanning in p, the ban 1 would only be approximately 50 km wide.   This is a 

rather severe condition, which, however, was met «luring the May 1963 flight, due to 

the facts that acquisition time wa i only :\ hours after launch and weather conditions 

very stable.   With the p -scan avall.ible, practically any possible deviation can be 

met.   The permitteii balloon poHition band wideriH up with approximately 100 km for 

every degree incream- in p - scan amplitude. 

After acquiHition, the Htartracker can follow Venus out to 3° off axis, which 

means that the balloon poHition is not at all critical. 

4.    PERFORMANCE 

Observation of the Venus trajectory in an auxiliary telescope provides a con- 

venient way to test the sun tracker performance on the ground.   In tests made prior 

to the May 1963 flight, trajectories very similar to the one in Figure 5 were obser- 

ved.   The positions of Venus, however, were sometimes off by 10 to 15 mm of arc, 

as a result of cumulative errors in alignment, boresighting and leveling of the tele- 

scope platform. (Figure 6) The tracking stability was found to be 1 - 2 min of arc. 

^Tables of the p -function as a function of t, 0 and X wore computed for use in 
the field. However, valueb of the parallactic angle v can be read directly from azi- 
muth tables by interchanging the input parameters latitude and declination. 
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Figure 6.   Observed Venus Trajectory in Auxiliary Telescope,   ß -p Device 
Programmed to Bring Venus tc Center at 9:12 and 10:12. 

The observed random errors in the position of Venus were mainly due to wind 

forces on the gondola.   In flight, the tracking stability should therefore be better 

than I mm of arc. 

A record of the performance of the Puntracking device in flight was obtained 

from down-camera motion pictures.   The pictures, taken at a rate of 8 frames per 

minute, show the orientation of the gondola relative to the ground.   At sun-acquisi- 

tion the rotation of the gondola ceases and is reduced to oscillations of a few degrees 

amplitude.   At the same time the reaction-wheel comes into action.   After transition 

to the sun tracking mode the gondola becomes very stable and the reaction-wheel 

more vivid.   Since the startracker did not come in operation, the p - scanning mode 

initiated soon af'er sun acquisition.   In the beginning the modulation in azimuth is 
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practically zero, but towards the end of the observation period it becomes very 
noticeable because of the rapid increase of the derivative in Equation (5).  Quantita- 
tive analysis of limited accuracy was possible in a few instances where distinct 
ground features were available.   The overall decrease of azimuth and the modulation 
by the p -scan, however, were found to lie within the expected limits. 

The analysis of the pictures, combined with the results of pre-flight ground 
tests gives us reason to believe that off-set sun tracking has proven to be a valu- 
ab.v tool in the study of astronomical objects that lend themselves for daytime 
observation. 
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XI   The Case for Manned Balloon Astronomy 

J. Allen Hynek 
Dearborn Observatory 

Northwestern University 

Abstract 

The merits of manned balloons are set forth in terms of the ultimate objectives 

of astronomy.   For balloon astronomy to develop into a standard technique applicable 

to a host of astronomical problems (rather than to have one or two special balloon 

flights mounted for the execution of one or two specific narrow tusk.'.) calls for an 

observatory carried routinely to altitude.   An astronomer can then perform the 

same tasks he performs in an earth-based observatory dome:   exercising on-line 

judgment, performing a series of observations at will, checking instrument    alibra- 

tions, and providing final image stabilization.   Fie does the latter not by attempting 

to move the entire telescope mass, but by rapid manual, eye-controlled motions. 

In this way it is possible for him to get sharp stellar images in an exposure of an 

hour or more.   To provide this sort of stabilization for periods of an hour or so by 

unmanned means is formidable.   An astronomer placed in a gondola built to astro- 

nomical specifications (not a left-over medical test box) in which the light from 

celestial objects is admitted directly into the cabin, can serve the cause of astronomy 

much more effectively over the long pull than would a long series of individual 

unmanned flights, each geared to one and only one experiment. 

157 
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(Author's manuscript received for pubiication 31 December 1963) 

It is paradoxical that in the national space effort the emphasis — billions of 

dollars worth of emphasis — is being placed on the goal of man in space,  as 

distinct fron, emphasis on having instruments in space, yet in balloon astronomy 

there is great difficulty in finding support for sending even one competent astron- 

omer aloft las the fate of Project Stargazer eloquently attests) even though the 

arguments for the former are trenchantly germane to the latter. 

Indeed, the arguments for man in space can so logically and with such greet 

force, be applied to man in local "balloon space" that one might defend the thesis 

that the cart is very much before the horse.    That is, for experiments and 

observations in "near-space", which is just a stone's t.hrow from the surface of 

the earth,  man is the logical experimenter and observer.   In astronautical space, 

it might be argued,  in a territory that has many more unknowns than does balloon 

space,  and where the hazards are more long-range and generally greater,  instru- 

ments could well precede man in the natural course of evolution, as fishes and 

reptiles preceded man on earth. 

Before these arguments are examined,  it should be stressed that we are not 

dealing with an "either-or" situation.    The case for manned balloon astronomy does 

not imply the case against instrumented balloon astronomy.   It is a question of 

complementarity and of emphasis,  not of mutual exclusiveness. 

f. 
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First,  then,   >vc must see whether the arguments in favor of man in space have 

validity when applied to balloon astronomy.    Let us, therefore, examine what the 

arguments for man in spare are, and let us next examine what balloon astronomy 

is and then make a critical appraisal of the advantages and disadvantages of the 

presence of an astronomer in a balloon astronomy operation. 

There are many arguments given for placing man into spacp in order to land 

on the moon and,  eventually,  to go on to the physical exploration of the planets. 

It would,  of course,  seem at the start that the majority of these arguments must 

be valid in their own context solely from the budgetary support for such a program. 

Isn't it unthinkable that billions of dollars would be committed by this country by 

responsible officers of the government advised by many equally responsible senior 

scientists,  to a "moondoggle" ?     In the August,   1!)63,  issue of ATU\NTIC,  Robert 

Jastrow and Homer Newell, both top scientific leaders in NASA,   state some of the 

man-in-space argun^nts in their article "Why Land on the Moon?".    They defend 

the expenditures for man in space ably.    "Some scientists feel",  they write,  "that 

most facts of scientific interest about the moon and planets can be learned by 

remote control instruments alone, at less cost than manned operations.    An 

editorial in SCIENCE estimates that robot instrument landings will see us through 

all the important phases of the lunar exploration program at 1% of the cost of the 

Manned Space Budget.    Actually,  an inspection of the NASA budget indi'-ates that 

the Surveyor Project for unmanned lunar landings is more nearly 10% of the cos'; 

of the Apollo Project including the development costs in each program.    On a per- 

flight basis in the long range continuing programs,  the cost ratio is 18%,    When 

allowance is made for the increased chance of success in the mission which re- 

sults from plugging man into the control system,   the comparison of costs is stil 

more favorable to manned operations".    I pause to remark that if this is true for 

the Man in Space effort,   it is even more so in the case of Manned Malloons.   If 

balloon astronomy is to become an accepted technique -in astronomy,  as is today 

the use of radio telescopes and coronagraphs,  for instance,  then man in the system 

will reduce costs - not increase them - in the long tun.    Jastrow and Newell go on 

to say, "But a comparison of c »sts is not the only issue.    The question is, will a 

robot instrument do everything that a man can do?"   "The answer", they bay,  "is 

that in early stages the simplest observations can be made by remote control.    In 

later stages when more difficult experiments are attempted for answers to the 

important questions, the trained human observer brings to the supervision of these 

experiments the ability to deal with unforeseen diffit ultics and to respond to un- 

anticipated opportunities.    The automatic instruments in this advanced stage of the 
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program must bv designed with great complexity and a heavy price in reliability in 

cost and development to achieve even the crude imitation of sophiatication and flexi- 

bility.    The balance of cost and reliability then tips in favor of the human participant, 

expensive though it is to bring him to the scene. " 

Saying that these arguments would not apply to balloon astronomy simply reflects 

lack of knowledge of the true nature of balloon astronomy.    If in balloon astronomy 

we were asking for simple experiments and simple observations,  the case for in- 

strumented balloons would be strong - as it is in the relatively simple type of 

balloon experiments ir cosmic  ray,  sky brightness, and air sample studies.    There 

are indeed a great many scientific observations of various types that can be made 

from balloons in which the presence of a man is just not needed.    He is not needed 

for basically uiu ompl/cated or elementary experiments,   but the only thing that is 

"elementary" about balloon astronomy is the vehicle.    And this is elementary only 

in the sense that we are still at the beginning stages of knowing how to use the 

balloon vehicle as an appropriate booster.    Having been painfully involved as an 

intimately interested observer at some balloon launchings,  I can attest to the fact 

that watching those procedures was a poignant reminder that we have much more 

to learn. 

Halloon astronomy cal's for sophisti'-ated rather than simple experiments and 

observations.    To defend this I think it is necessary for us to take a look at what 

the astronomer does is part of his regular duties a* an earth-based observatory. 

Perhaps I ■hottld interject here that I will take it for granted that in this 

audience no time need by spent extolling the virtues of meta-atmospheric oo- 

servations,  observations made from above all, or most all,  of the earth's 

atmosphere.    From a scientific viewpoint,  the atmosphere is the astronomer's 

greatest enemy.    There is no contesting that point.    The only point under discussion 

here is,  what are the objectives of balloon astronomy,  as distinct from scientific 

ballooning in gencal,  that can best be accomplished in the long run by placing the 

astro omer aloft with the balloon.    For this,  as I said,  it is necessary to have an 

understanding of what the astronomer's problem on earth is.    For unless we 

understand precisely what it is he docs on earth it is meaningless to discuss 

whether he, or an instrument should do these things at 80, 000 feet. 

At the risk of being elementary,  let me point out that an astronomer generally 

works in an observatory dome in an atmospheric environment which is at equ<li- 

brium with that outside the dome.    The raw material the astronomer use«, nar.^eiy 

the incoming radiation,   is gathered by a suitable instrument,  and presented to the 

astronomer for his use.    Depending on his particular program,  and he usually has 
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several on the fire,   and depending on the nature of the night,  he examines either 

the direction, the quantity,  or the spectral quality of the incoming radiation. 

Under iirection we may list al) the aspects of celestial mechanics,   which depends 

only on the direction on which a celestial object is sighted, and all direct photog- 

raphy,  too, because a photograph of a star field or of solar granulation or of 

distant galaxies depends only on making sure that the many directions from which 

this radiation has come a^e all set down in proper arrangement on a photographic- 

plate or other recording medium. 

If he chooses to examine the quantity of the incoming radiation he may still 

use the photographic plate,  as in photographic photometry, but today,  more and 

more he will use photoelectric photometry in its various forms.   If he chooses to 

do this photometry at many different wavelengths he is doing spectrum analysis, 

especially when the waveler^th intervals ure of the order €   where c   approaches 

zero.    In examining the direction,   quantity, and quality of the incoming radiation, 

he can use one or mo/e of the following instruments:   a camera, a spectroscope, 

or spectiograph, a filar I.IK rometer, one of several types of photometers,   a 

bolometer,  a thermocouple,   an image orthicon,   and from time to time,  more 

specialized equipment such as an interferometer,  a polaiimeter,   magnetometer, 

a photometric grating,  and so on.    I have been thinking largely of optical and in- 

frared radiation but one must,  of course,  exten    the ■fwctruki' to include the radio 

regions of the spectrum.    With respect to the infrared,   it furnishes one of the 

prime reasons for balloon astronomy,  namely the fact that from balloon altitudes 

one has a virtually unimpeded access to the infrared 

Many of these instruments,  attached direct)^ at the focal plane of the telescope, 

are but the first part of a train of recording instruments such as oscillographs. 

magnetic tapes,  recording galvanometers,  and so on,  all with their associated power 

supplies,  and so on.    Suppose now,   if instead of the man being present in the 

observatory dome,   every one of these functions had to be performed in the dome 

by teiemetry command from an office several miles away.    Suppose that when some 

minor adjustment went wrong the astronomer was not permitted to come to the 

observatory dome to put in a new fuse,  to adjust a loose wire,  to check out this and 

that,  and one hundred or more small things, how much astronomy would get done'.' 

And,  where would the money come from for all these complex command systems ' 

I grant you that if he had one observation to perform, and only one,  and if that 

were all this astronomer were interested in and could consider his career closed 

after he accomplished that one observition, then one could say,  let him command 

the telescope from a distance. 
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Kven so,  hr would have to supply,  again by command, image stabilization. 

Now one might easily think that images for an earth-based astronomer a»e already 

stabilized and that image stabilization is something we need be concerned with only 

in balloon astronomy.   Hut this is not the case.    It is the astronomer himself who 

provides the final image stabilization.    The fine photographs one sees of galaxies 

and star clusters have required time exposures of the order of hours rather than 

minutes.    The resolution of some elliptical galaxies into their component stare 

required exposures of 4 hours!   These picturea would never have been obtained 

■imply by having a camera »lamped to the end of the telescope,  pressing a button 

and letting the teleiCOtM follow the field.    Imperfections in the telescope drive 

must be smoothed out as well as tne effects of differential refraction and,  most 

important of all,  long period atmospheric oscillations.    An entire star field can 

make slow excursions of many seconds of arc. such image excursions must be 

compensated for.    Such long term excursions occur presumably because of "swells" 

in the atmosphere as against the small eddies which produce scintillation and image 

motion. 

lldw does the astronomer provide this stabilization'.' Hy guiding his recording 

device by eye and h mds.   In stellar photography it has been customary for decades 

for the plate holder to have a separate eyepiece which is set on a guide star under 

high magnilu ation.    The astronomer does h's best to keep the guide star image on 

the cross wires.    He does this by the use of a double screw plate-holder,  moving 

the plaie in two coordinates as quickl> and smoothly as possible.    To try to move 

the entire mass of the telescope to accomplish this final image stabilization would, 

of course, be ab.surd. 

The time-honored hands,  eyes,  and brain method of final image stabilization 

has on occasion been replaced in earth-based observatories by photoelectric 

guiding devices.    Those can be a great convenience for the astronomer but they 

have not been widely adopted principally because the astronomer himself is a re- 

markably efficient on-line computer with judgment.   Even so,  photoelectric devices 

require frequent fine adjustments by the astronomer. 

Now the type of image stabilization required on the surface of the earth is 

quite different from that required in a balloon.    Atmospheric effects are virtually 

gone, but the telescope and gondola motions must be edinpensated for.    First-order 

stabilization of the gondola can be accomplished by cold gas jets,  to about one 

mir.ute of arc.    This,   incidentally,  disposes ol arguments about "biological noise". 

Even if the astronomer should make large scale motions in moving about in the 

gondola,   jet stabilization will easily compensate therefor.    Superposed on this,   if 

necessary, the astronomical instruments tan have first-order gyro-stabiiiüation 

rhichi  in effect,   would be much akin in fun», tion to the drive of the earth-based 
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telescope.    The final image stabilization, however,  can superbly be accomplished 

by the presence of the astronomer, using the same methods he uses in his earth- 

based observatory.    To repeat, the highly sophisticated stabilization which is re- 

quired in unmanned balloon astronomy, stabilization to the order of a tenth of a 

second of arc for many purposes, and which is extremely costly and probably 

difficult to maintain for several hours, can be reliably supplied by the observer 

himself.   He can, being a sentient servo system, provide this critical image 

stabilization by the "simple" use of his eyes,  hands,  and brains. 

He can do a host of other things with his eyes,  hands,  and brains,   too.    He can 

make adjustments.    If one envisions a properly designed astronomical gondola,  one 

in which only the light gathering apparatus in exterior to the gondola but the gathered 

light is introduced into the capsule,  he can thon in the course of several hours' 

observation perform a host of experiments on the incoming radiation.    He can use 

a photometer, a spectrograph,  a photographic plate; he can make sure the focus is 

correct, he ran make sure the light is going into a small diaphragm; he can make 

sure he is on the right star,  and if he loosen the star he can re-acquire it in short 

order.    Presumably,  when he make» these complex adjustments,  he will not suffer 

from a noisy resistor or a cracked insulator or a damaged transistor in his brain 

pan. 
I think you will see now why I feel that the reasons given by Jastrow and Newell 

and other apologists for a man in space apply even better to balloon astronomy.    We 

can paraphrase their "outer-space" reasons in another way:   man, the scientist, 

can exercise on-line judgment.    He can meet new situations as they arise.    He can 

interpret first hand.    He can make instrumental adjustments.    He can improvise. 

He can evaluate the unexpected.    He is a built-in computer. 

Can instruments do this rather than man9 Clearly,  instruments cannot im- 

provise,  evaluate,  exercise judgment,  and so on.    It can be argued that the 

judgment can be exercised on the ground by men watchjng dials,  meters,   and other 

gear "tttached by telemetry" to the balloon possibly several hundreds of miles 

away.    But one minor part out of thousands failing to function can throw out that 

entire intricate communications link.    The command networks are notoriously 

tricky,  critical,  and expensive.    The proponents of man in space continue:   in- 

struments are a "go - no go" proposition whereas man can always salvage some- 

thing out of an experiment even if malfunctions occur in certain portions.    Man 

can communicate his findings to a panel of experts on earth, by simple voice 

transmission,  and allow them to exercise judgment for him should the pressures 

of the moment and his immediate environment tend to cloud his judgment.    He is 

still on hand to carrv out,   in situ,  the results of his and his colleagues' judgments. 

t 
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You will remember that all thla is said by man- n-space proponents despite 
the tremendous life supporting gear to keep a man alive in outer space.    Many 
arguments are marshaled for man's value in this volume of space, which is much 
farther out than balloon space, and for establisl ng that his value outweigh« the 
problems and costs of the life support system necessary to put him there. 

However, when we come to "inner local space", or balloon astronomy space. 
often the opposite arguments are given, often by the same people,  who do not 
realize how complex the problems of balloon astronomy are and who still  perhaps 
think of balloons ar. modern versions of an ancient Chinese toy.    Balloon astronomy 
may be a new field, but the problems this new technique seeks to solve ara «till 
the same old complex, tricky problems that the astronomer must face on earth. 
Very paradoxically, some of those who defend man in space when it comes to the 
great beyond indicate that in balloon space it is too costly to consider life support 
systems and that instruments can do better than man in focusing the optical equip- 
ment, adjusting gains and meter settings, and so on.   I think it is profitless to 
pursue this extreme paradox further.    The fact remains that the basic arguments 
for man in outer space do apply most directly to the presence of man in balloon 
astronomy.    It cannot be gainsaid that the presence of man in the framework of the 
experiment permits the making of many critical instrumental adjustments by hand 
rather than by telemetry and makes possible his seeing for himself, first-hand, 
how the observation goes. 

1 might note,   in passing, that Project Gemini is now asking for suggestions 
for rstr^nomiral experiments and observations to be carried out by the two 
astronauts when thev are circling the globe.    This is commendable, for it 
recognizes the importance of man as a scientific observer, even though the 
objective« of Project Gemini are different from those of basic astronomy.   The 
difference between Project Gemini and Manned Balloon Astronomy is simply that 
Project Gemini does not exist primarily for the benefit of astronomy and further. 
it is ephemeral.    But it underlines the need -- for the benefit of astt momy in the 
long run --of providing a capsule built with the astronomer's needs in mind (not 
just any old capsule or gondola left over from some other experiment) and capable 
of supporting life safely and routinely for a period of diys, and to have said 
capsule carried aloft by fully air worthy balloons. 

I am led to consider at this juncture a frequent misunderstanding in the matter 
of balloon astronomy.   It is sometimes stated that there is no point to pushing for 
balloon astronomy,  and manned balloon astronomy in particular,  because balloons 
are interim vehicles, and that their usefulness will vanish when orbiting astronomical 
observatoric i are in more general use.    1 think this attitude again reflects a lack 
of understanding of the problems of the astronomer and of the potential of balloons. 
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Why in the world send up a satrllite if a balloon can do tho job as well, and in many 

cases better and almost certainly much more cheaply?   Better, because if a transis- 

tor goes bad in the satellite,  you've had it unless you want to bring the satellite back 

to earth and relaunch it.    In the manned balloon, the observer merely gets out a 

small soldering iron and replaces the transistor, or better,   replaces a troublesome 

module.    You will remember that in this context we are bringing the light into the 

gondola so that the great majority of the astronomical instruments and auxiliaries 

are at cabin pressure. 

Or,  if it is a more major breakdown,  he returns to earth,   repairs the damage 

and starts up again,   like the clerk in heaven in Mark Twain*H story "Cap'.ain 

Stormfiehi's Visit to Heaven".    In this story,  you will remember,  the clerk of 

heaven in attempting to help Captain Stormlield find his way about,   tries to find the 

earth on their huge map of the universe.    He used a balloon to ascend and explore 

the various parts of llu   map.    It seems he got hungry,   came down,   packed ü lunch, 

and went up again.     This would have been more difficult had he been using a .satellite. 

It would also he more difficult to perform several interchangeable observations 

at will.    An astronomer in a balloon gondola can,  however,   obtain   he infrared 

spectrum of .1 Hare star,   switch to the photometer and obtain the scintillation-free 

light curve,   and .swing the camera in place and take a photograph of the field.    He 

can visually examine planetary and lunar markings and make an on tl.e spot decision 

as to which to observe,  and how to observe them.    And in all these cases he is able 

to make last minute critical adjustments of various kinds,  iidjustments which can 

easily make the difference between success and failure. 

The visual examin.dion of planetary and lunar details alone could well justify 

manned balloon astronomy,  even in the absence of the battery of other reasons 

already given.    The overwhelming difficulty in observing planetary details,   say, 

the decades-old controversy-producing matter of the canals of Mars,  for instance, 

is not the faintness of the object nor the resolving power of our telescopes but the 

many disturbing effects of the atmosphere which can bo lumped under the omnibus 

term of "astronomical seeing".    Even on nights of "good seeing" fine markings on 

the moon and the planets can be glimpsed only at momentary instants of comparative 

atmospheric qui'-t.    If Mars were viewed from above the atmosphere,  even though 

the image were not well stabilized and roamed through the field,  the observer's 

eye could easily accommodate to such motions and could continuously discern a 

wealth of details only tantali/.ingly suggested by momeniary glimpses from the 

surface of the earth.     The chance to visually observe the moon and planets for 

hour after hour,  uninterrupted by the "deafening noise" of the earth's atmosphere, 

would be an opportunity devoutly desired by many,  many astronomers.    This vision 

brings to mind the remark of the late Henry Norris Russell,   "When good astronomers 
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die they do not go to Heaven, they go to the moon. "   The undistottod vision pro- 

vidtd by an airle^B moon can he virtually duplicateH by a man in a balloon just 

fifteen to twenty miles above the surface of the earth. 

In short,  I emphatirally believe that the astronomer and hi i instru nents 

should be rarrieii to the top of the atmosphere in a routine basis.    By routine I do 

not mean every Monday,  Wednesday, and F'riday, but I do mean that such 

obmervations should be carried out without fanfare and troublesome publicity.   The 

day may well come when an astronomer will prepare for a series of observations 

at the top of the atmosphere with no more concern that he now gives to his prepara- 

tions for observations at a mountain-top observatory. 

Now perhaps I have not clearly separated the desiderata of making astronomical 

observations from the top of the atmosphere from the present technical capabilities 

of launching a balloon with,   say,  a two-ton load,  to 80, 000 feet for a period of many 

hours. 

The scientific mission must be examined entirely on its own merits and the 

technical capability oi providing the logistics for that mission must also be examined 

separately.    There are observations of the outside universe that can be made only 

from above the atmosphere.    The importance ol making such observations must bt 

assessed quite separately from the capability of carrying thern out.    If they are 

truly important, then the means of making them should be examined.    If we don't 

have the capability we should admit it and do soneihing abcut developing it,  before 

we attempt to marry the scientific mission to the technical logistic« capability. 

Otherwise we run into the amateur theatrical type of fiasco wi  had with Stargazer 

in which a scientific mission was shot down because of our lack of understanding 

of static electricity and explosive squibs,  among other things.    Clearly there could 

not have been a Project Mercury without an adequate booster.    Likewise,  Stargazer 

was impossible without an adequate booster. 

1 should like to assume,   in presenting the theses for Manned Balloon Astronomy, 

that this nation certainly has the capability of learmng how to launch large balloons 

with case,  with safety, and with-confidence.   There certainly is no reason at the 

present stage of the technical development of this country,  to have balloon launching 

a "crossed fingers" operation, or having to resort to the use of good luck charms. 

1 am simply going to assume that if this nation is capable of developing boosters to 

the moon and beyond it is capable of a booster to BO, 000 feet. 

In summing up,  1 believe we have the following:   Whrt is balloon astronomy? 

As a te< hnique,  balloon astronomy,   as distinguished from other types of scientific 

ballooning, consists of making those observations in astronomy which cannot be 

made from the surface of the earth,  or which can he made better and with greater 

significance from altitude. 
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The observations in balloon aetrunomy are not elementary.   In attempting to 
make better observations than can be made on earth,  it is obvious that one must 
utilize the reservoir of sophistication in observational techniques found in the 
major observatories on tho surface of the earth.   Obtaining good spectrograms of 
stars, distortion-free photographs of stsr clusters and distant galaxies, the light 
curves of eclipsing variables, or photographs of fine planetary and lunar surface 
details, are not elementary operations.   Therefore,  Jastrow and Newell1 s state- 
ment in the recent ATLANTIC MONTHLY holds particularly:   "In the early stages 
the simplest observations can be made by remote control.   In the later stages, 
when more difficult experiments are attempted, a trained human observer brings to 
the supervision of these experiments the ability to deal with unforeseen difficulty 
and to respond to unanticipated opportunities."   And I would like to add to that -- 
the ability to make those delicate, on the spot adjustments to equipment, that can 
be made only by the watchful human eye, the trained hand and the alert brain,  those 
adjustments which so frequently spell thv difference between a failure and an 
eminently successful experiment. 

• 
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XII   High Altitud« Survty Balloons 
A.D. Struble, Jr. 

Sea-Spac« System«, Inc. 

Abstract 

Sea-Space Systems has developed a small balloon which can achieve altitudes 
up to 150.000 ft, carrying survey instrument payloads.   Thib balloon utilizes the 
Corporation's new balloon fabric -- MEIIFAB.   Because of its very light weight and 
high strengta, MERFAB allows the construction of balloons with extreme altitude 
performance and cold temperature accommodation.  Operational objectives of this 
sur'-ey balloon include launching ease along with reasonable cost and good reliability. 
The new concept in launching is directed towards one man operation in elevated 
winds.   Recent flight experiences with the balloon and unique launching technique 
have indicated very satisfactory results. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

The development of MERFAB, P new light balloon fabric, is involved primarily 

with the desire to go to altitudes of 150,000 feel and above.   This desire stems from 

the fact that conventional balloon practice appears to have an asymptote ceiling at 

150,000 feet.   This is a barrier which SSS would hope to raise.   In order to do this, 

it is necessary to achieve a considerably lighter fabric than is generally available, 

the latter being associated with Mylar, polypropylene, polyethylene and some of the 

more recent scrim types.   Three years ago, it was the conclusion that, in order to 

go towards lighter fabrics, a thinner film was required; and, that going to thinner 

films it would be found they were necessarily rather weak and would not handle the 

loads that would be experienced in a flight from launch thru the tropopause to alti- 

tudes of 150,000 fee*.   As a consequence the films would have to be reinforced to 

some degree.   Thus, it was necessary to create a very thin film which would take 

the gas pressure and then by the use of reinforcing mesh, the strength requirements 

could be met. 

The films used for MERFAB in SSS' current efforts are directed primarily 

towards the utilization of a 1/4 mil thickness made from a polyethylene derivative. 

Strength members are nylon bonded to the polyethylene in a number of different 

grid patterns depending upon the particular strength requirements of the 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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system.   Tht- test unite in Figure 1 embody several different approaches to grid pat- 

terns.   Some initial problems wer«   encountered with delamination at altitude environ- 

mental temperatures of minus I>0 degrees   F, handling temperatures in the regime of 

minus 110 degrees F   are now easily satisfied.   A second aspect, that of fabricating 

an operational balloon of this very light material, involves the problem of quality 

control.   It was found that the conventional techniques for quality control do not apply 

because t;»e material is relatively fragile, thus, the handling processes requin- 

special attention and ••■nting techniques are unique.   These factors have re( eived 

developmental effort over the past two years with a resulting low weight high strength 

fabric and a compatible processing technique. 

It is interesting to note that, originally when SSS first started making the very 

light fabrics, it was done by hand on ■ loom with weavers passing the shuttle back 

and forth; this, of course, was a very laborious process.   About the time a crew of 

Navajo Indian rug weavers was engaged, Mr.  Tom Kelly said we were   violating the 

child labor laws, and it would have to be done a different way.   Consequently, during 

the summer of 196.1, SSS completed the development of a prototype fabrication 

machine to effect the weaving automatically.   The machine not only weaves, but if 

also laminates and cures in one continuous process. 

Now, turning to the potential of this fabric, the drive to date has been directed 

primarily »oward very high altitude flights. If lower flight altitudes are dtoired ■■ 
say 100,000 feet or less -- and the job can be done with a polyethylene or neoprene 

type balloon, IIERFAB does not appear to have application, however, if altitudes in 

excess of 100,000 feet are required and in particular altitudes of 150,000 feet, then 

M ER FAB is strongly indicated. For future reference in the case of superpressure 

balloons and/or load carriers, it appears tha'. the material has excellent potential. 

As a first step in using MFHFAH for an operational application it was felt that 

a modest case should be attempted involving a sounding balloon which would carry 

a small payload to an altitude of 150,000 feet.   This useage means generating the 

capability of built-in gas containment with a large expansion ratio.   By way of visual- 

ization, if one starts with a cubic foot of lifting gas at sea level, it will expand to well 

over 350 cubic feet by the time it gets to the altitudes of interest; M ER FAB can repre- 

sent this type of volumetric change capacity. 

Now for this first step, what are the specifics that would be desirable?   Cer- 

tainly, there are a number of scientists and military personnel who would be interested 

in carrying scientific payloads to 150,000 feet.   As a consequence, it was determined 

that a reasonably small scientific payload to that altitude would be commensurate 

with a radiosonde.   Thus a design point of 150,000 feet with a StS pound payload was 

chosen.   Certainly, weather considerations were paramount including the accommo- 

dation of temperatures in the equitori il regions to minus i^O degrees F, the latter 

f- 
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Figure 1.   Inflation of Balloon Samples Prior to the Environmental Test Sequence 
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create major problems for neoprene type baDuons.   In order to stand strong wind 
shears in transit of the tropopause the design should have a large degree of struc- 

tural capacity.   Lastly, there was a strong desire to ceate a balloon that hat! 

launching ease for the untrained user. 

In reference to previous balloon history, It is a well established fa-t that 

balloon launching is quite a problem.   Thus, one of the major objectives was to pro- 

vide a balloon that a scientist could take in the back of his truck or station wagon, 

quickly set it up and    launch by   pulling a lever.   His efforts, then would not be 

expended on the support train for the balloon or launching equipment but rather he 

could concern himself primarily with the scientific experiment.   Thus, the design 

must generate a launching technique that can accommodate a reasonable amount of 

wind, has a flexible mobile launching capability, and can be launched by one man if 

necessary. 

The design point of 150,000 feet and a 3.5 pound payload is shown on the perfor- 

mance graph. Figure 2.   The curve gives the general operational effectiveness of 

the MER-H-3 design.   If the balloon performance capability is examined, it is seen 

that a 12 pound payload can be lofted to 140,000 feet. 

MER-H-3 Balloon specifications are presented in Figure 3.   The size of theses 

level bubble is 10 feet In diameter with the top 9.5 feet above the ground.   Consider- 

ing that there is probably quite a long line associated with the payload in order to 

remove it from the air stream perturbations caused by the balloon, a launch train of 

approximately 200 feet results.   It should be noted that this is a fairly lengthy train 

for a one man launch.   The balloon at 150,000 feet will have a 79 foot diameter.   At 

launch it requires 334 cubic feet of lifting gas. 

In operational launches, it has been demonstrated that one man can prepare 

and fill the balloon in approximately 30 minutes; launching is effected by a lever 

release.   The latter, in addition to creating one man feasibility, is extremely effec- 

tive in situations where the launch has to be coordinated with another operation with 

release on the zero countdown.   For some cases a reasonable amount of acceleration 

control has been included to limit the high "g" dynamic launch loads. 

In terms of the balloon launching hardware. Figure 4 represents a complete 

system including a radiosonde payload and associated parachute.   The balloon is 

packed in a box, which sits in a foldable launcher.   The gas requirement can be 

effected with three standard bottles.   Figure 5 shows the launcher set up for opera- 

tion and the balloon protective covering folded out.   Attention must be given to the 

protection of ihe balloon material because it cannot be handled in the conventional 

manner.   It is relatively fragile and if pulled with the fingers, stress concentrations 

can result with the possibility of gas leakage.   Thus, the protective system is design- 

ed to prevent the user  from  actually grasping  the balloon itself with his hand. 
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Figure 2.   Paylcud vs Alti'.udt' for MKR-H-.» Design 

The balloon is contained in its tranHportaU:;:i box with the balloon never emerging 

from the box until the actual launch.   The uection that IH inflated for the initial bub- 

ble fill is protected by an outside sheath coveting which cornea off after launch. 

In Figure 6 the bubble is fully inflated, ready for launch.   It should be noticed 

that the launcher has two arms to the front, and one arm to the rear.   Thin configu- 

ration allows orientation of the twin arms into the wind in such a way as to resist 

the wind forces.   There is a tab arrangement to hold the bubble secure and shield 

the balloon from wind gusts.   The taut bubble installation can sit in a reasonable 

amount of wind, then, with a man to the rear holding the paylosd in one hand, the 
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■     PERFORMANCE: 3.5 LBS TO 150000 FT 

|     SIZE: S.L. BUBBLE - 10 FT DIA. 
9-1/2 FT GND. TO TOP     \ 

S.L. TRAIN 200 FT w-P.L. 

150 K ALT 79 FT DIA. 

{     FILL REQ. HE GAS "S.L. 534 FT3 STP                          | 

j     LAUNCH ONE MAN PREP. »MIN. 

LEVER RELEASE 

"G" CONTROL 

Kiguif M,    MIU-M   .< Mulloon CharacUTiHticH 

Figure 4.   Complete MER-H-3 System. Including Radiosonde Payload 
and Associated Parachute 

• 
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Figure f>.   Launcher Set Up for Operation with the Balloon Protective 
Covering KohieH Out 

Figure 6.   Bubble Fully Inflated. Ready for Launch 
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Figure 7.   MER-H-3 an Instant after Release 

balloon can be launched by pulling the -elease lever with the other.   Launchings to 

date have been highly successful.   The maximum condition experienced in the lee of 

an inflation building has been in a wind of 20 knots with gusts to 2b, this represents 

■\ high capacity to accommodate wind. 

It is felt that the launch capability described above can go to even larger bubbles 

associated with 2 million cubic feet balloons while still maintaining the system 

portability.   Several launches are scheduled with 1.5 million cubic feet balloons 

carrying 25 pound puyloads using this same launch equipment. 

Figure 7 shows the MER-H-3 balloon just an Instant after release.   It Is seen 

that the protective sheath has now cleared the launcher; it will be released after the 

balloon has ascended further.   Additional protection of the fabric durlnp ascent tra- 

jectory Is achieved by a system of reefing which Is removed progressively as the 
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Figure 8.   MER-H-3 Ascending 

balloon goes to altitude. The next two figures successively picture the bubble and- 
launch train as the balloon clears the ground; the long length of the train is clearly 

visible. 
Flight progress to date can be summarized for a unit whose performance alti- 

tude was 146,000 feet in the following AEC press release: 

"Near record altitudes for unmanned balloons were reached in test flights at 
Tonopah (Nev.) Test Bange when one reached an altitude of 145,000 feet (about 27 
miles) on October 4. 

"The previous National Aeronautics and Space Administration record of 148,000 
feet was set by a U.S. Navy Skyhook balloon on September 4, 1959. 

"Designed to carry radiosonde weather observing equipment, the balloons were 
tracked by radar to give wind observations and altitudes with about 50-foot accuracy. 
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Figure 9.   Launch 'I rain Deployed 
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"Weathrr data at these altitudes are used in atudiefc of world-wide stratosphei ic 

fallout. 

"The balloons were designed and manufactured by Sea-Space Systems, Inc., of 

Torrance, California.    A thin polyethylene plastic film is used to make them retain 

flexibility at temperatures as low as -112 degrees F,   which is often encountered 

in the stratosphere." 
In summary, the following accomplishments appear pertinent: 

(a) three years of developmental work have achieved a light, relatively strong 

fabric having potential for high altitude balloon flight, 

(b) a launching technique exhibiting very desirable operational characterlitics 

has been realized, 

(c) the MKH-H-J balloon vehicle for carrying a 3.5 pound scientific payload to 

150,000 feet is considered to be off-the-shelf; larger payloads to 12 pounds can be 

carried to 140,000 feet, and 

(d) there is strong growth potential nolding promise for larger payloads to 

altitudes on the oreier of 150,000 feet. 



XIII   Capabilities of Captive Balloon Systems 

James A. Menke 
Anoka Facility, Vlron Division, 

Geophysics Corporation of America 

Abstract 

Captive balloon systMns lall into three categories:   (I) spherical or natural 

shaped balloons, (2) aerodynatnically shaped or blimp shaped balloons, and (3) cap- 

tive balloons employing flex-wing, Kegallo-wing, and kiting principles.   This paper 

is concerned with the capabilities of the first two categories Only. 

Natural shaped captive balloons have been inflated to a gross lift of 11,000 

pounds and have been flown to altitudes of 1500 feet above the terrain.   The C    of 

these balloons is approximately .45 when pressurized.   Development of "sail 

effects" on slack balloons imposes a severe limitation on thtit usage in winds above 

20 knots. 

Aerodynamically shaped balloons carrying payloads of 6,000 pounds have been 

flown to altitudes of 5,000 feet above the terrain and have remained stable in winds 

in excess of 50 knots.   Altitudes as high as 15,000 feet have been achieved witb 

aerodynamically shaped captive balloons. 

I8:i 
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1.    NATURAL SHAPED CAPTIVE BALLOONS 

The first large "Nat iral Shaped" (inverted tear drop) captive balloons« of 
modern vintage, were built in 1956 for use as aerial supports for nuclear weapons 
and measurement devices.    The largest of these balloons had a gross lift of 
11, 000 pounds at 6, 000 feet above Mean Sea i^evel and were elevated to about 1500 
feet above the terrain. 

Thcne balloons were built utilizing a nylon cloth shroud and a polyethylene 
liner.   The nylon weighed 3. 4 oz. /sq. yd. and had a warp and fill strength in excess 
of 300 lbs. /in.    Liners were made from 2 mil thick polyethylene.    End fittings were 
coupled 'ogether after the liner was placed in the shroud. 

Tests in various wird conditions indicate that the drag coefficient of large 
natural shaped captive balloons is about 0. 45.    Also since these balloons are not 
pressurized,  high wind loading conditions cause severe "sails" or cupping to occur 
which can produce cable loads in excess of 25, 000 pounds.   Shroud-liner natural 
shaped balloons have safely withstood such forces. 

The greatest deterrent to the use of natural shaped shroud-liner balloons is 
the high drag coefficient which causes a large horizontal displacement in winds 
over 20 knots. 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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Figure  1.    German Drachen Balloon 

2.     HISTORY OF STREAMLINE SHAPED CAPTIVE BALLOONS 

Development of streamline shaped captivr ballOOIUi probably Ix-gan about 1893 

when Perceval and Sigsfcld designed the German Drachi-n balloon.    At the beginnin 

of World War I the French designed and manufac tun-d the faquot balloon,  named 

for its designer Major Caquot.    This denign was copied by Great Mritain,  the Unite 

States, Russia and Germany. ' Many balloons of thin basic design were flown.    Size 

ranged from about 20, 000 cubic feet to about IS, 000 cubic feet. 

The Drachen balloon had a cylindricaliy shaped envi-Utpe with hemispherically 

shaped ends. A large rudder and small parachutes as shown in Figure 1 provided 

directional stability.   It was pressurized by ram air only. 

The Caquot balloon was more streamlined.    There were many variations ol 

envelope shape and tail fin design.    A sketch of a typical Caquot type balloon is 

shown in Figure 2.   They were also pressurized with ram air. 

During World War I captive balloon development was also pursued in Italy. 

These balloons were similar in design to the Caquot type except that their fineness 

ratio was much smaller. 

Development of the well known barrage balloons began ab  'it 1926 in England. 

Other than the construction and flying of these balloons,  no further work of 

significance was accomplished until about 1056.    At this time under sponsorship 

of the U.  S.  Air Force,  work was started on the development of captive balloons 

using stronger and lighter synthetic films and fibers in their construction. 

"'- 
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Figure 2.   Caquot Balloon 

The firat experimental model was constructed of a laminate of polyester and 
polyethylene.   This balloon weighed about 17 pounds and had a volume of 775 cubic 
feet.    This was probably the first captive balloon that employed an electrically 
powered fan to maintain differential pressure. 

In 1957, also under U. S. Air Force sponsorship, a balloon was constructed 
using a nylon cloth envelope and polyethylene liner.    This balloon weighed about 
400 pounds and had a volume of about 16, 500 cubic feet.   It was also equipped with 
a pressurizing fan.   Many shroud-liner balloons of this type were flown during the 
following two year period. 

In 1958 work was started on the design and construction of a captive balloon 
using an old concept, for example, a resin coated fabric, but incorporating nylon« 
a lighter and stronger fabric, and E. I. duPont Hypalon, a better weathering and 
abrasion resistant coating.   It had a volume of about 380, 000 cubic feet and 
weighed about 8, 000 pounds.   A Navy Class "C" shape of 3 to 1 fineness ratio was 
used with three air inflated airfoil shaped tail fins.   Differential pressure was 
maintained with motor driven fans.   During the past five years approximately 
thirty balloons of this general type have been constructed and flown.   There have 
been many variations in material, size, fineness ratio and shape. 

3.    FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE DESIGN OF CAPTIVE BALLOONS 

The design of captive balloons for specific applications is largely dependent 
on (1) maximum and minimum wind velocity which will be encountered, (2) launch 
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and flight altitude,   (3) payload weight,  (4) flight duration,  (5) useful life of bclloon, 

(6) stability and (7) temperature extremes. 

Usually wind velocity is the most influential factor.   The problem is twofold, 

that of balloon design and that of restraining the balloon with a suitable cable. 

Captive balloons have flown in winds up to 60 knots at 5,000 ieet above Mea i Sea 

Level. 

In order to operate in high wind velocities a heavy and high strength tether 

cable must be used.    No problem exists here in lifting the rabk- since the buoyant 

lift is augmented by aerodynamic lift.    However, the balloon must also be capable 

of flying in a zero wind or minimum wind condition and lift the same heavy cable. 

Since buoyant force Is proportional to displaced volume V,  and aerodynamic forces 

arc proportional to surface area of V  '   , It Is evident that balloon volume ran be 

Increased until both wind conditions are satisfied.    The resultant size may how- 

ever be prohibitive due to the extremely large and heavy handling equipment that 

would be required.    Tall fin size and shape can also be varied such that a highly 

negative pitching moment coefficient Is obtained.    Figure 9 si- )ws aerodynamic 

characteristics of a Vlron captive balloon of 3. 5 to 1 fineness ratio.   In low wind 

velocities the pitch angle Is set at about 10 degrees and as the wind velocity In- 

creases the pitch angle will decrease to about 5 degrees thereby reducing aero- 

dynamic lift. 
Aerodynamic drag must also be considered.   One of Ihv problems Is that of 

determining the fineness ratio of a streamlined body of least resistance for a given 
2 2 

volume V.    The volume of a given shape Is proportional to LD   or D   f where: 

L - balloon length,   D ■ balloon diameter and f ■ L/D denotes fineness ratio.   The 
2 2/3 frontal area A Is proportional to I)   or (V/f)   '   .    For a given wind velocity, air 

density and balloon volume, the drag I) • Cp l/2pv   A Is therefore proportional to 
2 li Cp'f '    where Cp - parasite drag coefficient.    Curve I in Figure 4 Indicates how 

2/'i 
Cp varies with fineness ratio and Curve II Indicates the variation of Cp/f  '    with 

fineness ratio.   Since envelope material strength and therefore weight are largely 

determined by maximum balloon diameter the more efficient design Is one with o 

flnenesG ratio of about 5 or 6.    Experiment has shown that these curves describe 

many bodies of various streamline form. 

This admittedly has been a simplification of the problem for several reasons. 

One Is that a zero pitch angle and therefore zero Induced drag has been assumed. 

Bending moments In the envelope due to gust loads have also been neglected. 

Aerodynamic forces on the stabilizer fins have likewise been neglected.    The 

foregoing analysis is nevertheless useful in obtaining a qualitative understanding 

of captive balloon design.    Wind tunnel model tests and instrumented flight model 

tests are usually relied upon for design data. 

rr~ 
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Figure 4.   Drag Versus Fineness Ratio for Many Streamline Forms 
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Altitude rapabillty for v given volume is determined by the total cable weight 

and payluad weight that must be elevated, and the air density at flight altitude. 

Cable length and strength are therefore determining factors which in turn are 

deUTinined by maximum wind velocity that will be encountered.    Streamlined 

captive balloons have flown at altitudes up to 15, 000 feet above Mean Sea Level 

in winds of about 25 knots.   It is reasonable to assume that an altitude of about 

25, 000 feet could be attained with a balloon construction based on current design 

features. 

Payload weight that can be carried by a captive balloon of a given volume is 

determined by air density at flight altitude, coble length and wind velocity. 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 arc typical load-aititude curves based on current design 

practices. 

Flight duration depends on permeability of the envelope material and capacity 

of the power supply that l.> used to run fans that pressurize the fins and envelope. 

Continuous one week flights have been conducted. 

Useful balloon life is determined by decree of material abrasion that the 

balloon Is subjected to In ground handling operations and weatherability of the 

material, et 'ecially its resistance to Ultraviolet  degradation.    With materials 

now in use at least one year of useful life can be expected. 
Stability of captive balloons was first studied by Balrstow in 1915.    He showed 

that the motion of a captive balloon could bv calculated by the use of sixth degree 

equations,  however his method has never been successfully applied since certain 

necessary derivatives have not been determined.    Later several attempts for a 

solution were made whereby higher order terms of the differential equations were 

neglected.    However, it has been found that stability of captive balloons is not 

amenable to calculation. 

Instrumented flight tests have provided the most useful stability information 

although more work of this type needs to be done.   Flight tests have shown that 

the motion of captive balloons is generally damped aperiodic, that is, when the 

balloon is disturbed, usually by a wind gust. It will converge to its equilibrium 

flight condition.   This is true for both lateral and longitudinal motion.   It has 

been found,  however, that as the tether cable length is shortened,  the motion 

becomes oscillatory, and with further shortening of the cable It becomes undamped 

and oscillatory.   This condition is noticed at altitudes up to about 400 feet.   At 

altitudes above 3, 000 feet It Is r 4 uncommon for a balloon to remain within a 

circular flight area of 25 feet radius for an hour or longer when the winds are 

steady.   Iti motion at these altitudes Is determined by wind conditions. 

Temperature extremes that the balloon is expected to encounter affect balloon 

design in two ways.    First, a suitable material must be used that will not become 

brittle in cold temperatures.    Materials now being used have been flexed and 
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loaded at temperatures as low as -ISO'F with no visual detriment.   Second, the 

balloon and ballonet volume must be large enough so that at extremely cold 

temperatures when the ballonet is completely inflated the remaining volume of 

lifting gas is sufficient to support the load.   Then too,  as the temperature in- 

creases the balloon must be large enough to contain all the lifting gas as. a result 

of expansion.   If it is not large enough, gas will be expelled. 

4.     BASIC CAPTIVE BALLOON DESIGNS 

Three basically different types of captive balloon designs are currently being 

pursued.    The difference is essentially the method that is used to maintain a 

constant differential pressun-.    These methods are (1) a ballonet, (2) mechnical 

tension members and (3) highly elastic envelope material.    The ballonet type is 

the most widely used.    As gas in the envelope contracts or expand», air is forced 

into or out of the ballonet so that a constant pressure is maintained.   An electrically 

powered blower actuated intermittently by a pressure switch forces air into the 

ballonet.    When the pressure in the envelope and ballonet increases to a certain 

predetermined value, usually about 1.0 inch 11./),  the blower shuts off and u 

check valve closes.    A valve expels air from the ballonet if the pressure becomes 

too high due to gas expansion. 

Mechanical tension members are also used to compensate for volume changes. 

Steel springs,   rubber cords and motor cable assemblies have been used internally 

such that the envelope cross section is formed into three or more lebes.   In like 

manner, tension members have been attached tangentially to the outer surface of 

the envelope.    Balloon circumference is thereby varied as gas expansion and 

contraction takes place. 

The third method incorporates a highly clastic envelope skin.   Volume changes 

are accomplished by stretching the envelope.   Very little work har been done with 

this type construction.   One of the reasons for this is the absence of a suitable 

lightweight, strong and impermeable material. 

5.     CURRENT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF BALLONET TYPE CAPTIVE 
BALLOONS 

Most ballonet type captive balloons now being designed are constructed of 

longitudinal gores running the full length of the balloon,  as shown in the photographs. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8.    These gores are joined by sewing and use of adhesives or 

by adhesives alone. 
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Figure 7.   3-50-OC Viron Geocap Balloon 
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Figure 9.    Sketch of Typical Viron Geocap 

Inflatable fins are sewn to the surface of the envelope.    The fins are shaped 

by sewing in  nylon  cloth ribs that are cut to an air-foil shape. 

For some applications, fins are inflated with helium through a duct that 

connects then to the envelope. About 10 percent or 15 percent more lift is ob- 

tained in this way. However, due to the additional surface area, permeation is 

also incoased. For most applications, the fins are air filled and connected to 

the ballonet compartment by a duct. A sketch of a typical ballonet type balloon 

now in use is shown in Figure 9. 

In the past few years many new materials have been developed that are ideal 

for balloon use.    TheM materials fall inio two categories.    These categories are 

(1) coated fabrics and (2) plastic films and combinations of coated fabric and 

plastic films. 

Coated fabrics have been used extensively in captive balloons.    Both cotton, 

dacron ami nylon base fabrics have bem used.    Because of its higher strength to 

weight ratio, almost all "arge «'aptivo balloons are now bring constructed of nylon. 

Coatings that have been used include neoprene,  rubber,  urethane and E. I.  duPont 

Hypalon.    Various pigments have been added to these coatings in order to shield 

the base cloth from ultraviolet radiation.    Aluminum has been used extensively 

for this purpose.    Tests have shown that for coated fabrics at least a 7 ounce total 
weight of two ply construction is required for good permeability.   A permeability 

of less than 1/2 liter per square meter per 24 hours is being used as a design 

specification at Viron. 
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For smaller balloons,  plastic films and combinations of films and coati'd 

J fabrics are more suitable.    Polyesters,  polyethylene and urethancs are some of 

the films that have been used.    They have been used as single sheets and bonded 

together in laminate form.    Nylon and dacron threads and cloth have also been 

laminated between films and on the outer surfaces.    Experience has shown that 

a total weight of at least 1-1/2 ounces per sqjare yard i;. required for suitable 

permeability.    However,   a material this light does not have the required strength 

or tear resistance for use in captive balloons.    At this time the lightest weight 

material suitable for captive balloon use weighs about 4 ounce! per square yard. 

Figure 10 shows approximate envelope material weig'it versus balloon volume. 

6. SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

Primary support equipment consists of tether cables and winches.    Most 

balloons are flown on steel cables although synthetic fiber ropes are used on home 

small balloons.    Steel is more widely used because of its better abrasion resistance. 

Figure 11 shows the strength versus weight of cables made from different materials. 

A cable made up of glass roving impregnated with a resin has been investigated 

as one method of increasing the strength to weight ratio.    Thus far brittleness of 

the glass libers has been the hindering factor. 

Standard winches with a few modifications have been adequate for all captive 

balloon flights tlms far. 

7. TYPICAL CAPTIVE BALLOON OPERATIONS 

Captive balloons are inflated under a nylon web net for almost all operations. 

When inflation is completed,  the harness lines are adjusted to proper tensions and 

the main tether cable attached to the harness rigging.    For balloons larger than 

about 75,000 cubic feet the net ic parted in the middle by firing pyrotechnic Loaded 

cable cutters.    For smaller balloons,   it is pulled off by hand.    Cable is then payed 

out at about 100 feet per minute until the balloon reaches operating altitude. 
Captive balloons have been flown in extreme cold climates and in the tropics. 

They have been launched from both land and flight decks at sea. 

Many operations require that the balloon bv held in a precise position with 

respect to a ground reference point.    This is accomplished by tethering the balloon 

with three cables where the cables approximate a tripod configuration.    By 

selectively operating one or more tethering winches the balloon can be held in 

position.    Television cameras and monitors have been used to view its position. 
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Figure 11.    Strength Versus Weight for Various Cable Materials 

A balloon flying at 1 S00 feet above terrain has been positioned to within t 3 feet. 
The problem here was to design suitable equipment in which the deviation from 

the reference point could be monitored. 

8.      CAPTIVE BALLOONS FLOWN IN TANDEM 

Captive balloons identical to those shown in Figure 8 have been flown in 
tandem,  that is,  three balloons were flown one on top of the other with a short 
length of cable separating them.    The tether cable passed through the envelope 
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surface.    This method of tethering provides a more versa'ile system and is 

advantageous when high altitude tethering is required. 

For operations where the payload weight is varied,  this method of tethering 

is useful.    For light loads a single balloon is used and for heavier loads one or 

more additional balloons are attached to thf stacking cable.    Then too,  ground 

handling equipment can be .standardized since only one balloon size is required 

regardless of payload weight. 

High altitudes can be attained by tethering balloons in tandem.    In this type of 

system,  the balloons are separated by several thousand feet,  the intermediate 

balloons used primarily to lift the tether cable.   Although a high altitude flight has 

not been attempted vith tandem balloons,  it seems likely that an altitude of 40, 000 

feet to 50, 000 feet could be attained with the present design. 

9.     COST 

The cost of captive balloons varies considerably depending on design 

specifications. 

Generally for balloons up to 500.000 cubic feet the cost is less than $100,000.00. 
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Abstract 

The recent development of balloon .systems which derive lilt trom hot an   is 

based on the ase of modern envelope materials and in-flight fuel systems.   The 

present capabilities of such systems are reviewed, and several applications are 

described. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

In I7H.1 ini-n first left the earth in a flying machine --a hot air balloon.   This 

history making aerostat was built by the Montgolfier brothers of France.   Following 

only three months of balloon exiK-riments two men were lifted by a bag filled with 

smoke and hot air.   Th« builders, not understanding the buoyancy principles Invol- 

ved, initially believed that it was the «moke which provided the lift. 

When report! of these flights reached Professor J. A. E. Charles of Paris, who 

understood the principles of buoyancy, he mistakenly assumed that they had used 

hydrogen as a lilting gas.   Thereupon, he set out to design a balloon to use hydrogen 

as a lifting medium and witlin a few weeki  he built and flew the first hghte.-than- 

air gas balloon. 

Thus, for th" past 180 years balloons have generally been classed as Montgolfier 

-- using hot air -- or C'harlier -- using lighter- han-air gases. Certain basic differ- 

ences characterize the two types. 

Montgolfier balloons are initially inflated with hot air to yield the desired lift 

for flight.   As heat is continually lost through the balloon envelope, heat must be 

continually added to the entrapped air to prolong the flight or to control the actionof 

(Author's manuscript receded for publication II December 1983) 
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the balloon.   OtherwiHe the lift dimlniHheH, and th«- t)ulloun HPMU'H back to earth. 

Charlier balloons are initially inflated with MMIH- lli(ht*T-than-air KasHuch aa hydro- 

gen, lielium, or coal gaa to yield the dfHlred lift for l h^hi.   Thil lift causes the 

balloon to ascend to a ponition of equilibrium when- the Inmyant force and the system 

weight balance.   As long as the balloon retains tli.   ;IIM MH lift will remain relatively 

constant over loi.g periodK of time. 

Both Montgolfier and   'harher balloons have been put to many uses.   These 

applications include sport flying, atmospheric exploration, scientific experimentation, 

and the carrying of men and equipment aloft for military purposes.   The aforemen- 

tioned basic differences have determined which type has beim used for specific 

applications.   The economy of initial inflation of the Montgolfier type, along with its 

tolerance of small holes In the balloon envelope, han made it popular for exhibition 

and sport flying.   In these applications, the envelope is deflated at the end of one 

flight and i »»used for the next.   However, the duration of a Montgolfier balloonflight 

is limited by the ability to replace the heat lost through the envelope in flight, and 

the altitude is limited by the amount by which the entrapped air can be heated. 

Therefore the Charlier type has been used more extensively for scientific and 

military balloon programs calling for prolonged flight and/or altitudes in excess of 

10,000 feet.   Kor these applications, the balloon envelope must be completely gas 

tight. 

In most modern high altitude flights the payload is returned to earth by para- 

chute and the Charlier balloon and its lifting gas are expended. 

The long-standing disregard of the hot air balloon as a scientific tool has been 

changed by the modernization of the Montgolfier. 

Work done with these systems in recent years has led to the development of a 

versatile and valuable family of vehicles.   Manned hot air balloon systems with on- 

board fuel supplies have been in extensive use since 1960, and unmanned versions 

have been used in sevi '-al important prograns. 

This paper will present some of the foundations on which these modern Mont- 

golfier systems are based, and review some of their operational characteristics 

and limitations.   Specific examples will illustr.-ite the uses of these systems. 

2.   TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

2.1 Balloon Buoyancy 

All balloon systems derive tneir lift from the classical buoyancy concept. That 

is, a balloon has buoyancy equal to the weight of ambient air which it displaces. 

Thus the amount of lift depends on the volume of the balloon and the relative densities 
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of thi   influling mt'diurn und the ambient air. 

V  (P, PK) (1) 

with 

L = lift (lb) 

V -- volume (ft 3) 

Pa B weight density of ambient air (lb/ft3) 
p. ■ weight density of inflation medium (lb/ft3) 

Unfortunately, envelope vclumc, ambient air density, and inflation medium den- 

sity can all vary.   However, there is a maximum volume to which a balloon envelope 

may be inflated which, neglecting minor changes due to variations in shape with 

variations in load, may he considered as constant.   Moreover, for most applications 

a hot air balloon is operated fully inflated.   Thus, the envelope volume of a hot air 

balloon can usually be considered as a constant. 

Ambient air density varies with ambient temperature and pressure.   Both tem- 

perature and pressure vary with altitude which results in the ambient air density 

decreasing approximately exponentially with an increasing altitude.   In general, the 

values associated w'th an AR DC model atmosphere are used for hot air balloon 

design. 

Likewise the heated air which is used as a lifting medium in the hot air balloon 

varies in density with temperature and pressure.   As these balloons are usually 

operated with an open throat at the bottom, the pressure within the envelope, neg- 
lecting head and ram effects, is equal to the ambient pressure.   Thus, by considering 

fully inflated balloons, the buoyancy of a hoi air balloon is controlled by the amount 

the enclosed gas is heated above the ambient temperature. 

L   -   Vp;i   (1  -  .-7^-) (2) 

with 

Ta  =  absolute temperature of the ambient air 

T.    »  average absolute temperature within the balloon 

(Equation 2 assumes that the balloon is filled with air.   In actual usage the 
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Inflation gas is a mixture of air and cotnbuHtlon products.   Thus, the resulta of 

Equation 2 are in error to the extent that the molecular wmght of the inflation mix- 

ture varies from the molecular weight of air.   The difference is small and may be 
neglected.) 

Table I gives some comparisons of specific lift (lb/ft'1) for hot air at various 

temperatures (above ambient), and for other lifting gases at several altitudes in an 

AR DC model atmosphere. 

TABLE 1.   Specific lift of gases at various altitudes 
in an AR DC model atmosphere 

1            Gases Level 5000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 fl 

Hot air (2000F) .0164 .0159 .0151 .0142 .0131 .0120 

Hot air (250oF) .0206 .0194 .0180 .0166 .0151 .0135    1 

Hot air (300on .0243 .0225 .0206 .0187 .0167 .0149 

Coal gas (ü. S.) .0483 .0416 .0357 .0304 .0257 .0216    | 

1 Ammonia .0317 .0273 .0234 .0199 .0169 .0142    1 
Helium .0660 .0568 .0487 .0415 .0351 .02!)5    | 

Hydrogen .0712 .0614 .0526 .0448 .0379 .0319    | 

In Equation 2, TL is defined at* the average absolute temperature within the bal- 

loon.   In the case whr'-e fuel is carried on board and heat is generated in flight, there 

will be temperature gradients from the heat source to the outside of the balloon. 

These gradients will al JO vary along the height of the balloon.   Figure 1 shows the 

results of measurements taken inside a static balloon in still air.   It is interesting 

to note that the average internal temperature is about the same as the maximum 

skin temperature which was measured at the crown of the balloon.   Figure 2 pre- 

sents the specific lift of a hot air balloon at sea level as a function of Walloon internal 

temperature when assuming ARDC model atmosphere ambient pressure and temper- 

ature.   Figure 3 presents the specific lift of a hot air balloon at sea level as a func- 

tion of ambient temperature when assuming a constant balloon internal temperature 

and ARIX" model atmosphere ambient pressure.   Figure 4 presents the specific lift 

of a hot air balloon a» a function of altitude when assuming an ARDC model atmo- 

sphere, and a constant temperature differential (Tj,  -  Ta ■ k). 

It is evident that a decrease In balloon internal temperature or an Increase in 

ambient temperature causes a decrease In specific lift. Likewise, an Increase In 

altitude decreases the specific lift.   Both of these results follow from Equation 1. 

' T'V'* 
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Lift is a function of density differential.   Perhaps a more significant illustration is 

provided in Figure 5 which presents the specific lift of a hot air balloon as a function 

of altitude when assuming an AR DC model atmosphere and a constant balloon inter- 

nal temperature.   This figurt-  takes into account the combined effects of pressure 

and temperature changes in the atmosphere.   Thu^ the increasing temperature differ- 

ential as altitude increases is reflected in a greater specific lift at a given altitude 

than is evident in Figure 4.   Likewise, Figure 6, which presents gross lift at several 

discrete altitudes as a function of balloon diameter, is based on a constant balloon 

internal temperature and an AHIX" model atmosphere.   Thus the gross lift of a given 

balloon in an ARDC model atmosphere can be conveniently c. .culated.   For example, 

at 10,000 feet, a 50 foot   balloon has u gross lift of 1,100 pounds, a 100 foot balloon 

9,000 pounds, and a 300 foot balloon 250,000 pounds.   Against this lift must be set 

the weight of the balloon system including envelope, rigging, and in-flight heating 

system to determine the payload which may be carried. 

2.2 Balloon System Weight 

2. 2. 1   ENVELOPE 

Hot air balloon envelopes may be constructed from a variety of materials.   A 

parti.il list of materials which have been utilized successfully includes: 

a. Acrylic-coated nylon 

b. Laminated mylar  and nylon cloth 

c. Laminated mylar and dacron scrim 

All of these materials possess to varying degrees the following desirable 

characteristics: 

a. High strength-to-weight ratio 

b. High temperature resistance 

c. Low or moderate porosity 

d. Ease of fabrication 

e. Resistance to carnage and deterioration in use 

All of the aforementioned materials can be used at temperatures up to 300PF. 

Other materials now under study may be usable at higher temperatures on future 

programs.   At the present time, M0*F is taken as the upper limit. 

Assuming typical values for some of the variables involved it is possible to 

arrive at some useful values for' envelope weight as a function of balloon diameter. 

A 50 foot balloon has a weight oi 45 pounds, a 100 foot balloon 500 poundb, and a 

W0 foot balloon about 18,000 pounds.    These weights as taken from Figure 7 are 

based on the following assumplions: 

» 
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a. Dynamic load factor  ■   2 (ground launched) 

b. Factor of safety  =  2 (manned system) 

c. Balloon average internal temperature =   250oF 

d. Operational altitude =   from sea level up to 40,000 feet 

e. An AKIX-' model atmosphere 

Figure 7 assumes an ideal fabric (stepped above 100 feet) which is of such a 

thickness and weight as to have the required allowable strength at the throat of the 

envelope.   This fab» ic will be extrapolated from an existing acrylic-coated nylon 

fabric which weighs .010 lb/ft2, has a strength of 40 lb/lin inch, and a thickness of 

3 mil.   The 50 foot balloons that are now in use on the manned flight programs are 

cunHtructed from this fabric and have a weight of approximately 100 pounds. 

My specifically designing each balloon individually, reduction below the values 

of Figu; e 7 may be realized in the higher weights.   For example, a 300 ft, envelope 

will weigh approximately 12,000 lbs when constructed of a combination of 2.3 and 

2.7 ounce base fabric (heavier fabric in throat section). 

2.2.2 RIGGING 

The function of rigging is to support a useful load beneath the balloon envelope. 

For most of the applications of current interest, this load will include a heating sys- 

tem and fuel supply so arranged as to provide heat for extended flight duration. 

Generally, the heating system ;9 supported at the base of the balloon with a number 

of load lines joining a stress distributing catenary curtain which is built into the 

balloon and a ring or bar to which the burner is mounted (Figure 8).   Fuel tanks 

may be carried beside or below the burner, in any convenient location, as deter- 

mined by the payload configuration.   The payload itself, is generally suspended from 

the same load lines as the heater. 

2.2.3 INFI-IGH1 HEATING SYSTEM 

The most important single feature of the modern Montgoltier balloon Systeme 

is the ability to carry an inflight heating system.   This inflight heating system not 

only extends the flight duration capability but permits accurate altitude control of 

the balloon system during flight.   By regulating the heat input into the balloon the 

gross lift may be controlled to yield ascent, level flight, or descent as desired. 

In theory, almost any fuel can be used to supply inflight heat.   In practice, 

liquid fuels have the desirable quality of continually adjustable volumetric control. 

With suitable burners, any liquid luel which is compatible with the operational envi- 
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Figure! 8.    Typical Burner Mounting on Hot Air Halluun 
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ronment of the balloon could be used.   Experience, however, has indicated that 

liquid propane, which passes cleanly through pre-heating coils is one of the more 

suitable fuels. 

A line of heat generators which use liquid propane has been developed.   Some 

operate at tank pressure, others at reduced pressure supplied through pressure 

regulatorr     Most are equipped with parallel metering and on-off valves.   The me- 

tering valve is used to achieve approximately level flight and the on-off valve is 

used to gain altitude rapidly and to check a descent by burning a relatively large 

quantity of fuel in a short time. 

Tankage for liquid propane falls into two broad categories.   I.C.C. approved 

tankage, for use in transporting propane and for contact with the general public, 

weighs approximately 75% of the contained fuel weight.   Specialized flight tankage 

not to be handled by the general public can weigh as low as 45% of the contained fuel 

weight. 

Some useful Information concerning aviilable propane inflight heating systems: 

TABLE 2.   In-flight heater data 

Propane energy 21,560 Btu per lb 

Burner weight 10 lb per million Btu/hr capacity 

I.C.C. tank weight 75% contained fuel weight 

Special tank weight 45% contained fuel weight 

Energy output 800 hp per burner (typical) 

The primary function of an inflight heating system for a ground-launched hot 

air system is to replace the heat lost through the envelope skin during flight.   While 

in a condition of equilibrium, the balloon will move with the surrounding a> and its 

heat losses will approximate those of a static balloon in still air.   When ascending, 

the relative movemen* ot the balloon through the air will increase the heat losses 

as a function of the ascent rate.   Likewise, a descending balloon will have an increased 

heat loss due to the relative movement through the air and the ventilating effect of 

the ingested mm air.   The heat loss rate of a static balloon in still air is a function 

of the following factors: 

a. Envelope material 

b. Envelope surface area 

c. Balloon average internal temperature 

d. Ambient air temperature 

The burner capacity should match the heat loss rate with a suitable excess to 
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allow for ascent or checking a descent. 

The amount of fuel to be carried is a function of the heat loss rate and the 

desired duration of flight.   Likewise, the tankage weight is a function of the amount 

of fuel to be carried. 

Figure 9 is provided for use in estimating burner requirement and fuel and 

tankage requirements as functions of envelope diameter.   This figure is based on 

several simplifying assumptions as follows: 

a. Envelope material is metulized 

b. Balloon average internal temperature is 250°F 

c. Balloon is at a sea level throughout the flight 

d. Flight is in an AR DC model atmosphere 

e. Fuel requirement is based on level flight only 

In addition to such liquid fuel in-flight heat systems, specialized pyrotechnic in- 

flight heating systems have been utilized.   It is expected that., for some specialized 

applications, pyrotechnic heaters will be more appropriate than liquid fuel systems 

and will, therefore, be used. 

A secondary function of the in-flight heating system is to assist in the initial 

warmup of the air within the balloon envelope.   In the case of ground launched sys- 

tems the initial warmup may be accomplished by an auxiliary burner-blower system 

in conjunction with the in-flight heater.   In the case of mid-air deployment systems, 

the initial warmup may be accomplished by  a one-shot liquid propane heater unit 

which is jettisoned after use.   In certain specialized cases a pyrotechnic heater may 

be used for initial warmup.   In any case, mid-air deplcyment systems and associated 

initial warmup heaters require specialized engineering. 

2.2.4   INTEGRATED SYSTEM WEIGHT 

The direct reading of an approximate payload in an Ail DC model atmosphere 

as n function of balloon diameter is shown in Figure 10. The plot is based on the 

following simplifying assumptions: 

a. Balloon average internal temperature is 250oF 

b. Envelope material is based on an available fabric 

c. Envelope material thickness is constant from throat to crown 

d. Rigging weight is 10% of the envelope weight 

e. Burner capacity allows a 50% increase in output over that which is required 
for level flight at sea level 

f.      Fuel required is sufficient for level flight only at sea level for the selected 
flight duration 

Based on these assumptions, the payload capacity of a 50, 100 and 300 foot 

•— 
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balloon is approximately 1,000, 8,100 and 228,000 pounds when floating a« 10,000 

feet. 

2.3 Hot Air Balloon Operation 

2.3.1 LOCJIS'IICS AND KCONOMY 

The remarkable compactness of a hot air balloon system is of special interent 
in programs where logistic problems are important.   Figure 11 presents the packed 

volume of the balloon envelope as a function of diameter based on an ideal fabric 

and packing factor of 2.   A 50 foot balloon can be packed in a volume of 2.2 cubic 

feet while a 100 and 300 foot balloon would occupy 25 and 900 cubic feet respectively. 

Figure 12 presents burner and fuel tankage volumes as functions of balloon diameters 

for various flight durations.   From these figures it is obvious that a hot air balloon 

system possesses very satisfactory logistic advantages when system weight is com- 

pared to payload capacity.   These features are even more impressive when it is 

remembered that for every pound of lift obtainable from a compressed light gas, 

that is heMum, hydrogen, and so forth, ute» . cylinders weighing up to 10 lbs are 

required to contain that gas.   Thus the logistics of transporting lighter-than-air 

lifting gas to a remote lau ich site or in an airborne vehicle becomes quite formid- 

able. 

Hot nr balloons hold economic advantages also, in that lighter-than-air lifting 

gasfH are not readily reclaimable from an inflated envelope at the termination of a 

flight. Thus the lighter-than-air balloon must be stored inflated between flights to 

conserve gas, or be reinflated with gas at approximately $1.00 per pound of lift for 

each flight. This economy reflects in logistics also in that the hot air balloon may 

be readily deflated and packed for transportation and/or storage at the end of a flight. 

2.3.2 ENVELOPE INFLATION 

It is customary to use an auxiliary blower unit initially to inflate the balloon 

for ground launch operations.   As inflatior proceeds, the inflation air is heated by 

auxiliary heaters and/or the inflight heater.   Since commercial blowers are avail- 

able in u wuie range of capacities, it is possible to match blower capacity to bi lloon 

size to keep balloon inflaaon time relatively short.   The average inflation time for 

a 50 foot balloon is approximately 10 minutes. 

Balloon systems which are deployed in mid-air can be inflated by ingesting 

ram air through the open throat of the envelope as the system descends.   The infla- 

tion air may be partially heated as it is ingested, or inflation may be completed with 

1 
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air at ambient temperature.   In either event, the fully inllut  d envelope will be rapidly 

heated to operational temperature.   This rapid heating can be accomplished by an 

in-flight heater with a large capacity and/or an auxiliary one-shut heater which can 

be jettisoned after warmup is completed.   Figure 13 is a time/altitude plot of a 

Raven Industries, Inc. drop test in which the envelope was filled by ram air at am- 

bient temperature.   The inflated envelope was then heated by a propane burner to 

bring about float and ascent.   No attempt was made to control the heat output to 

bring about level flight, therefore, the system ascended until the fuel supply was ex- 

hausted. 

Another means of heating the ingested ram air is by the use of pyrotechnic heat 

and/or gas generators.   For some specialized applicitions the use of pyrotechnics 

is advisable. 

2.3.3 IN-FUGHT CONTROL 

Halloon systcm control is limited to controlling the ascent or descent rates. 

Sine»1 the hot air balloon acts as a reefed parachute, the terminal velocity is low, 

even if tn-flight heating is discontinued.   This is illustrated in Figure 13 where the 

desccTif rate, after burnout, was approximately 15 ft/sec.   In the 2-man personnel 

luilloon, it hab been found necessary to open vents in the balloon »n order to descend 

at u rate in excess of 1,000 feet per minute. 

Unlike actual parachutes, the hot air balloon can become buoyant at any given 

level within its rfperating range.   Once the heat input is matched to heat losses, the 

system resembles a retro-rocket with a prolonged zero velocity capability.    Alti- 

tude adjustments stepwise, and in either direction, may be repeated at will for as 

many times as desired, within the limit of fuel carried on board. 

The maximum rate of rise which can be achieved by hot air balloons has not 
bee:, clearly established but it is believed to lie between 1000 and 1500 fpm.   It is 

not known what elfect the heat output of the balloon will have on drag.   The boundary 

control possibilities of hot air balloons remain to be studied. 

2.3.4 LANDING 

The ability of a ho' air balloon to remain airborne at low altitudes for extended 

periods makes for ease in selecting a landing area.   Once a landing site has been 

selected, the fuel is turned off and the balloon descends.   For maneuvering in areas 

with limited space, a side vent may be opened to accelerate descent.   Prior to 

touchdown all fuel valves may be turned off, to preclude any fires. 

After the balloon load has reached the ground, the balloon may be rapidly defla- 

ted by a method in use on the reusable manned versions.   A large aperture is opened 
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in the crown, and complete deflation takes place in a few seconds.   This aperture is 

readily closed, and the balloon is easily prepared for re-use. 

3.    APPLICATION 

3.1  General 

The present day hot air balloon has a wide range of applications which include: 

a. Manned hot air balloons 

b. Flare support systems 

c. Mid-air recovery systeme 

d. Heavy-load transport systems 

e. Captive hot air balloons 

These application fall into two broad categories. 

The first category includes thosi- flights wherein the balloon is initially inflated 

on the ground by auxiliary equipment.   The manned flights and the unwieldy load 

transportation flights fall into this category.   The hot uir balloon system has distinct 

advantages for applications uf this category in the fields of logistics of ground launch 

equipment, cost of lifting gas, and reusability of the balloon envelope. 

The second category includes those flights wher< in the balloon in initially infla- 

ted in the air by airborne auxiliary equipment.   Small, unmanned systems for sup- 

porting a light pgyload for 5 to 45 minutes, as well as systems for recovery of 

devices returning from outer space fall into this category.   The hot air balloon sys- 

tem has distinct advantages for applications of this category in the logistics of air- 

borne envelope inflation equipment and the maneuverability of the balloon system. 

3.2 Specific 

3.2.1    MANNED HOT AIR BALLOONS 

The modern Montgolfiers which have been most used to date are piloted, re- 

usable, manned balloons called VULCOONS.   These are used for pilot training, 

scientific investigation, and sports purposes.   Figure 14 illustrates such a Raven 

Industries balloon.   This particular balloon is 50 feet in diameter and has a volume 

of 61,000 cubic feet,   The material is 1.1 ounce nylon .r-.pregnated with an acrylic 

resin.   It has a gross capacity of approximately ll'AO pounds and a flight duration 

up to 6 hours with two persons aboard. 

In April 1983, P. E. Yost and D. L. Piccard made the first successful crossing 

of the English Channel by hot air balloon.  On other flights, durations of six hours and 

altitudes of 13,000 feet MSL have been achieved. 

The amount of fue1. required for a four hour flight is approximately 230 pounds 
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Figure 14.   Fifty Foot Diameter, 61, 000 Cubic Foot Hot Air Balloon 
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of propane at a cost of about $10.00.   Standard accessory ground inflation equipment 

consists of a propane-engine-powered blower-burner unit which weighs less than 
200 lbs.   An advanced design ground inflation system which utilizes a 2 cycle engine, 
propeller and the flight burner has been made operational recently.   This unit weighs 
6 lbs and can inflate a 50 foot diameter balloon in less than 10 minutes.   Thus, the 
entire balloon system and ground launch equipment can be transported to a suitable 
launch site with a pickup truck, small trailer or automobile. 

By way of contrast, a helium filled balloon with a 600 pound payload would re- 
quire $700.00 worth of gas fo   each filling.   Furthermore, 7000 pounds of tankage 
would be required for the storage and transportation of this quantity of gas. 

3.2.2 FLARE SUPPORT SYSTEM 

The hot air balloon provides an   excellent solution to the problem of providing 
uniform illumination for 5-45 minutes from an air launched flare.   Whereas a 
parachute-suspended flare continues to descend as it burns, a flare supported by a 
hot air balloon can remain at a constant pre-selected altitude throughout its burning 
life. 

The hot air balloon system accomplishes this result by utilizing the thermal 
output of the burning flare to initially heat the inflation air and to replace the heat 

lost during the flight.   A Raven Industries test program using road flares and a 
polyethylene envelope (Figure 15) first proved the feasibility of this concept. These 
tests were followed by more elaborate tests on a classified program.   Future devel- 
opments may include longer burning flare systems capable of maintaining a constant 
altitude throughout an extended life.   In recent tests a flare w'th an output in excess 
of five million candle power was brought to a zero descent velocity after being Jet- 
tisoned from an aircraft.   This was accomplished by replacing the conventional 
parachute suspension system with an open throat hot air balloon. 

3.2.3 MID-AIR RECOVERY SYSTEMS 

The hot air balloon can b«. adapted for mid-air deployment at velocities esti- 
mated to be as high as 600 feet per second.   The envelope will fill with ram air, 
heated as inflation progresses, to decelerate the system and then hover at a pre- 
selected a'titude.   The system can then be remotely or internally controlled to 
ascend, hover, or descend as desired, to facilitate recovery of the returning payload. 
Such systems have been named PARAVULCOON -- they combine certain elements 
of a parachute with the VULCOON as shown in Figure 16.   As an illustration, con- 
sider a 1000 pound capsule to be recovered.   A hot air balloon system with an esti- 
mated weight of 175 pounds would have the capability of holding the 1000 pound 
capsule at 5000 ft.   MSL for 30 minutes.   A lighter-than-air balloon using helium as 
a lifting gas would require an estimated 175 pounds of helium.   This quantity of 
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Figure 16.    Paravulcoon Mid-air R«cov«ry System 
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hfhum, il containi'd in high strrngth st.iinh'ss steel tank«, would require upproxi- 

mateij i'.i'AO pounds ol tankage which would have to he carried aboard until the 

balloon was Inflated.    Ihus, th«- hot air balloon system would have a distinct system 

weight advantage foi  recovering the given payload.   Furthermon .   he lightei -than- 

air balloon, which requires excess gas and ballast for maneuveri ig, is much less 

tnaneuverable than the hot an  balloon system. 

A fixed part of the system weighl of a PARAVULCOON system is the balloon, 

its r iggmg and container-,    for  the most part the amount of fuel carried on board is 

determined hy the desired dura ion of float.   However, when descent is to be checked, 

a tixed initial heat must be provided.    This can be considered separately from the 

sustaining heal needed.   Figure 17 shows the initial heat requirements, as a function 

ol envelope diameter.   Figure 9 shows the amount of fuel and tankage required per 

hour of sustained flight as a fune'ion of diameter.    This curve is applicable to all 

sorts of hot air contigurat-oris.    I he gross load for a PARAVULCOON may contain 

a higher fixed weight-to-p.iyload ratio than sy  terns designed for smaller dynamic 

loadings, hut fuel consumption .is a function of diameter is not affected. 

3.2.4   HEAVY LOAD!RANSPOR'l SVS'I FM 

Another example ol an application of the hot air      lloon is the powered hot air 

an ship.    Thf vehicle, as shown in !• igures 18 and 1!) would be propelled by one or 

more standard turboprop engirus. 

From a viewpoint ol »•IlicM-nt usi- ol fuel, VUFCHAFT L» superior to conventional 

aircraft.   A conventional aiicralt utih/es slialt horsepower' of the engine to provide 

botli lilt and motive powi        I he exhaust heat i8 wasted.    VUFC'RAFT, as envisioned, 

will utilize the exhaust heat as a buoyant force. 

The proposed aerostat would have a classical air ship t^hape with a fineness 

ratio ol approximately 3:1.   A typical hot air airship descriptive summary is shewn 

in Table :t.   This particular theoretical model has a gross lift of 40,800 lbs and net 

cargo capacity of 31,300 lbs. 

I ABLE 3.   Typical hot air airship descriptive summary 

Volume 1,500,000 cu ft 

Engine I Allison 1-63 

Shaft Horsepower 212 HP 

Gross Lift (60  F ambient) 40,800 lbs 

Aerostat V\ eight .1,000 lbs 

Qondola and Power Plant Weight 1,850 lbs 

Dimensions 180 ft long, 60 ft max dia 

dross Useful Load 35,950 lbs 
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TABLE 3.   Continued 

Crew (2 men) 500 lbs                                     1 

Fuel and Oil (full capacity) 4,150 lbs 

Net Cargo Capacity 31.300 lbs 

1           Range (zero wind) 975 rru es                                       1 

3.2.5   CAPTIVE HOT AIR BALLOONS 

The foregoing discussions of operations with hot air balloons have been directed 

I . free balloons, either manned or unmanned.   A special case is the tethered or 

captive balloon. 

The unique features of ready, low-cost inflation at remote sites recommend 

this balloon for a number of uses.   In some cases fuel systems are carried on board, 

while, for long periods of operation, a fuel line may be connected to a ground supply, 

to extend flight duration indefin-" • 

These balloons need to be i ^namically shaped to minimize drag, and slightly 

pressurized to maintain shape.   They may be unmanned or carry a non-pilot who 

wishes to use an aerial observation post.   A test bed model is now being constructed. 

This particular model is 80 ft long and is scheduled to be flown in a captive state in 

late 1963. 

SUMMARY OF PRESENT CAPABILITIES 

Some of the programs and applications presented for consideration in this paper 

have not yet been physically demonstrated, and the full value of this remarkable 

concept has not yet been assayed.   The calculations presented here and in other 

technical studies suggest successful extrapolation to heavy load systems, re-entry 

retrieval of Saturn C"6 first stage boosters (130 tons) and many unique, specialized 

applications of the modern Montgolfier balloons.   At this tune, the following "state 

of the art" has been demonstrated. 

1. Hundreds ol hours of manned flight time have been successfully completed 

in single and multi-place balloons. 

2. Loads of 2000 lbs have been carried with complete corroboration of design 

calculat'ons. 

3. Flare support systems have flown succi ssfully. 

4. Mid-air recovery has been successfully demonstrated with small payloads. 

5. Haven Industries, Inc. and Minneapolis-Honeywell Co. are presently con- 

ducting a funded research program for NASA on the PARAVULCOON recovery sys- 

tem. 

6. A hot air captive test bed is being fabricated at the present time. 
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Figure 19.    Vulcmft,   a Powered Hot-Air Airship 



XV      Developments in Sounding Balloons 

Robert M. Nelson 
Meteorological Balloon Department 
Dewey and Almy Chemical Division 

W. R. Grace & Co. 

Abstract 

The requirerm-nts for relatively small and inexpensive balloons for use in rou- 

tine uppe" air soundings arc stimulating research programs directed toward (1) 

improving ^onVMltional neoprenc balloons for vertical soundings and (2) developing 

new plasti<   halloons for horizontal soundings.   Expansible neoprene balloons of 

various sizes are the "workhorses" of the vertical sounding network, and the nutn- 

bers used inrrease each year.   To meet the need for high altitude performarue, 

research is continuously underway to provide new formulations and design modifi- 

cations, such as the "streamlined ' balloon,    in a Idition, the prospect of augmenting 

conventional vertical soundings with horizontal sounding techniques in the next few 

years is producing a new line of research aimed at developing a  practical one-seam 

"superpressurr" plastic balloon which would float at constant level in conjunction 

with a Satellite Data Collection System. 
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1.    DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUNDING BALLOONS 

Many thousamis of nroprone expansible balloons are used each year for routine 

vertical soundingH of the atmosphere.    Information obtained from these flights is 

used in the preflighl preparations for the large plastic balloons that are being 

discussed hero this week.    Research is continually underway to provide new 

spherical balloon formulations,  and new balloon designs,  for higher altitudes, 

faster ascent rates, and more reliable performance.    Periodically the results of 

this work are brought before groups such as this so that you know what tools are 

at your disposal. 

Ilecause you may be new to nroprene ballooning,  I will tell you briefly how 

these balloons are made at Dewey and Almy.    Practically all expansible balloons 

used in the United States today are made from duPont's synthetic rubber latex, 

called "Neoprcne".    This latex has to be compounded with other ingredients in our 

plant to give it the properties necessary for good flight performance.    The balloons 

are made by a dip process utilising a fluted mold.    This mold is first dipped into 

a chemical coagulant.    The roagulant-coated mold is then dipped into the balloon 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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compound and Is allowed to dwell in this latex 4o build up a rubber film to a 

predetermined weight.    The deposited rubber, called the "gel",  must then be 

removed from the mold.   After washing, the gel is inHated with air to increase 

the diameter four to five-fold,  and to reduce the wall thickness from .02-. 03 

inches to .003-. 005 inches.    After the gel inflation the balloon is dried at the 

larger diameter.   After drying, the balloon is deflated and vul-ani/ed.   The 

vulcanization step "crosslinks" the rubber molecules in much the same fashion 

that the threads are woven together in our shirts.    This vulcanization gives the 

balloon the additional strength and elongation properties which make it a useful 

vehicle for meteorological soundings.    The balloons are then individually in- 

flated with air and are Inspected for flaws prior to packaging and shipment to the 

customer. 

Sounding balloons are supplied as either daytime or nighttime general purpose 

models.    The daytime balloon cannot be flown at night,  for it will freeze out 

(become brittle) and burst prematurely near the tropopause.    The nighttime 

general purpose balloon can be flown either in the daytime or nighttime.    The 

nighttime general purpose balloon has had more plasticizer added to i*. to prevent 

the balloon from burstirn; prematurely as it encounters the cold tropopause temp- 

eratures.    At night the 'emperature of the gas within the balloon can be 5- lü*C 

colder than the ambient lir,   whereas in the daytime the temperatuie within the 

balloon may be 20-30^ warmer than the atmosphere surrounding it.    With this 

internal heating the film does not freeze out. 

"Darex" sounding balloons are available in seven basic sizes,  all in both 

daytime and nighttime versions.    In the left hand column of the table is shown 

the approximate finished weights of the various balloons.    The dayflight balloons 

are lighter than the nighttime versions,  due to difference in plasUctzer content. 

In the middle column is given the burst diameter for these balloons, and in the 

right hand column,  the altitude capability.   This data has been obtained from a 

multitude of actual flights on which 11ÜÜ to 13ÜÜ gram radiosondes were used. 

The balloons range in weight from 300 to 7000 grams,  have burst diameters 

from 12 to 57 feet,   and cost from $3 up to $100.    Although most of our balloon 

production is in fulfillment of üovernment contracts, balloons are available to 

individuals as well.    To obtain the desired altitude and rate of rise with the 

prescribed payload,  the flight needs to be properly designed.    With information 

on payload,  desired altitude,   and desired rate of rise, balloon recommendations 

can be made with greater confidence. 
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Balloon Size 
(gm) 

Burst Diameter 
(feet) 

Burst Altitude 
(feet) 

300 \2 5f,. 000 

600 21 69,000 

700 23 95,000 
900 28 105.000 

200C N 114,000 
2400* 40* 120,000* 

6000/7000* 57* 129,000* 
1100-1300 gram load. Helium 

•L 
1000 feet per minute ascent rate 

imited flight data. 
or greater. 

The most widely used balloons at the present time are the 600,  700,  and 900 

gram balloons which perform to 85, uOO and J00, 000 feet at an 80% performance 

level,  at least in the temperate zones.    This performance varies from one season 

t'- the next and from one location to the next.   Inconsistent and unreliable per- 

formance is obtained on balloons used in the Tropics and in the Polar regions. 

In the Tropics an extremely cold tropopaus.  is encountered, and in the Polar 

regions a double inversion - one right off the surface,  and the other at the 

tropopause.    Even the general purpose nighttime balloon does not perform satis- 

factorily and reliably in these Tropical and Polar regions at night.    Special 

purpose balloons for these two regions are under development at the present time. 

The solution is not a simple meter.    When antifreeze is increased in thr« balloon 

formula to protect it through the cold temperatures,  strength and elongation 

characteristics decrease.    The properties must be balanced off to provide a 

balloon which can be handled in the present shelters,  can be released without being 

torn apart in winds up to 25 knots,  and still make it through this cold region.   In 

recent tests in the Tropics we have had fair success in obtaining a balloon which 

meets the handling and performance requirements.    Additional experimental 

balloons were sent to the Antarctic in 1962 for tests; the results have not yet been 

reported. 

The spherical balloons referred to so far have ascent rates in the order of 

1000-1200 feet per minute.    For certain applications,  faster accent rates are 

desired.    A two piece balloon has been developed by Dewey and Almy under Army 

sponsorship.    It performs in th»* daytime to 75,000 feet at 1700 feet per minute 

with a total lift of 6000 grams,  the balloon itself weighing approximately 2300 grams. 

This is the balloon that the Army refers to as an ML 541, and we call it the 

"streamlined" or "skirted" balloon.    A conventional spherical sounding balloon 
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with the same lift would perform to the same altitude, hut at a rate of rise not 

exceeding 1300 feet per minute.    A second balloon, the ML 566,  has been developed, 

also under Army/Air Force sponsorship,  for daytime performance to 100, 000 feet 

at 1700 feet per minute.    This balloon weighs approximately 3000 grams and is 

flown with a total lift of 8500 grams.    Nighttime versions of these streamline 

balloons have not been successful,  and additional develonment work is in progress. 

In the late 1950's we started development work on a radar reflective neoprene 

balloon under Navy sponsorship.    Dipoles (aluminum foil chaff) are adhered to the 

inner wall of the balloon in a random fashion.    These balloons have been used at 

some of the missile tracking stations for obtaining accurate wind data rapidly, 

using available radar equipment.    The 100 gram balloons have been used ex- 

tensively,  and the larger size sounding balloons have been used in limited tests. 

These balloons are available in sizes from the 30 gram pilot balloon up through 

the 2000 gram sounding balloon.    A word of caution here,  in that these Rabals are 

not satisfactory with just any radar set,  and I cannot say which sets don't work 

with these balloons.    Thus far it has been mainly trial and error at certain 

stations to determine if the Rabal balloons will work with the available radar set. 

If a radar set is available that can be used adequately with these balloons,  it 

eliminates the need for the crews to man the theodolites which are used to visually 

track the pilot balloons to obtain this wind data. 

In the realm of constant level ballooning,  there is a constant level neoprene 

balloon that can be used for loads up to 10 pounds for performance to 110, 000 feet. 

These spherical constant level balloons contain a flapper valve which is tape 

operated.    The operation is controlled by the diameter of the balloon.    Constant 

level balloons have been flown in the daytime and also at night.    They cannot fly 

through a sunset,  for they are zero pressure balloons and do not carry ballast. 

In operation the balloon valves off the free lift at floating altitude,  leaving only 

suffic lent gas in the balloon to hold the balloon and payloud at altitude.    As the 

gas temperature within the balloon drops at night,  there is no longer sufficient 

lift in the balloon to maintain it and its payload at the constant altitude.    To obtain 

the longest flight,  the balloon should be released aPer dark.    The balloon can fly 

through a sunrise,   more gas being valved off as it heats and expands.    Flight 

durations as long as 12 hours have been obtained with this balloon.    These balloons 

are quite small at release (5-7 feet),  have ascent rates of approximately 1100 feet 

per minute,  and are available in the seven sounding balloon sizes.    Once again, to 

design a flight, the payload,  floating altitude,   rate of rise,  and time of day of the 

flight need to be known. 
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Higher and more reliable balloon performance is much in demanu these days, 

and a great deal is being done in research to improve the balloon films.    Other 

phases of the balloon operation need attention to obtain the maximum altitudes 

from these balloons.    The film is tender;  it is only . 003" to . 005" thick,   it is 

easily damaged,   and it has low tear resistance.    Improved performance can be 

obtained by careful handling.    Because some of you may now be involved with 

these balloons or may become involved with them in the future,  I have the following 

comments on balloon handling. 

The storage of the balloon is important.    Most balloons today do not need to be 

conditioned prior to flight so long as thev are les.s than a year old and have been 

stored at temperatures warmer than 35"F.    If the balloons have been stored at a 

temperature lower than i5°F,  they should be brought back to 65- 100"F for a mini- 

mum of 48 hours,   and p.-eferably a week,   prior to flight.    If storage at the ß5-100*F 

temperature is not possible, it is then best to revert to the high humidity oven 

conditioning of balloons at 160-180*F.   Balloons that are more than a year old 

should be conditioned for a minimum of 12 hours in a hot, humid chamber.    If the 

chamber is not available, the boiling water technique - even with its hazards - Is 

probably better than nothing at all.    More information on aging and conditioning is 

being generated each year.    Many improvements have been made in balloon 

compounds,  reducing the need for conditioning.    Periodically I am asked about 

diesel oil treatment of balloon films, and in most cases I would not recommend 

this treatment. 

Care needs to be exercised even in opening the box containing the balloon.   A 

blunt object should be used to sli: the top tape.    The balloons fit snugly in the boxes, 

and if a sharp object is used it is very easy to cut into the balloon film.    The 

balloon in its bag should then be simply dumped out of the box onto the balloon in- 

flation table.    At the present time most of the sounding balloons are being packaged 

in heat-sealed plastic bags, although some still are being packaged in paper bags. 

With the paper bag it is best to tear the bag open from the mouth to the bottom and 

let the balloon roll out of the bag onto the inflation table, handling the balloon as 

little as possible.    If it is necessary to handle the balloon, cotton or rubber gloves 

should be used.    With tht plastic bag, there is a "Tear Here" slit which makes 

opening this bag easier.    Again, with this package, let the balloon roll out onto 

the table, holding onto the corners of the plastic bag to tip the balloon out so as 

not to snag the balloon. 

A balloon inflation table is extremely useful to prevent damage to the balloon 

during preparation for flight.    The Air Force Cambridge Research Test Facility 

at Bedford,  Massachusetts, designed and built an aluminum frame mounted on 

casters to which has Heen lashed a canvas top.    It is easy to tilt this balloon table 
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on its side to facilitate cleaning the surface on which the balloon will be put. 

There are many other table constructions which might be recommended. 

Several stations use a plywood sheet on top of which has been put a canvas or 

plastic sheet to protect the balloon from splinters.    The practice of laying the 

balloon out on the concrete floor should never be permitted.    The change that this 

balloon film undergoes in flight is quite spectacular:   when released,  the balloon 

is .003-. 005   inch thick,    and by the time it gets to 100, UÜ0 feet the film is .0002 

inch thick.       At this thinness, a slight surface flaw can shorten the flight 

appreciably.    The balloon inflation table is a means of minimizing the possibility 

of damage to the film. 

While discussing bblloon inflation equipment, the Canadian Department of 

Transport has a very neat,  compact,  easy-to-use balloon weigh-olf nozzle which 

ran be used to give accurate weigh-offs.    It eliminates the need to counterbalance 

the weight of the hose, as is necessary in the U. S. Army and Weather Bureau 

nozzles.    Drawings of this nozzle are available. 

Much remains to be dene in the way of neoprene balloon research to obtain 

reliable,  consistent performance to 150, 000 feet with a balloon which can be 

purchased nt sufficiently low price so it can be used operationally.    This work 

is in progress,  and we hope in the next few years to be able to answer this need 

for higher altitudes.   In our research facility a cold temperature burst chamber is 

used for evaluating small scale balloons made from new compounds.    Also, an 

ozone chamber is used to study the ozone resistance of the new films.   In addition 

to this film study work on neoprene balloons, we also hope to have answers to the 

fast rising balloon problem,  so that,   instead of taking 100 minutes to fly to 100, 000 

feet with a spherical balloon, this same altitude can be reached with a new type of 

balloon in 50 minutes without prohibitive costs or handling problems. 

This discussion has been confined to vertical sounding neoprene ba1 loons. 

Another method for studying our atmosphere is the Horizontal Sounding System, 

which has been referred to previously as the Global Horizontal Sounding Technique 

(or GHOST),  and which has also been unofficially referred to as the STROBE con- 

cept.   In the Horizontal Sounding System, constant level superpressure plastic 

balloons would circle the globe and transmit their meteorological data to either 

ground receiving stations or to orbiting satellites.    Feasibility studies on this 

concept are underway at the present time under NASA sponsorship.    At Dewey 

and Almy we are researching one phase of this system, the development of a one- 

seam superpressure constant level plastic balloon which is capable of long flight 

durations at predetermined altitudes.    Our progress was described at the 

American Meteorological Society in a paper delivered in January 1962.   We are 

still working on the project, and are making progress toward having a balloon 
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ready for more extensive tests in 1964.    Halloons up to 15 feet in diameter and 

capable of carrying a two pound load to 70, 000 feet are being developed.    Much 

work remains to be done on eijuipment for the GHOST System - on the plastic 

balloons themselves,  the electronic equipment neede;! with the balloons,  the 

satellites,  and the read-out stutions. 

2.    SUMMARY 

r'ontinual progress, then,   is being made toward the improvement of neoprene 

balloons to keep pace with improvements in conventional sounding methods and in 

the development of entirely new balloons, both neoprene and plastic, for wse In 

.idvanced techniques which will extend our knowledge of the atmosphere. t 
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XVI    Sensing Elements for the 
Balloon Environment 

Walter C. Wagner 
Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory 

Air Foice Cambridge Research Lalioratorles 

Abstract 

Sensing devices selected to measure th«* purumeteih of the balloon envirormiml 

must not only give the desired accuracy hut must also have an output compatible 

with the transmitting or recording instrumentation.    The essential characteristic 

data of some sensing devices for three important parameters, temperature, pres- 

sure and rate of climb, are compiled in the following tables. 

249 
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I.  TEMPERATURE 

In (TU'uHunng th.' temperature of the ambient air, in order to hold the radiation 

nior  Ix-low the demrable accu'acy level it iH nect-HHary to minimize the radiative 

heat exchange between th»- probe and the utmoapheric radiation field.   Table 1, 

column fi ihowi the maximum radiation errors for four thermistors and two tung- 

sten wire sensors when they are suspended in air at 2 mb pressure and -50oC in the 

daytime.   The correlation bet-veen sensor size and the radiation error is obvious. 

Hut the power limit for the sensing devices also decreases with lize (columns 4 and 

5), and sensors with the highest accuracy can tolerate only very small measuring 

currents.    The choice of proper sensor type must be governed by the value of the 

measuring current from the recording instrument.   The rod thermistor can carry a 

large sensing current but because of its large radiation error It should only be used 

at a pressure level higher than 50 mb and with sufficient vrntilation.   The wire sen- 

sors have the smallest radiation error, but their small transfer coefficient, 0.4%, 

(column S), requires the measuring equipment to have a much higher sensitivity then 

is needed when thermistors are being used. 

Th« heat exchange between the balloon skin and the ambient air produces a 

layer of air around the balloon with a temperaturp quite different from the ambient 

air, Figure I.   In the nighttime this air layer is colder and drains downward, causing 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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COLO AIR 
WASHING   DOWN 

WARM AIR 
MOVI.MG  UP 

NI6HT DM 
Figure 1.   Halloon at Floatinf; Altitude 

the temperature around the gondola to drop considerably.   In the wake of a slowly 

rising balloon, the daytime temperature of the air layer may rise 10° to 20oC or 

more above the ambient temperature.   Several hundred feet below the gohdola the 

temperature is usually undisturbed.   Bulky holding brackets for the sensing devices 

can also exchange significant quantities of heat with the surrounding air and so 

introduce appreciable errors in temperature measurements. 

2.    PRESSURE 

The pressure altitude measurement is often needed with an accuracy of 1 part 

in 2000 or better.   This usually requires a pulse code transmission with an inform- 

ation content of more than 2000 bits.   In Table 2 the characteristics of a number of 

pressure sensors are listed.   The most frequently used pressure sensing device is 
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tht- corrugated diaphragm«  or aneroid, either th«- lull r itti^»' aneroid,   Table 2. row 

I, or \hv low praaaura type with an inside stop that permits expansion to start only 

wlu-n the pressurr is lower- than somi' |)tesrt valiif, usually 60 to 100 ml). 
Constant mechanical strain produce« creep in the wall material of these instru- 

ments and the creep causes a drift in the zero point, '.he so-called hysteresis shown 

in column 4.   These hysteresis data together with the corresponding resolution 

values given m column 5 show that aneroids cannot he used for the pressure altitude 

accuracy mentioned above. 

Aneroids are used in combinations with all kinds ol displacement transducers, 

some of which are listed in Table 2, rows   i, 4, fi and fi.    The potentiometer type has 

the additional disadvantages thai the wiper friction causes an additional hysteresis 

error, and the resolution is limited by the number of wire windings. 

The baracoder is a pressure transducer with aself-eontamedmeasuring device. 

Its output is a pulse rode.    The resolution is limited, but types are available with 

two outputs for two different ranges. 

Although work to improve the aneroids is still going on, it can be expected that 

as high altitude altimeters the> will gradually be replaced by more sophisticated 

sensors such as those listed in Table 2, rows 8 through IM.   The prestressed dia- 

phragm is especially attractive because of its inherently stable zero point and 

transfer coefficient.    The strain perpendicular- to the diaphragm is so small corn- 

pared to the radial strain that the resulting hysteresis is negligible.   At present the 

prestressed diaphragm type transducers are quite expensive but it is possible that 

sometime more economical models will appear- on th«- market.    The pressure 

balance type altimeter is anotner alternative to overcome the hysteresis problem, 

but it, too, is quite expensive.   A nearly ideal transducer- i.s the quartz Hourdon tuoe. 

With no hysteresis, no change in sensitivity and an accuracy in the order of 0.02 mb 

over the entire range, this device offers more advantages than any other sensing 

element but its price is also quite high. 

The problem in using each of these thr ee last-named transducers is that their 

resolution is higher than that of the usual measuring instrumentation, and they re- 

quire a servo-mechanism to convert the output into a shaft rotation.   In this way the 

output can be digitized into a sufficient number of bits to contain the full information 

content of the measurement. 

In the alphatron we have a completely different type of pressure transducer. 

This unit is attractive for the altitude range above 1H0 krlofeet, and for high rates of 

pressure change, for example, for dropsonles.   (t requires a second information 

channel for the measurement of the inside temperature.    The alphatron cannot be 

used when the payload will not be recovered because of the regulations concerning 

the radioactive material. 
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N'frt on the list is the radiosonde hypsomplfr-.   Us rannt' is limited but th« 

accuracy is good,   it ran only be used when tl e rate ol chmb is above a certain 

positive value.   No input power is required. 

l-or constant level balloons we have developed the hyiiwometer models 224 and 

225.   They have a good accuracy and can be flown lor a week or longer if the package 

temperature is at least Hü (   below the boiling temperature ot the liquid used in the 

hypsometer.   These instruments will be described in section 4. 

3.    RATE OF PRESSURE CHANGE TRANSDLCER 
• 

Table A gives lour different types of rate of climb transducers.   The time con- 

stants of most of these transdueers are proportional to the reciprocal  of the pressure 

and are impracticaliv long tor high al'itude measurements.   The upper limit of the 

useful altitude range is therefore about 60,000 to 70,000 feet.   The stretched dia- 

phragm and aneroid fore«- balance type transdurers are quite expensive. 

4.    HYPSOMETER, TYPE 225 

Figure 2 shows a cross section of the hypsometer type 225.   ^he liquid, normal 

butylbenzene, i.s kept boiling in a   vacuum   flask by a heater coil.   The coil is wound 

around a glass fiber wick.   At the top of this wick are mounted two thermistors that 

sense the temperature ol the vapor.   The vapor can escape through a nipple at the 

top of the housing, but most of it condenses on the way up and returns as liquid to 

the reservoir.   Figure .< shows the relationship between boiling temperature and 

vapor pres.sure of two liquids that have been used for hypsometer«.   For the higher 

altitude range on»- has to use the liquid with the higher boiling temperatures.   The 

resistance of the bead thermistor varies with the boiling temperature which, in 

turn, is a measure of the pressure.    Then the standard atmosphere gives a relation- 

shi|  between pressure and altitude.   These *hree functions are related in such * 

way that the logarithm of the output resistance is nearly proportional to the altitude. 

Figure 4.   The accuracy of the hypsometer itself is shown in Curve A of Figure 5. 

Curves B and C give the high and 'ow pressure accuracy of the combination of 

hypsometer with measuring equipment that has a resolution and accuracy of 200 

ohms.   It can be seen that there is considerably lower error and better resolution 

at the higher altitude portion ot curves B and C than at the lower ranges. 

It is possible to spread the resolution somewhat more uniformly over the upper range 

of altitudes by choosing a higher value resistance bead and connecting a fixed 

resistor in parallel with it, Curve I). 
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CONTROL 
THCIUMlTOm 

■UTYUENUNI 

MNtlNf 
TMIUMItTOIW 

HIATtR 

VACUUM 

Figure 2.   Fiypsometer - Typp 225 

The theoretical upper altitude limit for the use of the hypsometer ii aurely much 
highrr than the balloon will ever reach!   In practice, however, there must always be 
enough cooling available to guarantee condensation of the vapor In order to keep the 
Hupply of liquid replenished daring the desired period of operation.   In wintertime 

the ambient temperature may be low enough for this purpose, but In «ummertlme. at 

50 km altitudes the ambient temperature may rise to 20oC or higher.   However, 

this problem can te solved using 'hermoelectric cooling devices or other technique«. 
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XVII   Scientific Aipecti of Sfargazer 

William C. Whit« 
U. S. Naval Ordnance Teat Station 

China Lake, California 

Abstract 

The manned Slargazer balloon flight (13 December 1962) and its experimental 

payload are described.   The experiments were developed on the basis of establiah- 

ing tht- feasibility of astronomical research from manned balloon-borne vehicles. 

The developments in testing of the instruments to carry out the experiments are 

discussed.   The experience in handling the scientific equipment during the above 

flight is described. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

The puipose of the  Stargazer program was to test the feasibility of doing 

astronornicul rtfsearch from a manned balloon borne vehicle     In accordance with 

this,  the telescope control system was designed to allow the observer to point it 

at a star and keep the star in the field of an optical link to a degree sufficient to 

allow a star tracker to lock on the star.    The experiments were designed to test 

the probable reduction of atmospherif interference with astronomical observations. 

Scintillation, variation in the intensity of iight from a star due to atmospheric 

turbulence at great distances from the telescope; seeing,  distortion and motion of 

the star image due to atmospheric turbulence in the vicinity of the telescope; and 

the infrared absorption of star light by water vapor were the phenomena chosen 

to be studied. 

The  Stargazer program was initiated at the Smithsonian Astrophysical 

Observatory by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.    Later,  the program 

was under the sponsorship of the Air Force Cambridge Researcn Laboratories 

and the scientific portion was conducted at Dearborn Observatory,  Northwestern 

University.   In association with Dearborn Observatory,  the Kxperimentul Astronomy 

Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology  was responsible for the 

(Author's manuscript received for publication 31 December 1963) 
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telescope mounting and stabilization system.    The Naval Ordnance Test Station 

furnished a scientific assistant and technical assistance in the design and con- 

struction of instruments to Dearborn Observatory.    Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Base was responsible for 'ho gondola and its fittings and the high altitude in- 

doctrination of the observer.    Th»* KM) test branch of AFCRL was responsible 

for the launching at Holloman AKH,   Now Mi-xico. 

1.1    Telescope 

The telescope was a Cassegrain reflector.    The primary mirror was 12 inches 

in diameter and the effective focal length was approximately 121) inches.    The 

Cassegrain secondary mirror support system was designed and built by Ferson 

Optical Company.    By a combination of Invar and aluminum components the focal 

point was held to within i 0.001   Inch over a   temperature range of -60*C to 

iTO'C. 

A complete description of the telescope mounting and stabilization system is 

not a purpose of this paper.    However,   some discussion of its tracking limits is 

appropriate.    The basic platform was gyro-stubili7."d to several minutes of arc 

with a two-gimbal system (elevation and train).    Additional tracking to one minute 

of arc or better was accomplished by a star tracker. 

A mirror was mounted under the main telescope.   Its rotation in elevation 

was synchronized with motion of the main telescope so that light from the direction 

in which the telescope was pointed was directed through a porthole in the top of the 

gondola to the observer via an "optical link".    This optical link consisted of an 

objective,   relay lenses,  and a wide-angle eyepiece.    The field at ihe eyepiece was 

approximately 10°. 

Figure 1 shows the telescope mounted on the gondola. 

1.2   Design of Experiments 

Scintillation,  seeing,  and interference by absorption of light by water vapor 

were to be studied by a photoelectric photometer,  motion picture camera and 

infrared photometer,  respectively.    The above instruments were housed in a 

compartment mounted on the back of the telescope (see Fig.   1).    They were 

mounted on a plate which was rotated to position the particular Instrument In the 

focal plane of the telescope.    Figure 2 shows the configuration of the experiments. 

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the experiments and associated circuitry. 
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Figure 1.   Tclpsrope Mounted on Gondola.   Forward Portion of Telescope, A. 
Experiment Compartment, B.    Star Tracker, C.   Stabilization Electronics 
Package,   0.    Base of Mounting, E. 
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Figure 2.   Interior of the Experiment Compartment.    Scintillation Photometer, A. 
Camera,  B.    Infrared Photometer. C.    Rotating Plate.  D.    Motor Drive,  E. 
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The scintillation photometer was similar to those conventionally used for 

aatronomical pl\otom«'try.    The signal from the detector (an IK'A IH^H) was pre- 

unplitn <l and split Into AC and DC componentH.    These were further amplified 

and recorded on an Ampex missile tape recorder and I Century Oscillograph, 

respectively.    The recorded frequency range of the AC channel was 2. 5 cps to 

1001) cps.    Hoth c hannels were calibrated with a DC and mis voltage,   respectively, 

to allow a direct comparison of the scintillation signal with the intensity of the 

light from a star.    In addition frequency response and linearity checks were 

performed.    A test of the detector and electronic noise was performed with a 

tungsten lamp.    The light from the lamp impinging on photomultiplier was varied 

and the output DC signal monitored.    At the same time, the AC signal was re- 

corded.    Upon analysis,  it was found that the noise was negligible in comparison 

with stellar scintillation. 

For discussion of scintillation and additional references see:   "The Present 

and Future of the Telescope of Moderate Sir.r" published by the University of 

Pennsylvania Press (1958) and edited by Frank Bradshaw Wood which has two 

articles on the subject:   "Photoelectric Studies of the Scintillation of Starlight" 

by W.   M.   Protheroe and "Our Knowledge of the Upper Atmosphere from Studie s 

of the Scintillation of Vlaible Starlight" by Q. Keller.    A report (AFCRC-TN- 

57-237) by Roger Husfeld and J.  Allen H/nok entitled,  "Field Test of Directional 

Scintillation" discusses correlations of scinUllation with winds between altitudes 

of 15,000 and 45.000 feet. 

A secondary experiment was devised for the photoelectric photometer.    This 

experiment was designed to establish the feasibility of obtaining nighUime ozone 

concentrations and distribution with altitude by monitoring the near ultraviolet 

radiation from stars.    The RCA IP-28 photomUitiplier mentioned above was used 

because of its sensitivity to ultraviolet light.    Flltf   J with peak transmission at 

3300 A and 3600 A were iruitalled in a filter wheel   .• the photometer to compare 

a region of ozone absorption (Ha»-..ley and liuggins ozone bands) with clear wave- 

length,   respectively.    The filter wheel could be sequenced by the observer in such 

a way that a no filter,  open position could be used for observations of scintillation, 

two broad-band and two narrow-band filters for the ultraviolet observations,  and 

an opaque position for dark current readings. 

A KD-7 Bell it Howell 16-rnm motion picture camera was used f^r the seeing 

experiment.    An out-of-focus star image was photographed at 12 fps.    These 

photographs were examined for the presence and size of structural detail and the 

changes therein. 
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The infrared photometer consists of a filter wheel,   a T^D cps chopper and a 

1. 8 mm X 1. 8 mm HbS cell immersed in strontium titanate.    The filter wheel has 

six positions:   no filter,   1-3 n pass filter,   1.5-1.8 /i pass filter,  2. 1-2.5 /i pass 

filter,   2. 5-3.0 ^ pass filter (filter plus I'bS cutoff) and an opaque position for dark 

current reailinjjs.    The accond and fourth filters are set for region of water vapor 

anH absorptions. The signal was pre-ampllfledby a 50 cps tunnel amplifier and further 

ampliflec1 and filtered with a itü cps filter.    It is then recorded by the Century 

Oscillograph.   A small tungsten lamp was mounted In the photometer and diffuse 

light from it could be used to monitor changes In sensitivity of the PbS cell. 

As In the case of the photoelectric photometer,  appropriate calibrations of re- 

sponse and tests of linearity were performed.    Figure 4 shows the observer's 

panels. 

I 

Figure 4.   Observer's Panels.    Panel to Operate Experiments, A.   Panel to 
Operate Telescope, B.   Scintillation Photometer Controls, C.   Infrared Photometer 
Controls,  D.   Camera Controls,  E.   Recorder Controls,  F.    Elevation Angle 
Dial, G. 
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Some rt,f^•^»•n(•.• on infrared stellar photometry are;   from a publication cited 

before,  "An Inf   .red Technique for Stellar Thotometry" by D.  .).   Lovell and 

C>.   R.   Mu/.ullia, and "Stellar Irradiance Measurements, ' final report of ITT 

Federal Laboratories of .January 1963.    The latter report includes an excellent 

bibliography of recent ami earlier work in the fir-Id.    A paper directly applicable 

to infrared stellar photometry from high altitude vehicles is "High Altitude 

Atmospheric Transmission Measurement" by K.   Stauffer and J,  Strong whii h 

appeared in Applied Optics,   Vol.   1,  p.   129,   March 1962. 

1.3 Environmental Testing 

All components have been individually tested under conditions irumulating the 

temperatures and pressures during a balloon flight.    The  environmental test 

procedures included testing experiments in the final configuration prior to mounting 

on the telescope,   mounted on tin- telescc pe and in conjunction with the stabilization 

system,  and,  finally with the experiments,  telei.cope,   and stabilization system 

mounted on the gondola.     The latter test was condu-ted in a chamber at Wright- 

Patterson Air Force Rase with the pilot and observer aboard.    The observer was 

able to perform certain operations as a test with the telescope and exp> riments. 

All components outside the gondola were tested for their operation at - 40"C or 

below and pressures equivalent to BO, QUO ft.  or above.    Components installed in 

the gondola were tested at temperatures of - 20°C or below and pressures 

equivalent to HU, 000 ft. 

Because of power,  weight and space requirements,   it was not possible to 

control the temperature of the PbS cell in the infrared photometer.    The above 

also ruled out incorporating a radiation standard such as a black body source. 

This made it necessary to calibrate the sensitivity of the cell with temperature. 

This was accomplished by installing the infrared photometer in a cold chamber 

and piping light from a standard tungsten lamp to the photometer.    A sensitivity 

versus temperature curve is shown in Fig.   5. 

1.4 Ground-based Observations  if Stars 

In order to establish the workability of the instruments in observing stars and 

to furnish comparison data with that to bo obtained from a flight, a continuing 

observing program from the ground was conducted.    In addition,  an observing 

program just prior to ,i flight attempt was devised which included stars to be 

observed during the flight.    The program included observations taken with the 

telescope mounted on an equatorial mount,  on the stabilized mount,  and finally on 

the   gondola in order to be able to detect any interaction between components of the 
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Figur«* 5.    i emprrature Sensitivity C'urvi- of the Infrared Photometer.   Ordinate 
is in Arbitrary Units. 

integrated systems.    Figure 6 shows the telescope au used for ground observations. 

After being mounted on the gondola,  a swing test was held to simulate possible 

motions of the gondola.    Data was taken on stars to furnish a direct comparison 

of ground data with flight data and,  again,  to test for possible detrimental inter- 

actions between the various systems.    Also, the observer obtained practice in 

handling the telescope and performing the experiments with the gondola in motion. 

Usually, the flight personnel were aboard and suited up as they would be for an 

actual flight. 

Figure 7 shows an example of a scintillation run and Figure 8 shows a set of 

out-of-focus "seeing" images as taken from the ground. 

Instruments were developed to observe seeing and scintillation from the 

ground while similar observations were being obtained at altitude during a flight. 
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Figure 6.    The Telescope as Mounted to Obtain Observations of Stars From the 
Ground. 
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Figure 7.   A Representative Scintillation Versus Frequency Curve.    The Date 
Was Obtained by Observing Rigel on Oct.   26,   1961. 

Figures.    Out-of-Focus Images of Rigel Dec.  8,   196',  9:12 P.M. Elevation 
Angle Approximately 32*. 

1.5    Flight on 13 December 1962 

On the above date a Stargazer manned flight was flown.    The purpose of this 
paper is not to report on the mechanics of the flight, however, the flight was 
smooth with a minimum ol gondola motion.    Maximum rotational rates (during 
ascent and descent) were three degrees per second.   During most of the flight 
period the rate was less than one degree per second.    The above was determined 
by monitoring a standard aircraft compass.    Estimates of pendulous motion were 
obtained from an undamped pendulum which indicated rates of approximately one 
degree per second. 
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During the n'ghttlmc observing period, the gyro-stabilized portion of the 
stabilization system worked well as evidenced by the ease with which the observer 
acquired stars on the ohierving program.   Unfortunately, the startrarker which used a 
photomultlpller as a detector did not work due to high-voltage discharge.   It was 
later determined that the potting at the base uf the photomultiplier had been damaged 
during transport to the launch site.    A similar difficulty appeared in the scintil- 
lation photometer.    As a consequence of thr above only seeing data was obtained. 
Figure 9 shows a set of photographs obtained on Kigel. 

Flgure9. CXit-of-Focus Images Obtained During Flight on Dec. 13, 1962, 
1005 P. M., MST, Elevation Angle WAS Approximately 42'. Altitude Was 
Approximately 72, 500 ft. 

A qualitative comparison of the photographs obtained on the flight with thosi- 
from the ground indicate that seeing is markedly reduced.    At this stage in the 
cjfialysls of the seeing observations obtained in this manner,  it is difficult to 
extract any numerical data from the photographs.   It is possible that the residual 
seeing effects are a result of the rather larger effective structure of the balloon 
gondola system.   Turbulence could arise through the wind resistance presented 
by the balloon or through convection around the total structure. 

The method developed for acquiring stars which were on the program proved 
very satisfactory.   Graphs of elevation angle and azimuth against the meridian 
angle of the star were made.    An auxiliary graph of meridian angle against time 
was also made for the contemplated dates of a flight.    AH the meridian angle 
versus time plots is linear,  many stars could be incorporated on one graph 
without confusion.    The altitude and azimuth plots, of course, are gixvi for vory 
long periods of time.    From the graphs, the altitude ami a/lmu'h were deti rniined 
for the slar to be observed.    The telescope was set according to the elevation and 
train dials (see Fig. 4).   As it turned out on thr flight,  only a rough estimate of 
the azimuth direction inwhichthe telescope was pointed was needed. It was only 
necessary to set the telescope at the proper elevation angle and train the telescope 
In the direction toward the star until it appeared in the optical link.   Several stars 
and the planet Jupiter were acquired In this manner.    The stars were Capella, 
Aldebaran, Rigel, Betelgeuse, and Sirius. 

While the 10* field of optical link was fine for acquiring stars,  it proved 
Inadequate for guiding the telescope to obtain data with the photometer.   In 
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preparation for the second flight attempts in March and April 1963, the optics of 

the optical link were improved.   In addition, a short focal length eyepiece could 

be expeditiouuly substituted for the wide angle one in order to reduce the field 

to 3*.    A swing test established that the improved optics and narrower field would 

give the observer the capability of guiding the telescope to obtain data should the 

star tracker,  again,  malfunction. 

During the daylight period of the flight, a band-like structure was noted above 

an apparent broad haze layer above the horizon. This structure appeared in the 

general direction of the sun.    Figure 10 shows a photograph of this phenomenon. 

Figure 10.   Photograph of the Horizon at an Altitude of 82, 000 ft. During Flight 
of Dec.   13,  1962,  2:52 P.M., MST, Azimuth Was Approximately 210*. 
Band Structure, A.   Haze Layer. B.   Approximate Horizon, C.   Spots at Top 
of Porthole Are Due to Rcfloctionb of the Sun. 

The photographs were measured to obtain appropriate elevation angle« of the band« 

above the estimated horizon.   Rnwindsonde data taken from Holloman AFB during 
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TEMP.   C 

Figureil.    Rawindsonde Temperature Data at Holloman AFB, Dec.  13.   1962. 
12:30 P. M. ,  MST.    Computed Elevation Angles of Temperature Features, 
as Indicated by Arrows Column A.    Measured Elevation Angles of Bands 
From Photographs Taken During Dec.   13.  1962, Flight.. Column B.   Number 
of Plates on Which Band was Measured. Column C. 
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the flight was examinea for the temperature distribution with altitude.    Assuming 

a stable and uniform atmosphere over a wide region,  elevation angles abuve the 

horizon were computed for layers corresponding to temperature minimum and 

portions of the temperature altitude curves where the temperature was constant 

over a large change in altitude.    In support of the above assumption,  an extensive, 

high pressure area was situated over the southwest during the period of the flight. 

Figure 1 1 shows the possible correlation between the observed bands and temper- 

ature features in the atmosphere.    This data represents only a preliminary in- 

vestigation of the observed phenomena and it is not possible,  at this time,  to 

say anything about th«1 possible origin of the bands. 

1.6   Conclusion 

It might be said that the  StargAMr program marks a beginning cf the 

application of the concept of an observatory and its functionj to 'ti^h-altitude 

vehicles.    The concept of an observatory usually includes the use of a telescope 

or telescopes as multipurpose instruments applied to a number of research 

programs.    The variety of experiments attempted on the Stargazer flight 

associated with the capability of observing many astronomical objects is an 

approximation to the observatory concept.    It is felt that the experience obtained 

on the flight demonstrates that it is entirely possible to construct a balloon 

borne observatory. 
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XVIII   Abstracts of Othtr Papers Prts«nt«d 
at tha Symposium, but not Published 

BALLOON INSTRUMENTATION 

Charlrs S,  Tilton 
Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford,  Mass. 

The command, control and telemetry instrumentation required to support a 
typical balloon flight is discussed.    Units for flight safety, control, command and 
telemetry and methods for data reception and tracking are illustrated.    The 
flexibility of flight units to form composite equipments for support of a wide 
variety of scientific or equipment flight test requirements is shown. 

A POINTING CONTROL FOR A BALLOON-BORNE TELESCOPE 

Alvin H.   Howell 
College of Engineering, Tufts University,   Medford, Mass. 

A fully automatic system has been developed which can be programmed to 
acquire a number of planets or «tsrs in sequence, and to track them with fractional- 
minute precision while being carried along at altitudes above 100, 000 feet and at 
speedr of several tens of knots.   The entire gondola Is oriented In azimuth using the 
torsionally weak parachute as an implied azimuth bearing so that when the system Is 
once aligned with its target, only minimal corrective forces are required to hold It 
there.    Control of both the azimuth and elevation angles Is achieved by pairs of 
spinning wheels that are precessed to apply torques for pointing. 
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STRATOSCOPE U 

Martin Schwarzschlld 
Princeton University Observatory, Princeton, N. J. 

The main characteristics of Stratoscope II, a 36-inch balloon-borne telescope 

will be discussed and its first flight in March 19G3 will be described. 

A STABLE SKY-HOOK - THE GOODYEAR VEE-BALLOON 

Robert S.  Ross 
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Ohio 

With the development of new lighter and more gaslight balloon materials,  it 

was natural to re-evaluate the tt thered balloon system for current and future 

applications.    Greater stability and increased lift under htgh wind conditions were 

two major aerodynamic improvements needed.   Through a wind tunnel development 

program, free flight model tests, and full scale balloon illghts, the Vee-Balloon 

was developed to correct these deficiencies in previous tethered balloon Systems. 

Besides being an aerodynamically stable configuration,  It also exhibits high lift- 

drag ratios at small angles of attack and, therefore,  can carry a large diameter 

cable to greater heights than previously possible.    Because of its shape, the 

Vee-Balloon is readily adaptable to a tandem system configuration which Is 

often required for the achievement of high altitude flight with a tethered system. 

The Vee-Balloon Is already being applied to a number of missions where 

stability, flight endurance, and high altitude are prime prerequisites,  and 

new uses for this versatile sky-hook arise dally. 

FILM REPORT ON PROJECT BANSHEE - PHASE I 

Jack R. Kelso 
Defense Atomic Support Agency,   Washington,  D. C. 

Project BANSHEE (Balloon and Nike Scaled High Explosive Experiment) 

Is a joint Army,  Navy,  Air Force high altitude blast effects research program 

sponsored by the Defense Atomic Support Agency.    This documentary film 

report (In color) covers primarily the development,  coordination,  and fielding 

of a series of complex scientific experiments In the upper atmosphere.    Partic- 

ular attention Is devote' to unusual operational techniques utilized to conduct 

balloon flights In support of project activities during 1961 and 1962. 
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